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COMMENTARIUM OFFICIALE PRO SODALIBUS CONGREGATION IS
MISSION IS ALTERNIS MENSIBUS EDITUM
Apud Curiam Generalitiam Via di Bravetta, 159 - 00164 ROMA
ANNO XXXIII (1989); N° 162 Fasciculus 1, Jan.-Feb.
ACTA SANCTAE SEDIS
CONGREGAZIONE DELLA MISSIONE
CURIA GENERALIZIA January 13, 1989
Via di Bravetta, 159 - Roma 89-001-POL
Your Eminence:
Permit me to present the text of the Liturgy of the Hours for
the Proper of the Congregation of the Mission in the polish language.
This text is respectfully presented for the confirmation or appro-
bation of the Congregation for Divine Worship.
The translation into the polish language was carried out
under the supervision of the Provincial Superior of our Polish
Province, Very Rev. Stanislaw Wypych, CM, former Assistant Gen-
eral at our General Curia in Rome (1980-1986).
The original text of the Proper for our Congregation in the la-
tin language was approved by the Sacred Congregation for Divine
Worship on the 21st of March, 1974 (Prot. N. 1222/74).
With prayerful best wishes and sentiments of esteem, I am,
Respectfully yours in our Lord,
William W. Sheldon, C.M.
Procurator General
His Eminence
Cardinal Eduardo Martinez Somalo
Prefect
Congregation for Divine Worship
Pia:,a Pio X11, 3 - 00193 Rome
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CONGREGATIO PRO CULTU DIVINO
Prot. 196/89
CONGREGATIONIS MTSSIONIS
Instante Reverendo Patre Gulielmo W. Wheldon, Congregatio-
nis Missionis Procuratore Generali, litteris die 13 ianuarii 1989 da-
tis, vigore facultatum huic Congregationi a Summo Pontifice IOAN-
NE PAULO II tributarurn, texturn Proprii Liturgiae Horarum eius-
dem Congrcgationis, lingua polona exaratum et huic Decreto ad-
nexum, perlibenter prohamus seu confirmamus.
In textu imprimendo inseratur ex integro hoc Decretum, quo
ab Apostolica Sede petita confirmatio conceditur.
Eiusdern insuper textus impressi duo exemplaria ad hanc Con-
gregationern transmittantur.
Contrariis quibuslibet minime obstantibus.
Ex aedibus Congregationis pro Cultu Divino, die 16 februarii
1989.








A Joule la Congregation Roma, 28 janvier 1989
Mes chers Confreres,
La grace de Notre-Seigneur Jesus-Christ
soil avec nous a jamais!
Il v a quelques semaines, le Perc Jcan-Francois Gaziello, Assis-
tant pour les Missions, m'a dernande d'etre decharge dc son office
d'Assistant. A la session d'aujourd'hui, apres avoir entendu l'avis
des rnembres du Conseil General et obtenu leur consentement, j'ai
accepts sa dcmission.
Le motif do la dcmission du Pere Gaziello, c'est son etat de
sante. Fin 1987, lors de la visite d'unc mission, it a contracts une
malaria cerebrale et it est reste quatre jours dans le coma. Son co0ur
en a ete affects. Lors d'un recent examen medical, apres une visite
Bans une Province missionnaire, les docteurs lui ont conseills de
ne plus entreprendre de longs et penibles voyages. A la lumiere do
ces faits, j'ai decide, sur sa dernande, de Ic decharger de son office.
La Congregation doit de la reconnaissance au Pere Gaziello
polo- son excellent travail durant huit ans et demi. Il a ete tres
assidu a visiter les missions et it s'est applique tics activement a
les promouvoir . Ses contributions lors des Conseils ont ete un sti-
mulant pour noun tous . Je Iui suis profondemcnt reconnaissant de
I'aide qu' il m'a personnellement donnee.
Je sais que vous vous unircz a nous pour demander au Seigneur
de lui rendre ses forces, afin qu'il puisse continuer a travailler pour
la Congregation, dins la Province de Toulouse, a laquelle it
retourne. Que Notre-Dame, "Salus Infirmorum", lui accorde la pro-
tection de son intercession touts-puissante!
Dans I'amour de Notre-Seigneur je demeure
votre devour confrere





May the grace of Our Lord Jesus Christ bi with us forevar!
A few weeks ago in my Advent letter I wrote to you on the topic
of our Vow of Poverty. Since that time the members of the General
Council have devoted a number of sessions to reflecting on the sub-
ject. We would like now to offer you the fruits of our reflection, along
with some questions which should be faced and honestly answered
by each one of us.
We consider that the maintenance and practice of evangelical
poverty in the Congregation is essential for our survival as a Com-
munity in the Church, a conviction which Saint Vincent expressed
frequently to us at the end of his life.
During the weeks of Lent I ask each local community in the Con-
gregation to hold at least one conference on the subject of evangeli-
cal poverty as practised by us as individuals and as communities.
Later, at your next Provincial Assembly consideration and reflec-
tion can be given to the questions of evangelical poverty at a provin-
cial level.
The short document which the General Council now offers you
will, / hope, be a help in your personal, community and provincial
reflection on our practice of evangelical poverty. May the Spirit of
God enlighten us about the means we should adopt to strengthen,
or if need be, restore the dynamism that the practice of evangelical
poverty gives to the life of a man who is intent on continuing the
mission of Christ of proclaiming good news to the poor.
Asking a remembrance in your prayers, I remain in the love of
Our Lord,
Your devoted confrere,
Richard McCULLEN, i.s. C.M.
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SOME REFLECTIONS ON EVANGELICAL
POVERTY IN THE CONGREGATION
1. SOMF. FACTS
In a civilization and a world marked by a prodigious movement of'
almost indefinite material growth, what witness would he offered
by a religious who let himself be carried away by an uncurbed seek-
ing for his own case, and who considered it normal to allow himself
without discernment or restraint everything that is offered him?
(Evangelica Testificatio, 19).
* A number of Visitors have expressed their happiness at
knowing that the Superior General intended to call to the atten-
tion of the whole Congregation to the fidelity we owe to our vow
of poverty. Thanks be to God, many confreres are faithful to the
demands of the evangelical virtue of poverty. Likewise, many lo-
cal communities live a simple life-style. Among the Provinces too,
there are clear signs of solidarity through the sharing of our ma-
terial goods. But, notwithstanding all the good that exists, we find
ourselves confronted with other negative facts.
* Some Provinces have not carried out what is demanded by
Statute 17: "The Provincial Assembly will make concrete norms in
regard to poverty in conformity with the Constitutions and with
the spirit of the Common Rules and the Fundamental Statute on
Poverty......
* Some of those responsible for administering goods which do
not belong to the Congregation, but which are entrusted to it, are
acting independently of the Visitor and his council in the adminis-
tration of these goods, contrary to what is determined in Statutes
102 and 103,4; or they administer them without keeping in mind
the spirit of poverty proper to the Congregation (Const. 154).
* Some seek money for the missions and other works of the
Congregation without the knowledge of the Superior or get funds
for personal works which are not included in the provincial plan
or the local community plan.
* Some do not always faithfully seek poverty permissions for
using or disposing of community goods or their own belongings,
as demanded by articles 34-35 of the Constitutions.
* More important than all these facts is the temptation to have
abundant things and to seek always the best of everything. The Su-
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perior General, in his Advent letter, emphasized the risk that some
members of the Congregation run of succumbing to this temp-
tation and of thus becoming insensitive to many evangelical and
Vincentian values (cf. CR III, 1 and Stat. 100, 1).
Question:
What other facts , positive or negative , raise questions for us,
personally or communally , in regard to the practice of evangelical
poverty?
2. PRINCIPLES
Evangelical poverty "is not, as you know, a movement of the politi-
cal or temporal order; it calls rather for the conversion of hearts,
for liberation from all temporal encumbrances. It is a call to love.
(Evangelica Testificatio, 17).
"Though he was rich, he became poor..." (2 Cor. 8:9).
The contemplation of Christ, poor himself and the Evangel-
izer of the Poor, ought to be the source of our love of poverty. The
Common Rules III, 1, and the Constitutions, 31, present to us a
Christ who "while Lord of all, adopted a life so poor that he had
nowhere to lay his head" and who, moreover, wanted his apostles
to live the same simple life-style.
In St. Vincent's mind, contemplation of the poor Christ will
free the missionary from every attachment and will dispose him
to fight against the avid desire for riches, the cause of ruin for the
whole world.
The Constitutions view poverty as a means toward and a sign
of our dependence on God and as a source of efficacy in our aposto-
late, an apostolatc that finds its strength in the power of God and
not in the power of this world.
"Poverty as a sign of growth in our vocation in the Church"
(Stat. 18).
The church is the Church of the poor, and the poor are its
preferential option. The option for the poor is fundamental to the
Congregation; it inspired the birth of the Company and will be the
source of its present and future vitality as well. If the Church can-
not be conceived of without reference to the poor (like the mission
of Jesus and the whole gospel message ), the same must be said for
the Congregation, because the reason for our existence in the Church
is to continue the mission of Christ the Evangelizer of the poor.
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But in order that the practice of evangelical poverty in the Con-
gregation might be a true sign of deepened growth in our vocation
in the Church, it must, besides having a personal and communal
dimension, also have an ecclesial and social dimension, so that the
Congregation really shows itself to be in solidarity with the poor.
"Poverty is the bulwark of the community and a means for mak-
ing our evangelization more effective " (cf. Const. 31; Stat. 18).
St. Vincent considers poverty as being at the core of our local
communities and as the foundation and bulwark of the Company.
He adds: "...especially of ours, which needs it more than the others"
(cf. Coste, XI, 223).
St. Vincent's thought in this matter should not be interpreted
in a merely protective, defensive sense, but, rather, dynamically,
so that it impels us toward the future for a better, more efficacious
evangelization of the poor in the Church.
These theological principles are among those that underlie,
and give life to, the statements in our Constitutions. All our norms
about poverty ought to be seen and lived from this perspective, so
that we become more identified with Christ - this is one of the
reasons for our vow of poverty, as the Superior General pointed
out in his Advent letter - and so that we might become more
deeply and dynamically involved in the life of the Church and its
evangelizing efforts.
Questions:
1. What text of the gospel or of St . Vincent inspires you and
most moves you to practice the evangelical counsel of poverty?
2. What are your convictions about the value of these prin-
ciples and what influence do they have on your personal and com-
munal practice of poverty?
3. POINTS FOR REFLECTION
It is necessary that in your daily lives you should give proof, even
externally, of authentic poverty. (Evangelica Testificatio, 18).
The facts mentioned above give rise to a series of questions
about the practice of poverty among us. The first is about the spirit
of poverty. This is, without doubt, the most important, since only
an evangelical spirit of poverty can give rise to its practice. Not-
withstanding the diverse situations we live in (and, consequently,
the different ways of expressing poverty in the Congregation), the
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primacy of the spirit of poverty, or affective poverty (the term used
by St. Vincent in CR III, 2), ought to he clear and indisputable.
But to separate affective poverty from effective poverty would
be a clear indication that the former is not genuine. Such a separ-
ation is the reason why many questions arise in the concrete about
our use of goods, our life-style, the means we employ in the aposto-
late, and the administration of goods.
To avoid being purely theoretical, and out of a desire to help
you to reflect about poverty (as stipulated in Statute 18), we pro-
pose the following discussion questions.
Concerning the personal practice of poverty:
1. Do you think of yourself as subject to the universal law of
labor and do you hand over to the Community the fruit of your
labor? (Const. 32, 1,2).
2. Do you ac•ceept, artd put into practice, poverty as clepertdence,
by seeking the permissions established in the provincial Norms or
the local community plan, according to the spirit of the Connnon
Rules and what is prescribed in article 34 of the Constitutions.
Concerning the practice of poverty in the local community
1. Does the life-style o f your local commun ity manifest the sim-
plicity and sobriety which articles 33 and / 00,1, of our Constitutions
mentioil?
2. In your local co ►nnutnity are there ways of exercising cor-
responsibility in the use and administration of goods, such as the
sharing of informatio n, the local cormruunity plan, and periodic
evaluations (Const. 149, Stat. 16, 18).
3. Does the community give each of you what you need for your
support and formation, and for the exercise of your apostolate,
without falling into the temptation of lim ing to have the ver v best?
(Coast. 33).
Concerning the practice of poverty in the Province
1. If the Provincial Assembly has ►tot done it, has the Visitor
with his Council given concrete directives as to how poverty c/touhl
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be lived in the Province , in conformity with the Constitutions and
according to the spirit of the Common Rules and the Fundamental
Statute on Poverty ( Stat . 17, 18).
2. Do there exist in the Province adequate means for a true shar-
ing of goods, so that inequalities among us are avoided, needy
provinces are helped, and the poor share in what we have? (Const.
33, 35, 151, 152).
3. Is the Province guided by precise criteria for administering,
in accord with our spirit of poverty, those goods which do not be-
long to the Congregation, but whose management is entrusted to
us? (Stat. 102, 103, 4).
4. Does there exist in the province true corresponsihility in the
administration and use of goods, and are the means for exercising
such corresponsibility readily available?
4. CONCLUSION
Reflection on and the practice of evangelical poverty in the Con-
gregation will bring to fulfillment the desire expressed by Pope John
Paul II in his address to the members of the General Assembly of
1986:
May your guests, may vote- neighbors bear witness, I dare say
be unsettled, by your simplicity and your dignity, by your
poverty and your joy, by your understanding of the problems





Decemb., 1988 - Feb., 1989
DIES-NOMEN OFFICIt'M DOMUS PROVINCIA
17 Decemb.
KAIPURAM Simon Cons. Prot. 1/3 Indiac
MITTATILANY Louis Cons. Prov. V3 Indiae
CHENNAKADAN Cons. Prov. li3 Indiac
Jacob
THOTTANKARA Cons. Prov. 13 Indiac
Xavier
HERFF Jerome R. Superior 113 Los Angeles 1' S.A.F. Occident.
PF.RDOMO Ismael Superior 113 Cochabamba 19° Colombiana
PALACIOS Rosendo Superior li3 Granada b° Matritensis
BARQUIN Teodoro Cons. Prov. li3 Matritensis
VILLANUEVA Cons. Prov. 1?3 Matritensis
Florentino
GONZALEZ Cons. Prov. 1,3 Matritensis
Benedicto
NIETO Varas Cons. Prov. I!3 Mal ti lcnsis
Jose Maria
23 Decemb.
MOJICA Noel Cons. Prov. 2+3 Colombiana
SARMIEN'I'O David Cons. Prov. 13 Colombiana
Van der Drift Piet Superior 1/3 Findhovert (a.i.d.) Hollandiae
12 Jarntarii
RIVIERE J. Superior 1/3 Valjleure 100 Tolosana
GARCIA Bernardo Superior 1/3 Rernoulins 8° (n.d.) Tolosana
MAGNOUX H. Superior 213 Tolagnaro I' Madagascarensis
BUH F. Superior 213 Vohipeno 7° Madagascarensis
SANTIA M. Superior 113 Betroka 9 ° Madagascarensis
28 Januarit
BARAVALLE E. Superior li3 Casale Monferralo 4°Taurinensis
CUEVAS.I. Superior 113 Andiijar 2° Matritensis
ARREGUI A. Assist. Prov. Caesaraugustana
SAEZ Paulino Cons. Prov. 113 Caesaraugustana
ARANA Jimenez J. Superior 1.3 Murgtua 12° Caesaraugustana
SUCCO P. Superior 213 Torino I' Taurinensis
ZEDDE1. Superior 213 Chieri 5° Taurinensis
TARDON R. Superior 113 Tardajos 17° Matritensis





PEDRONCINI A. Superior 1/3 Cagliari 2 ° Taurinensis
PEREZ Gualherto Cons. Prov. 3/3 Aequatoriana
MARI'INEZ Gonzalo Cons . Prov. 21'3 Aequatoriana
SANCHEZ B. Cons. Prov. 1/3 Aequatoriana
FONSATTI J.C. Superior 1/3 Curitiba 1 ° Curibitensis
SARMIENT'O David Assistent. Prov. Columbiana
GALVIS A. Cons. Prov. Ira Colombiana
VASQUEZ D. Cons. Prov. U3 Colombiana
SARMIENTO David Superior 1/3 Garzdn 7° Colombiana
ESCOBAR Hernando Superior 113 Ibague 9° Colombiana
GARCIA Samuel Superior 13 Medellin 11° Colombiana
MOJICA Luis A. Superior 13 Ndiaga 12 1 Columbiana
OUINCENO A. Superior 1/3 Popaydn 14 ° Colombiana
CORNP..E P. Superior 213 Bortdues 4° Parisiensis
NECROLOGIUM, 1988
N° NONMI N CONDICIO DIES OH. DO,ML_'S AFT. VOC.
I GUERRA Francisco X. Sacerdo, 1. 1.88 Rio tie Janeiro 53
2 TAMAYO Alfonso Sacerdos 16. 1.88 Cali 4° 65 45
3 SMOLIC Janez Sacerdos 3. 1.88 Bitola 3° 69 48
4 ZANGARI Angelo Sacerdos 20. 1.88 Chieri 5° 75 55
5 TOUW Guilherme Sacerdos 14. 1.88 Fortaleza l° 66 47
6 CONDE R . Dativo Sacerdos 27. 1.88 Madrid 1° 84 34
7 POMMIER Jean
Joseph Sacerdos 5. 2.88 0ax 3° 97 78
8 ASERRADOR
Francisco
Frater 25. 1.88 Salamanca 1* 60 34
9 SPII.AK Joeel Fratcr 8. 2.88 Celje 4° 90 53
10 GHIDE'FTl Nardino Sacerdos 5. 2.88 Torino 1* 75 60
11 VEIGA Luis A. Sacerdos 13. 2.88 Chaves 6° 72 56
12 MARcAL Jose Farinha Fratcr 17. 2.88 Lisboa l" 69 51
13 MARKITON Rafael Sacerdos 14. 2.88 Gdansk 5° 72 55
14 COLLINS Janies D. Sacerdos 5. 3.88 Northampton 75 53
12°
15 BRACHA Franciszek Sacerdos 27. 2.88 Krakow 10° 78 61
16 CHEBI.1 Georges Fratcr 14. 3.88 Antoura 2° 85 57
17 SELS Jules Sacerdos 15. 3.88 Leuven lo 72 51
18 DEMONTIS Raimondo Frater 23. 3.88 Chieri 5° 88 35
19 HERTZ Joseph Sacerdos 27. 3.88 Paris 2° 74 55
20 PRODIIAN Cvril Sacerdos 6. 4.88 Godalpur 7° 51 31
21 DUGRIP Joseph Sacerdos 22. 3.88 Dax 3° 80 58
22 SKLEDAR Stcfan Frater 31. 3.88 Ljubljana-
Crnuce
85 61
23 STEFANI Horacio Sacerdos 22. 4.88 l.ujdn 5° 58 40
24 RONCO Francesco Sacerdos 21. 4.88 Cagliari 2° 66 47
25 PFEIFER Michael Sacerdos 21. 3.88 Saint Louis 1' 59 39
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26 LEBLANC Victor Sacerdos 28 . 4.88 Berceau 2° 85 67
27 POUPY Eugene Sacerdos 21. 4.88 Paris 20 85 65
28 GOFFE Juan B. Sacerdos 24. 4.88 San Pedro S.
11° 93 61
29 DUVAL Paul Sacerdos 8. 5.88 Paris 10 73 56
30 SPURGIASZ Edward Sacerdos 20. 5.88 West Ilartford 58 37
1°
31 SZUSTERKIEWICZ F. Frater 20 . 5.88 Trier 4° 89 67
32 KAIILEN Josef Sacerdos 24. 5.88 Khln /° 75 57
33 KORTVEI.YESSY E. Sacerdos 26. 5.88 Csdkvdr 76 59
34 VELAYOS Elias Sacerdos 29. 5.88 Puebla 16° 65 45
35 MONTERISI Paolo Sacerdos 1. 6.88 Lecce 7° 34 8
36 FRANCI Luigi Sacerdos 8. 6.88 Roma I ° 67 49
37 O'BRIEN James J. Sacerdos 12 . 6.88 .Sain Louis 1° 73 52
38 LEWINSKI Franciszek Sacerdos 16. 7.88 Pabianice 14° 61 40
39 NAGY August Sacerdos 29. 6.88 Philadelphia 1' 81 61
40 GARNIER Roberto Sacerdos 20. 7.88 Guayaquil 3' 70 48
41 TEUBEN Herman Sacerdos 21. 7.88 Eindhoven 4° 56 37
42 IZOUIERDO C. Jesus Sacerdos 25. 7.88 Madrid 1° 87 70
43 JOIE Robert Sacerdos 31. 7.88 Dax .3° 83 65
44 PERAMAS Justo Sacerdos I. 8.88 Chincha Alta 3° 57 35
45 SAIZ C. Lorenzo Sacerdos 12. 8.88 Madrid /' 99 80
46 BALLOUZE Francois Sacerdos 15. 8.88 Mejdlava 5° 68 49
47 TOMASELLI Giuseppe Sacerdos 30. 8.88 Baltimore 18° 79 57
48 LOPEZ Aureliano Sacerdos 26. 8.88 Madrid 1' 64 45
49 DUNCAN James Sacerdos 5. 6.88 Wa ndal8° 75 42
50 GOMEZ Carlos Felipe Sacerdos 21. 9.88 Guatemala 1' 66 49
51 TAGGART Sylvester Sacerdos 19. 9.88 Philadelphia 1' 78 55
52 RICE Robert E. Sacerdos 7. 8.88 Perryville 13° 75 57
53 CASHMAN Edward Sacerdos 29. 8.88 New Orleans 6° 75 57
54 URREGO Marco Sacerdos I. 8.88 Bogota 1' 73 48
55 GOMEZ S. Pedro Frater 15.9.88 MW.rico 1° 70 53
56 IDEAS Jesus Fraser 7. 9.88 Santurce 1° 82 66
57 FREITAS Manuel de Sacerdos 3.10.88 Lisboa 1' 68 50
58 BOASSO Michele Sacerdos 3. 9.88 Verona -Qui nz. 83 55
/4°
59 BOVARINI Giuseppe Sacerdos 22.10.88 Siena /1° 78 54
60 HOAR Thomas F. Sacerdos 28 . 10.88 Philadelphia 1° 54 34
61 MUSIZZA Paulo Frater 25. 10.88 Casale Mont. 4° 89 55
62 BARTOLINI Giuseppe Sacerdos 9.11.88 Siena 11° 79 54
63 OOMEN Henri Sacerdos 2.11.88 l :' indhoven 4° 74 55
64 GIELF.N Charles Sacerdos 18.11.88 Leuven 1° 74 57
65 HUERGA G. Benjamin Sacerdos 24.11.88 Madrid 1° 78 61
66 MOUES Henri Frater 24 . 11.88 Panningen 1° 83 58
67 GARNIF.R Francois Sacerdos 27.11.88 Paris /° 78 56
68 MULLEN George F. Sacerdos 23.11.88 Jackson 7° 66 46
69 ALLEN Vincent Sacerdos 29.11.88 Dublin 7° 85 67
70 ORTIZ R . Felix M. Sacerdos 21.11.88 Cartago 5° 85 66
71 LEONE Giuseppe Sacerdo, 15.12.88 Benevento 2° 76 60
72 MARKUS Sindor Saccrtios 24 I I.65 Grj ° 79 62
73 McIIARDY James Sacerdo, 12 12 55 ,1','.w' Orlearz, 6° 71 54
74 O'SULLIVAN James




N° NOMF.N CONDICIO DIES OB. DOMUS AE'.T. VOC.
I MORANDI Francesco Sacerdos 4. 1.89 Siena 11' 85 47
2 SIFFRID Charles Sacerdos 14. 1.89 Paris /° 90 72
3 HURLEY John Sacerdos 18. 1.89 Twickenham 90 72
/7°
4 NUS EZ Oscar Jose Sacerdos 10. 1.89 Valparaiso 5° 71 55
5 SINNOTT Charles Sacerdos 28. 1.89 Dublin 8° 64 43
6 SOUZA Joaquim Sacerdos 25. 1.89 Belo Horizonte 50 31
3°
7 KULCSAR Amhrus Frater 15 . 1.89 Hungarica 74 54
8 FRANCOLINI Gino Sacerdos 5. 2.89 Ronza /° 71 54
9 LABA 'I Pierre Sacerdos 3. 2.89 Viclrv 11' 78 60
10 BREEN Joseph S. Sacerdos 7. 2.89 Jamaica 8° 70 50
11 BRIZUELA Santiago Sacerdos 11. 2.89 Guatemala 11 77 59
12 RILEY Edward F. Sacerdos 3. 2.89 Chicago 3° 71 52
13 SZMAJ Feliks Sacerdos 31. 1.89 Krzeszowice 12° 81 60
14 MEAUX Charles Sacerdos 11. 2.89 Metz 10° 76 57
15 McDONALD Ronald Sacerdos 16. 2.89 Bathurst 2° 80 50
16 FRINS Joseph Sacerdos 15. 2.89 Susteren 6° 66 45
17 DZIEDZIC Tadeu Sacerdos 12. 2.89 Curitiba 10 81 65
18 SIFFRID Florent Sacerdos 2. 3.89 Paris l' 89 70
19 LEMMEN Sjeng Saccrdo' 23 2.89 Panninguen 1° 86 59
20 TESOURO David Sacerdos 2 1. 2.89 Santurce 1 ° 63 48
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NEO-SACERDOTES 1988
No NOMF.N PROVINCIA DIES ORDINATIONIS
I BE Jean Rene MAD 2.10.1988
2 MAHONDE Mangaya Joseph ZAI 10. 7.1988
3 IYOLO irombe Dominique ZAI 10. 7.1988
4 LAZO R. Jose E . AMC 10. 12.1988
5 ARIAS Guzman David AMC 11 . 12.1988
6 MARMILICZ Andre CUR 3 . 1.1988
7 OLIVEIRA Luis Carlos CUR 8. 4.1988
8 REINA Manuel Alfonso COL 27. 11.1988
9 VARGAS Jesus Maria COL 8.12.1988
10 ANDRADE Ramiro COL 10. 111988
11 IIOLGUIN Luis Enrique COL 11.12.1988
12 QUISPE M . Carlos E. PER 29. 6.1988
13 GAMERO Javier PER 27 . 11.1988
14 BARBOSA Soto Carlos M. POR 28 . 5.1988
15 OLIVERAS Adorno Evaristo POR 28 . 5.1988
16 TORRES Perez Pablo POR 28 . 5.1988
17 JEAN Philippe Jean -Claude POR 25. 6.1988
18 SUFFRIN Rene Verlene POR 25 . 6.1988
19 MEDINA Pitti Jose Angel ORL 18. 6.1988
20 CROTTY Michael Andrew OCC 26. 11.1988
21 ARELLANO Ramirez Williams E. VEN 9. 7.1988
22 ARMELLINI Castillo Frco. O. VEN 16. 7.1988
23 CASTILLO Alvarez Gerardo A. COS 9. 1.1988
24 KALLAMMAKAL Mathew IND 2. 1,1988
25 PANI Joseph IND 8.12.1988
26 CHELLAN Wilson IND 29 . 12.1988
27 MARIASILUVAI Xavier IND 30 . 12.1988
28 SOKALEKSMANA Alexander 1DS 23. 6.1988
29 VICS Ernpinado Rolyn PHI 19. 3.1988
30 FA J ARDO Atilano Pill 16.12.1988
31 GALLEGOS Stephen SIN 27. 9.1988
32 DELABY Vincent PAR 12 . 5.1988
33 NDZANA Benoit PAR 6 . 8.1988
34 ENSCH Norbert GER 9. 7.1988
35 FARRELL Sean H1B 5 . 6,1988
36 OKAFOR Hyacinth HIB 24. 9.1988
37 SANCHEZ Alba Miguel MAT 25. 6.1988
38 P LREZ Puente Julian E. MAT 13. 8.1988
39 BERME Berhane Kelali NEA 24. 4.1988
40 'I'ECLU Ohgamichael NEA 24 . 4.1988
41 CUSCITO Leonardo NEA 24 . 9.1988
42 DEPAI .O Francesco NEA 17. 12.1988
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43 COGONI Carlo TAU 20. 8.1988
44 BIZANT Vladisla% JUG 29. 6.1988
45 AUGI:STYNSKI Andrej POL 28. 5.1988
46 CIUREJ Michael POL 28 . 5.1988
47 GORNY Jerzy POL 28. 5.1988
48 KAGANEK Adam POL 28. 5.1988
49 KL[M.A Andre( POL 28. 5.1988
50 KOPYSTYNSKY A. Ralal POL 28 . 5.1988
SI KOTLINSKI Eugeniusz POL 28 . 5.1988
52 KOZLOWSKI Woiciech POL 28 . 5.1988
53 MACIEJEWSKI Tadeusz POL 28 . 5.1988
54 NOWAKOWSKI Przemyslaw POL 28. 5.1988
55 RISTAU Marek POL 28. 5.1988
56 STASZAK Adam POL 28. 1988
57 WACHOWIAK Jacek POL 28. I988
NEO-INCORPORATI 1988
No NOMEN PROVINCIA DIES INCORPORATIONIS
I KERIN Anton (sac) MAD 28. 7.1988
2 ASSEFA Kidane M ariam AET 30 . 7.1988
3 TEKLE Mariam Ahehe AET 30. 7.1988
4 ESPINOSA Espinosa Leonardo AEQ 25 . 1.1988
5 ARIAS Guzman David AMC 25 . 1.1988
6 LAZO Rodriguez Jose A . AMC 25 . 1.1988
7 BOGLIOLO Daniel ARG 3 . 12.1988
8 CASTRO Rao] ARG 3 . 12.1988
9 FERREIRA Carlos E . FLU 29. 6.1988
10 SOTEM Jakson Cezar CUR 23 . S.l 5s
11 VALENGA Claudio CUR 22. 7.!14x:;
12 OLIVEIRA Antonio J.G. FOR 27 . 9.1988
13 OI.IVI-.IRA Francisco S. FOR 27 . 9.1988
14 SILVA Antonio de Asis FOR 27 . 9.1988
IS CHILITO Hernando COL 26 . 11.1985
16 PEREZ, ,lose Gerardo COL 26. 11.1988
17 MARTINEZ Flores MEX 25 . 1.1988
18 FLORES Gavtan Alejandro MEX 27. 9.1988
19 O11ISPF'. \1a tinez Carlos E. PER 24 . 1.1988
20 GAM FRO Iorres Javier W . PER 24 . 8.1988
21 HERNANDEZ Garcia Andres M. POR 19. 9.1981;
22 URA\1 ( 11 Frank L , OcC 28.12 :98.
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23 GUERRA Gonzalez Alcibiedes L ORL 17 . 3.1988
24 JUSTAVINO Quintero Teodoro M. ORL 17. 3.1988
25 CHELLAN Wilson IND 7. 5.1988
26 KALLELY Thomas IND 7. 5.1988
27 KOTTADIKULLAN Jose IND 7. 5.1988
28 KUNNAMPUZHA Francis IND 7. 5.1988
29 MANJALY J ose IND 7. 5.1988
30 MARIASILUVAI Xavier IND 7. 5.1988
31 NAYAK Lucian IND 7. 5.1988
32 PANI Joseph IND 7. 5.1988
33 VADAKUMPADAN Sunnv R . IND 7. 5.1988
34 NAGFLE Herbert AUS 8.12.1988
35 NDZANA Benoit PAR 5. 3.1988
36 GBODI Hyacinth HIB 27 . 9.1988
37 MBATA Cyril HIB 27 . 9.1988
38 NWAGWU Dominic HIB 27. 9.1988
39 JUNCA Ramon ( sac) BAR 20.10.1988
40 SALAS Ugena Juan A . * MAT 6. 1.1988
41 MACALUSO Angelo TAU 9. 9.1988
42 BARTOSZCK Krvstof POL 20. 2.1988
43 BEDNAREK Marek POL 20. 2.1988
44 GORSKI Dariusz POL 20. 2.1988
45 HARENCZYK Jacek POL 20. 2.1988
46 KATA Marian POL 20. 2.1988
47 KU REK Darius/ POL 20. 2.1988
48 LYTROW SKI Krvstol POL 20 . 2.1988
49 MASZKOWSKI Jerzy POL 20 . 2.1988
50 OWSIAK Marek POL 20. 2.1988
51 PAWLIK Henrvk POL 20 . 2.1988
52 SZYMKOWIAK Stanislaw PO1. 20 . 2.1988
53 RISTAU Tadeusz POL 20 . 2.1988
54 ZAKRETA Arkadiusz POL 20. 2..1988
55 JUNDT Juliusz Z. * POL 23 . 4,1988
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RENCONTRE DES VISITEURS





At the beginning of this New Year, greetings from the Prepara-
tory Commission for the Meeting of the Visitors in Rio de Janeiro,
with best wishes for all good things and Gods choicest blessings.
As of December3l , 1988, we had received 32 replies to the ques-
tionnaire which was sent to the Provinces and Vice-Provinces last
July 1st. Thanks for your attention and replies . (If other replies still
arrive, we will try to use them for the presentation of each part of
the synthesis at Rio de Janeiro).
The document which we are now sending you will be the
first working document (docuntentum laboris) at Rio de Janeiro.
It is presented in three chapters; you will have an opportunity for
an exchange of experiences and for deepening your understanding
of the more important points. A stud>• of this .swtthesis will serve
as an evaluation (see) of rile Lines of Action of the 1986 General
Assembly, which constitutes the theme of the Meeting in Rio. This
evaluation will be made in view of the objective of the Meeting
which is
"to help you, the Visitors , in the work of animating your
provinces in the serv ice of the Church , according to the end
of the Congregation (cf. Const ., art. 123, 2), in the light of the
challenges facing us today, in evangelization of the poor, as
well as in community and formation for the mission " (letter
of the Superior General , July 1, 1988).
The second and third phases of the Meeting will be devoted to
judge and act. We will have theological, Vince ntian and pastoral
criteria to study and judge what was done in the Provinces, concen-
trating our attention on certain means which the Visitors have at
their disposal, such as provincial and conlnrunity plans, the Provin-
cial Council, Assemblies, visits to the houses and ongoing forum.
tion of the confreres.
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Ott these points we must make an effort to list the practical,
concrete lines or orientations which are likely to help you in the ani-
mation of the Provinces. This will be the third phase of the Meeting.
You will receive other information a little later. We also enclose
the program for the Meeting.
We renew our greetings and best wishes for the New Year, both




P.S. For exchanging experiences and helping one another, we ask you
to please bring to Rio:
- the provincial plan and some community plans which seem good;
- your pastoral plan for vocations;
- programs of ongoing formation for the Confreres;
- special programs for the formation of Brothers.
Many thanks.
PROGRAM FOR THE VISITORS ' MEETING
RIO DE JANEIRO (BRAZIL)
JULY 3-17, 1989
THEME:
The evaluation of the Lines of Action (1986-1992) of the Gen-
eral Assembly of 1986.
OBJECTIVE:
To help the Visitors to animate their provinces, in the service
of the Church, according to the end of the Congregation (cf. Const.,
art. 123,2), in light of the challenges facing us today in evangelization
of the poor, as well as in community and formation for the mission.
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STAGES TO BE FOLLOWED AT THE MEETING:
See:
In the first phase, we will evaluate what has been done in the
Provinces to concretize the Lines of Action (1986-1992). Each Visi-
tor will have the synthesis of the Provinces' responses. This has
three chapters: evangelization of the poor, community for the mis-
sion, and formation for the mission. These will be studied in the
first three days.
In the responses of the Visitors, there are many indications of
the means that have been used for animating the Provinces in these
three areas.
Judge:
What we have done will have to be looked at in relationship
to certain theological, Vincentian, and pastoral criteria according
to which the animation of a Province ought to be carried out. Know-
ing what has been done in the Provinces in these three areas, we
will then concentrate especially on some preliminary points, such
as the theory and practice of animating a Province (in its sociologi-
cal and psychological aspects, techniques, etc.) and the role of the
Visitor according to St. Vincent's thought and the documents of the
Church. Next, we will study the principal means at the disposal of
the Visitor for animating the Province (such as the provincial plan,
the local community plans, the Provincial Council, the Provincial
Assemblies, visitations of the houses and works, and finally the on-
going formation of the confreres). We will see if these means have
been used in such a way as truly to animate the Provinces.
Act:
After studying each of the preceding subjects, we will try to
highlight practical points and concrete directions that flow out of
what has been presented in the talks on various subjects, the shar-
ing of experiences, the debates, etc. In this way we will try to help
the Visitors in animating their provinces. We might even arrive at
formulating illustrative plans (e.g., a provincial plan for on-going
formation, a plan for Domestic Assemblies, for the formation of
Superiors, etc.). Such plans, formulated in groups, can serve as a
learning tool for later adaptation in the provinces.
THE PROGRAM
July 2. In the evening, a celebration of the Eucharist with the
Vincentian Family (confreres, Daughters of Charity, Ladies of Char-
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ity, Conferences of St. Vincent de Paul ). The official opening will
be on the morning of July 3.
FIRST PIIASI:: SEE.
3. Evaluation of evangelization of the poor.
4. Evaluation of community life for the mission.
5. Evaluation of formation for the mission.
SECOND AND THIRD PHASES: JUDGE AND ACT
6. The animation of a province (sociological, psychological, and
pastoral aspects).
7. Provincial and local community plans.
8. Practical part.
9. Sunday - free dav.
10. The role of the Visitor according to St. Vincent's thought
and the documents of the Church.
The Provincial Council, a means for animating the Province.
11. The Provincial Assembly, a means for animating the
Province (role of the Provincial Norms).
12. Practical part, on the subjects of the two preceding days.
13. On-going formation of the confreres. Practical part.
14. Various subjects, which have emerged during the preced-
ing days or have been presented by the Superior General and his
Council (e.g., collaboration among the provinces, help which the Cur-
ia asks of the Provinces, poverty, communal and personal prayer,
the Catalogue of the Houses and Personnel of the Congregation, etc.).
15. Saturday - free day.
16. Sunday - free day.
CONCLUSIONS
17. Preparation , selection, and voting on conclusions from the
meeting . These will be offered to the Superior General in the form
of propositions , with a view toward a document to be addressed
to the whole Congregation.
NOTA BENZ::
1. The closing of the meeting is foreseen as being at the end of the af-
ternoon of Monday , July 17.
2. Some practical information , for the trip:
- Travel agencies can tell you about the documents required ( visas,
vaccinations , if needed, etc.).
- We would very much like to be informed about your arrival in Rin
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(dati, hour , flight monber , airline ), so that we might he able to pick You ttp
at the airport . Please communicate this information to the Visitor of Rio,
Father Jose Pires de Alnteida, who will be arranging this service of meeting
and transporting those arriving . His address is:
Rua Cosin e Velho, 241
Cosme Veiho
22241 Rio de Janeiro - RJ - Brasil
Telephone : 225-3876 or 245-4390
- Warm weath er clothing will suffice.
- Liturgical vestments will be provided there in Rio.
- It is better to arrive with dollars than with other currencies.
TOWARDS AN EVALUATION OF THE LINES OF ACTION
1986-1992
SYNTIIFSIS OF Tll/i REPLIES FROM 77l1: PROVINCES
As of December 31, 1988, 32 replies had reached the General
Secretariat of the Curia, that is 66.66% from a total of 48 Provinces
and Vice-Provinces, or 72.72% of foreseeable or possible responses.
We are providing, in the synthesis , only a few of the names of
Provinces or countries next to the remarks which they contribut-
ed. We trust, however , that these will be sufficient so that you might
know whom to ask for supplementary informal ion as you talk with
one another at the meeting in Rio de Janeiro.
Under the heading for each of the questions asked, we have syn-
thesized the items that stood out most in the responses.
In this synthesis, the range of responses to it particular ques-
tion might seem very complete (or, on the contrary, extremely in-
complete). That reflects an attempt on our part to organize the
responses of the Visitors more or less logically, - the projects they
have undertaken, their programs. their problems, etc. (there are
probably even other things that might have been added).
Moreover, you will find in the responses, not a listing of the
things that we ought to do, but rather a simple listing of the main
points.
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1. - EVANGELIZATION OF THE POOR
1. Describe any new undertakings or interesting experiences
which your Province has had since the General Assembly of
1986:
a) in evangelization of the poor (LA, 11,1).
Following the Meeting of the Visitors in Bogota, there was a
forceful insistence on relaunching popular missions, as a work
traditional in the Congregation and in response to the need for a
new type of evangelization.
La. 1. A number of Provinces have reanimated mission teams
or, created them when they did not exist, sometimes employing new
methods (Ireland).
I.a.2. Other Provinces have taken on a rural, marginal sector,
which could be considered as a mission area, since the population
had been abandoned, e.g. the mission in the forest in Peru.
1.a.3. Others have taken on a sector on the outskirts of the city,
marked by marginalization and its consequences: homelessness,
drug addiction, delinquency, unemployment, prostitution. Many
Provinces in the United States have opened a house or sent con-
freres into quarters where hispanic immigrants live. And many con-
freres have learned the Spanish language.
1.a.4. To prepare better for the future, they have interested
younger confreres in this type of' mission, and have sent students
of the Congregation to participate in different stages of missions
to the poor, thus carrying out their formation in a practical way.
1.a.5. Finally we call attention to interesting undertakings:
- The organization of days of recollection and retreats for stu-
dents by young confreres in Indonesia, and the opening of a house
for retreats;
- the organization of eucharistic communities in Nigeria.
b) assistance in regard to different forms of poverty, es-
pecially new forms ( LA, 11, 1).
The Church asks us to be attentive to new forms of poverty.
St. Vincent recommends that we evangelize by word and deed.
Lb. 1. One notes, in the responses, that urgent financial aid has
ben provided by Provinces who send a certain part of their revenues
to the needy of the Third World. Likewise help has been given to
victims of catastrophes: earthquakes, floods. These forms of as-
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sistance come at particular times of the year, or on the occasion
of certain events. But there is also what we might more properly
call "daily" assistance.
1.b.2. Certain Provinces have a program of aid to country peop-
le, ceding land for experimental cultivation,
organizing communal farms,
opening an agricultural school,
setting up programs for housing for the poor.
1.6.3. Others have a plan for aid to the marginalized poor and
they organize
- help to the homeless and vagrants, to drug addicts (Turin,
Rome, Poland) and alcoholics,
- opening of dispensaries and clinics,
- opening of nurseries and refectories for children,
- setting up workshops where skills might be learned.
1.b.4. Attempts have been made to establish programs for de-
velopment (ColombialTierradentro).
The young and students of the CM have been associated with
this effort.
Groups of christians have been formed locally to assure a just
division of aid received (Mozambique).
1.b.5. Confreres are engaged in official organisms, such as
Justice and Peace; Provinces have even created of Justice and Peace
units. Others are involved in the defense of human rights or in ACAT
(Action of Christians, Anti-Torture).
1.b.6. Finally, we must be attentive to unforsecn misfortunes
which we encounter: the case of UN refugees in camps at Belgrade,
coming from Romania, Bulgaria, or Albania.
Confreres in Texas are involved in helping illegal immigrants
in prison.
We must be very attentive to the signs of the times; if we know
how to read them with faith, we will find new applications of out-
vocation under the inspiration of St. Vincent.
c) formation of pastoral agents , both clergy and lay (LA, 11,
1, 2).
l.c.l. Traditionally we have worked for the formation of the
clergy in diocesan seminaries as professors or directors, and also
for the ongoing formation of the clergy in theological centers or
occasionally in deanery meetings. But many Provinces which were
not involved, or are no longer involved, have been called to the for-
mation of the clergy by sending confreres to work in seminaries
or in theological centers.
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1.c.2. In Provinces where the number of seminaries has
diminished, there is solicitude for the formation of the laity: theo-
logical or biblical sessions, liturgy groups. Zeal for the formation
of the laity has been manifested since Vatican II, when greater con-
sideration has been given to the place of the laity in the Church.
This role of the laity and their formation was already experienced
as a necessity in countries where fewer priests are in charge of
numerous communities. Thus one assures their formation as ani-
mators of the communities (Mozambique, Madagascar) or as
catechists. Also, one forms Vincentian laity who assist the missioner
(Yugoslavia).
For this purpose, Provinces create schools for the formation
of pastoral agents, or also theological centers properly speaking,
open not only to priests but also to religious and laity. Or again
one organized days of recollection and retreats for them. One also
organizes a house for this, when it is necessary.
1.c.3. Passing from the formation of the laity as individuals,
one arrives at organizing communities with various structures.
In Latin America there are "basic ecclesial communities". In
missionary countries, in Africa, e.g. there is a local formal chris-
tianity organized as a type of community with a head of the com-
munity.
In Europe there are "neo-catechumenal" communities which
group christians desirous of deepening their faith and living it daily.
1.e.4. Finally, one comes to associate the laity closer with the
Mission, by organizing missions properly so-called with them, or
in associating then in our ordinary pastoral work and charitable
enterprises.
2. Have analyses of the causes of poverty and of dechristiani-
zation been undertaken in your province and made known
to the Confreres ? Please describe them (LA, 11, 1).
2.1. These analyses or studies have been made in our Provinces
at different levels.
a) Firstly there are studies made by a confrere on poverty or
marginalization in one or other milieu (Rio de Janeiro), or again
on dechristianization of this or that region (Toulouse). Courses have
also been given on these subjects in our seminaries.
b) Confreres have participated as auditors in courses on these
subjects: causes of poverty, the process of marginalization, origin
of dechristianization, given by specialists outside the CM.
c) In the CM already-existing institutions have been used to
promote studies of this kind: Vincentian Weeks at Salamanca have
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taken as themes these last two years: "Vincentian Responses to New
Forms of Poverty", and "Justice and Solidarity with the Poor in
the Vincentian Vocation". And in 1989 the theme will be: "Vincen-
tian Identity in the World of Unbelief".
2.2. Furthermore, Justice and Peace committees have been
formed, e.g. in the United States; or also confreres participated in
already existing committees, e.g. ACAT (Action of Christians, Anti-
Torture).
2.3. Many striking types of poverty appear:
a) Poverty in rich countries: spiritual and moral poverty, pro-
voked by materialism of a consumer society, with the primacy of
money. Poverty of a world of margination engendered by a rich so-
ciety and involving all those who cannot keep up: vagabonds, home-
less, jobless, drug addicts, alcoholics, prostitutes.
b) Poverty in marxist countries (of Europe): material poverty
provoked by a controlled economy, spiritual poverty resulting from
official atheism (Yugoslavia).
c) Poverty in Latin American countries: rural proletariat, ur-
ban slums, social injustice, guerrillas and terrorism, opportunity
for the sects.
d) Poverty of other Third World Countries: from rural neglect,
and that arising from an anarchic and chaotic urbanization with
its consequences: rootlessness, prostitution, drugs, AIDS, robbery,
abandoned children.
3. Have you been able to resolve situations where Confreres
and even houses no longer correspond to our Vincentian
charism ? What obstacles did you run into and what was of
help to you? (LA 4, 5, 11).
3.1. A good half of the replies said that there is no problem,
or they had nothing to say, or referred all reflection on this sub-
ject to the Provincial Assembly.
3.2. When problems are present, it involves cases of persons
rather than houses. These cases are difficult and often impossible
to resolve. This is due either to the individualism of persons, or
the attachment of some to established works, to conservative tend-
encies against which it is difficult to react.
Sometimes the problem lies in the small number of confreres,
which is very inconvenient when changes are necessary.
Some Provinces have been able to re-insert a considerable
number of isolated Confreres into newly-organized, meaningful
Communities.
One Province said: we lack a clear consciousness of our Vin-
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centian itinerant charism, because we are too attached to what we
have created.
3.3. Many cite the case where we have left a rich or well-
established parish, to go to a poor sector or to found or reinforce
a mission team.
It should he noted that it is often difficult to withdraw from
certain parishes, especially when the dioces has a shortage of
priests. There is opposition from the people.
3.4. Often these regroupings or reconcentrations take place
when opportunity offers, and the changes become necessary or are
requested by the diocese. Then one follows the criteria of the provin-
cial project.
3.5. Many note that Confreres have great difficulty in this re-
orientation towards the mission and towards the Poor.
4. Have you been able to arouse interest in the mission ad
gentes in the province and in the houses ? How does this
manifest itself ? (LA 11, 3).
4.1. In certain Provinces of the Third World, all the confreres
are in fact assigned to the mission ad gentes; but it happens that
the service of the Christians who have become so numerous is so
engaging that the missionaries have not time to go to the pagans
and they are content to wait for the pagans to come to them
(Madagascar).
4.2. A good number of Provinces have succeeded in arousing
the interest of the confreres,
a) either because there exists in the territory of the Province
a territory of the mission ad gentes, where the confreres are em-
ployed (in this case, it happens that teams of students of the Con-
gregation or of confreres go and work for awhile, thus completing
their formation or rekindling their missionary convictions, as in
Colombia, Chile, Peru and in Cametd for the three Brazilian
Provinces);
b) or because the Province has accepted charge of a mission
in a distant country, this mission territory becoming then part of
the Province (this mission mobilizes the energies and resources,
as Cameroon for Paris);
c) or finally because a group of Confreres is in one or other
Province in a mission country and the members of the Province feel
bound to help them.
In these different cases, the Mother-Provinces have organized
a "mission service" which centralizes news and funds (Rome, Tu-
rin, Holland, etc.).
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A Visitor notes that contacts with confreres on mission have
changed the ideas of many confreres concerning a distant mission.
Another also notes that the welcome shown by confreres to
students from missionary Provinces or sectors has contributed to
broadening the ideas of the confreres and the young.
4.3. In addition to these personal bonds, Provinces which do
not themselves have distant missions aid the poorer Provinces finan-
cially, either through help coming directly from the Province or
through a type of "twinning" of houses.
4.4. Finally others place the accent on missionary pubblicity,
either through a publication (Yugoslavia and others), or through
preaching missionary days, done by the confreres of the Province,
or by missionaries on vacation.
Certain Provinces have delegated a confrere to take part in a
diocesan missionary center, or a national or international organ-
ism for aid to the missions, e.g. Aid to the Church in Distress.
11. - ()%J4('/7' FOR THE MISSION
5. Describe the means which you yourself, with your Coun-
cil, have used for animating the local communities of the
Province . What obstacles have you met ? (LA 19, 20).
5.1. The means used by the Visitors and their Councils to ani-
mate the Provinces are the following:
- Visits to houses, made as a general rule by the Visitor, but
also by a Consulter. Both informal visits (anniversaries, jubilees,
other feasts or other motives), or formal visits (regular, canonical).
- Meetings, especially those of Superiors, and those for par-
ticular works, those of Confreres of a region or all the Confreres,
- for retreats (all types: monthly annual, - community or inter-
community, preached and directed by the Visitor or by other Con-
freres, etc.), - for study of a theme of ongoing formation, pastoral,
etc., suggested by the Visitor or by Commissions, by the General
Council, etc., - to celebrate Vincentian feasts, anniversaries, etc.,
- to evaluate pastoral work, - to prepare, elaborate and evaluate
a community and provincial plan, - for courses or seminars (e.g.
on community life, animating groups of consecrated persons, hand-
ling conflicts, the manner of "facilitating" community life, etc.).
- Meetings of the Provincial Council (sometimes with the
presence of other Confreres, for information, help in decisions, etc.).
- Correspondence, that is to say, personal letters, circulares,




- Provincial Project. Community Projects.
- Animation of sectors, by a Consulter or a Commission.
- Recourse to "facilitators"
5.2. Obstacles Encountered:
- The geographical situation (with great distances and the dis-
persion of confreres and works).
- The political situation (with some polarization of ideas).
- Problems airsing from the age or health (physical and men-
tal) of the confreres. Personal accommodation and placement. Lack
of adaptation to community life. Reciprocal divisions and oppo-
sitions. Apathy and laziness, which prevents one from henefitting
greatly from meetings of animation. A spirit of excessive criticism.
Routine. Passivity. Fear of the unknown, with the lack of a very
strong faith.
- Individualism (or independence, refusal of the orientation
of the Province or Congregation).
- Isolated Confreres (or abandoned...).
- Too much work.
- Lack of a community and/or provincial project.
- Little willingness of many Confreres for the office of Su-
perior (as animator of Communities).
6. Have you a plan for choosing and forming superiors?
Describe it in its broad lines. (LA 20).
6.1. No Province replied that it had a plan for the choosing of
Superiors. 27 said clearly that they did not have a plan for the for-
mation of Superiors.
6.2. Some criteria were indicated for the choice of Superiors:
- the most qualified people;
- qualities mentioned: maturity, prudence, reflectiveness; a
person who has the qualities of animator; persons who could be
a sign of unity in a cornrnunity, men of prayer, balanced, endowed
with a Vincentian spirituality, open to change and capable of grow-
ing when facing new situations, open in their mentality, capable
of dialogue; men who are gifted as persons, with pastoral ex-
perience;
- and lastly (a very modest statement!) those who are willing.
(A problem in choosing: some are authoritarian, others laissez-
faire...).
6.3. As a method of designating Superiors, consultation of the
confreres of the house, who sometimes indicate existing problems
and suggest the names of some confreres capable of bringing sol-
utions.
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The Provincial Council also observes the qualities of confreres
in their works.
A Visitor said that he tries to place a suitable person in houses
which must change their Superiors and the Community then elects
them, according to the Statutes.
6.4. How are Superiors formed? Two Provinces have a plan for
the formation of Superiors, with meetings.
Meetings (of all types and dynamisms) are the means indicat-
ed by I I Provinces.
Courses are cited by four Provinces (courses directed by Re-
ligious or by Institutes for the Missions, etc.).
Moreover, the importance of the Superior as animator of the
house and as liaison with the Visitor and the Provincial Council
was pointed out.
Finally, a Visitor said that he is disposed to help Superiors in
their needs (by support and direction).
7. What have you done to form true communities of life,
work , prayer and goods? ( LA 19).
- 10 Provinces indicated the visit made to houses and to con-
freres, frequently, calmly, allowing time to listen to the confreres;
special visits of animation and encouragement;
visits to evaluate local projects.
Particular emphasis on an effort to be near the confreres and
to be interested in their life and works.
Letters of animation were also mentioned.
- The community and provincial project (and their periodic
evaluation).
- Giving communities "perspectives for the year", such as
prayer, fraternal charity, regular meetings of the houses.
- Retreats.
- "Days for the Province".
- Meetings with Superiors (and Economes).
- Provincial Secretariats for sectors.
- The selection of Superiors.
- Meetings of the Provincial Council (with the presence of
some confreres, when necessary or useful).
- Attention to younger confreres.
- Changing confreres, to make life easier in all its aspects.
- Study of the Lines of Action and of our basic texts.
- Study of the sources of Vincentian spirituality.
- That the confreres have sufficient work and maintain con-
tact with the sources of Vincentian spirituality.
- Exchange and participation in community.
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- An effort to promote a true fraternal life ("after the man-
ner of dear friends").
- Forming more numerous Communities.
8. What methods or techniques have you used for formulat-
ing the provincial plan and the local community plans? In
what measure and in what sense have the house plans in-
fluenced the provincial plan? (LA 19, 20).
8.1. There are Provinces without provincial plans and houses
without community plans. Some have a provincial plan, although
the houses do not have plans. Sometimes there are local plans, but
not yet a provincial plan. It also happens that provincial and com-
munity plans have no connection or relation with one another.
8.2. The Lines of Action of 1986 served as an inspiration for
elaborating many provincial plans. Others are inspired by com-
munity plans. Community plans, for the most part, are inspired by
the provincial plan.
8.3. Provincial Plans have been redacted by the Visitor and his
Council, or in a Provincial Assembly, or in a meeting of Superiors
or Confreres in general. Very frequently provincial plans have been
redacted by special commissions, which received suggestions from
the confreres, apostolates, etc., studied the needs of the Provinces
and took into consideration the priorities or the choices of the
Provinces for their activities. A first redaction is presented to the
confreres and receives corrections, additions, retouches or de-
letions, etc.; a second redaction follows the same route and arrives
at a Provincial Assembly for discussion, voting and assumption by
the Province.
In choosing the necessary points for the provincial plan, use
was made of meetings of the Council, Domestic and Provincial As-
semblies, meetings of Superiors or of apostolates, and retreats,
above all intercommunity retreats.
8.4. The general plan followed the topics of the Constitutions
and Statutes: community life, work, prayer and goods; sometimes
vocational recruitment was added. Or: other themes, in indicating,
e.g. vocations, ongoing formation, etc. Or the outline of the Lines
of Action was used: Evangelization of the Poor, Community for the
Mission, Formation for the Mission.
Some plans were described in detail:
a) A description of the reality of the Province (historical, so-
cial, political, cultural and religious aspects of the country or region
where the Province is located).
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b) The doctrinal principles inspiring the planned or
programmed objectives.
c) The general objective, the parts and specific objectives.
d) Concrete indications for action, presenting priorities of the
Province, actions which one wishes to realize, those responsible,
steps in carrying it forward, etc., fixing the dates for the different
phases and above all for the evaluation of the projects and pro-
grams.
8.5. There are plans which are programmed for three years,
for the duration of the mandate of the Visitor, or for each year.
There are long-term plans, with indications of programs or activi-
ties which should be decided each year, e.g. in retreats, meetings
of Superiors, etc.
8.6. To elaborate local plans, lines were indicated by Provin-
cial Assemblies or by the Visitor and the Council. In many cases,
the houses received a model according to which they should
elaborate the local plan. Some Provinces (and some Communities)
used the aid of "facilitators" for the process of creation (or modifi-
cation or transformation) of the plans of the houses (and of the
Province).
8.7. Some Provinces which replied to the second part of the
question indicated that generally there was no influence of the lo-
cal plans on the plan of the Province. There was some influence to
the extent that the Communities or their Superiors participated
in meetings and assemblies which redacted the plans.
9. Describe any new forms of community life, if there are
such in the Province . Indicate in particular the sources that
have inspired these new forms and the shape they have taken
(LA 12).
9.1. In 19 Provinces, there is no new form of community life,
or none worth citing or analyzing. 12 Provinces indicated things
that seem new to them, even if they are not new or valuable for
all Provinces of the Congregation.
9.2. In certain Provinces, some Houses have their weekly
leisure "day" in common. Other Provinces organize a day each
month for meetings of all the Confreres: they celebrate anniver-
saries and jubilees; they pray together, or study Vincnetian and
other themes. Some houses do this with the confreres "attached"
to their house.
9.3. One Province related its effort to adapt and improve the
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chapels, libraries and recreation rooms, something that would prob-
ably make community life easier and more attractive.
9.4. In Rio de Janeiro a couple, husband and wife, have been
affiliated to the Vincentian Family, and proposed to the Province
to live community life as far as possible with the confreres. The
Province has accepted this.
9.5. Central America, Rio de Janeiro and Colombia have con-
freres who live or wish to live among the poor.
In Central America there are some isolated experiences of con-
freres, especially students or those from the Internal Seminary,
who, in their pastoral labors, are inserted in the milieu of the poor.
In Colombia when the Missionaries must live alone in distant
places, students are sent to live with them for their pastoral ex-
perience, so that some form of community life might be possible.
Each month they organize two or three days to meet, pray, study
some theme, make a retreat and allow themselves some relaxation.
At Rio de Janeiro the students and seminarists insisted very
much on formation in "small communities inserted in poor milieus"
(because of the reflection on this subject done in Latin America).
Since the students and seminarists from the three Brazilian
Provinces meet each year to study and delve into the themes which
interest them, it could very well happen that this will later give rise
to new forms of community life.
9.6. In the Province of Ireland, a new house is being set up in
a working-class area with four confreres for work with the deaf
and travelling people. "The confreres are very enthusiastic and it
promises to be a useful experience in community life".
9.7. At Turin "A Community has been formed with three con-
freres chosen by the Visitor and charged to begin a new work: a
Center of Animation for Adult Vocations. It was necessary to res-
tructure a house and give it a suitable life style. As a result, this is
a house where joy reigns, where unity grows each clay, and people
voluntarily accept living with certain privations. They have ex-
perienced poverty and propose it to others in an efficacious man-
ner' .
9.8. Some Provinces assigned confreres to the same house who
work in two or three neighboring parishes. Either each goes to his
own parish, or else they mutually help each other out, and are thus
responsible for an entire region.
9.9. St. Louis (USA, Midwest) presents two forms, new for the
Province:
a) The Confreres from two local Communities (priests and
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brothers who are involved in different apostolates and those of the
Formation House for College Students) live in self-contained apart-
ments in the same building. There is a chapel, dining room, recre-
ation room in common; common meals are served for the main meal
on weekdays (Monday - Friday); on the other days each must pro-
vide for himself. The same is true for linens and laundry, each one
using the common washing machine or finding another solution.
b) Three or four confreres, out of a total of 30 who form part
of the house, live in apartments in a neighboring building, in such
a way that they can participate in all the common activities. The
presumption is that they are free to have meals in their apartments
if they so choose, just as confreres of the house may choose to "eat
out" on occasion.
9.10. The confreres from Houston (USA, Southern) have begun
new ministries which the experience of different styles of com-
munity life have imposed on them. They describe roughly four types
of Communities:
a) There are Communities of two or more Confreres, retired
or semi-retired, located in the midst of an apostolate.
b) A community house of two or more confreres located some
distance from the place of apostolic work. The house is a "neutral"
residence, that is to say, no different from the other houses of the
neighborhood, from which the confreres may be involved in aposto-
lates at distant places.
c) There is a group of Confreres who live and work in one area
of the Province but who choose to reside in their individual local
areas to serve the poor. They gather for community once a week:
an evening and a day are set aside for prayer, fellowship, study and
leisure. Under these conditions, they have been permitted to live
and work separately in their areas.
d) A small number of confreres live and work alone, u-
sually for specialized reasons concerning health, psychological
wellbeing, study or specific and short term need of a diocese
or of the Province,
Ill - FORMATION FOR THE MISSION
10. Describe the plan that you have made for promoting vo-
cations in your province . Describe what has succeeded and
what has failed , with , if possible , the causes (LA 30).
10.1. Some Provinces expressly said that planning for vocations
is their top priority at this moment. Others point out that they have
a plan, a directory, a program, lines of action in their Prm incial
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Norris. Sometimes there is a pastoral plan for the young and vo-
cat ion s,
10.2. Methods of organizing vocational plans:
There is a vocation director for the whole Province , often full-
time.
There is a team for vocations, constituted in different ways:
- either a group of confreres for the whole Province, compris-
ing also brothers, seminarists and students;
- or a principal group, with others responsible for a zone or
region;
- or a group or provincial promotor, with a promotor in each
House.
In some cases there is also collaboration with the Daughters
of Charity and with Vincentian laity.
Some also pointed out a bond with diocesan vocation centers.
In certain cases an interprovincial commission for vocations
has been set up, as for the Daughters of Charity and the Mission-
aries (Spain).
Some Visitors indicate an effort to update vocation directors;
mentioning also the frequency of meetings and their programs.
10.3. Vocation Plans unfold in the following manner:
- A campaign is carried out by distributing a Vincentian
brochure, presenting St. Vincent and the Congregation. Ads in
newspapers (one Province mentioned the poor results of this me-
ans) and videocassettes are also used.
- Visits to the parishes and schools.
- Organization of vocation days in our parishes and schools
and during the course of popular missions.
- Spiritual direction of youth groups or children. Direction
of childrens' choirs (Poland).
- "Conyiyences", vacation camps, retreats.
- Meetings that last a little longer in our houses, organized
for this purpose, or in one of our communities.
- Creation of a group of students who, during the summer,
spend a week working in the milieu of the poor in Mexico (Los An-
geles).
- Spiritual assistance to youth groups: Vincentian Youth or
Marian Youth.
- Creation of a reception center, for a more precise vocation
orientation.
- Personal contact of a child or young person: letters, vocal ion
bulletin, relations with the family and visits.
The work of vocation teams is often carried out in collabor-
ation with the Daughters of Charity, by mutual exchanges, espe-
cially with Vineentian or Marian Youth Groups.
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10.4. There is dedication above all to adolescents and the Young
with whom a more responsible work of discernment is possible.
For more mature youth there can be a lengthier experience in
a center for young people or in one of our communities.
With children in the first grades of secondary schools, contact
is maintained in parochial groups or associations, in view of their
christian formation.
10.5. Highlighted positive results:
- A more or less evident increase in requests for admission
to the Congregation.
- A growing consciousness of Confreres about the importance
of this work, so that the province has some vocations each year.
10.6. Among the difficulties, besides those of a general charac-
ter (smaller families, a (.1echristianized milieu, hesitancy of youth
for a delinitive commitment. etc.), there is pointed out:
- The fact that the confreres are little involved in this work;
often they have prejudices concerning the seminaries.
- In many communities, there is little contact with the young.
- The lack of continuity in vocation work.
- Timidity in suggesting the idea of a vocation to the young.
10.7. In many Provinces, there is a preoccupation to promote
the vocation of the brother and solicitude for the brothers and their
formation.
There is therefore a request to receive more precise and am-
ple material on the identity, place and formation of the brother in
the Congregation.
One Province pointed out the request of some students to trans-
fer to the vocation of brother, in order to avoid the long years of
study (Philadelphia).
Other Provinces mentioned initiatives for the ongoing forma-
tion of brothers, thanks to meetings, courses, retreats exclusively
for them, even on the interprovincial level. This would involve an
entire year of formation.
11. Have you made concrete efforts to promote the opening
up of the local community houses of the Province to young
people , especially to members of groups of Vincentian inspi-
ration , so as to allow them to share in our work , our prayer
and our life together ? What have been the results ? (LA 30).
We have four types of replies.
11.1. Receiving our students or seminarists for a period of
pastoral experience.
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One Visitor said that they share in the complete life of the lo-
cal Community (Toulouse).
Other Provinces have this type of experience, but did not give
further details.
Another Visitor mentioned the good reception accorded them
and that their contribution to pastoral work was appreciated. But
he laments the little involvement of the Confreres in helping these
young men in their formation (Madagascar).
11.2. The Reception of Vincentian groups or others for meet-
ings, retreats, days of prayer.
One points out attempts to open up a house, and often the cre-
ation of a permanent structure, above all where there is contact
with work for youth (schools, colleges, universities), the formation
of centers for Vincentian animation, retreats at the beginning or
end of the year, etc.
There is often discouragement at the small results obtained.
Others regret not being able to develop these initiatives because
of the lack of a place or structures for receiving young people.
11.3. The reception of youth for vocational discernment with
a desire to know the Community.
This is verified especially where the vocation program is alive
and active; often this is the case in very few houses. The following
is mentioned:
- Opening of houses to a small number of youth, whether they
are Vincentians or not.
- It is easier to organize this reception in smaller houses.
- One meets greater opposition in larger houses, or where
there is a number of older confreres, because they are not used to
receiving strangers to take part in our Community life.
By way of positive results, there is above all the choice which
some youth make of entering the community, the deepening of their
Vincentian spirituality and the disappearance of certain prejudices.
11.4. More than an opening of our houses to the young, there
is a disposition of the Community and of each one to be more in-
volved with youth groups (Vincentian Youth and Marian Youth).
Someone recalled the necessity of founding groups with a spe-
cifically Marian and Vincentian character, and of taking care of
them.
On the negative side, one underlined that we are too closed to
the world of the young and that we are not capable of admitting
them to participate in our life of prayer and our family life, even
though we admit them to take part in our work.
Only one Visitor acknowledged as completely natural the par-
ticipation of Confreres in the life of the young and their partici-
paition in the life of our communities.
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12. Has the formation of our novices and our students been
influenced by direct contact with the poor? How have they
been helped to know the problems surrounding poverty
(causes and solutions )? Have the seminarians and the forma-
tion team truly been evangelized by the poor ? How? (LA 31,2).
12.1. In general, it is stated that contact by our young with the
poor exists and that it is constructive.
How this is accomplished varies according to circumstances.
It is underlined that this is the beginning of an evolution.
12.2. In one place the house of formation is situated in a poor
milieu (New Orleans). Thus contact with the poor is a normal thing.
12.3. Form of contact with the poor:
- Preparation of the young, by means of information given
them, either in their studies, or in their contacts with our Communi-
ties, permits them to be in touch with the local situation, the causes
of poverty, particular events and solutions or attempts at possible
solutions. Ordinary experience does not always allow them to trace
the true causes of poverty.
- In the majority of cases, the voting have an ordinary ex-
perience (which lasts one week) in the service of the poor or of a
certain type of suffering (sick, the aged, the lonely, handicapped,
drug addicts), and a pastoral experience in a poor quarter (especially
for the theologians).
- More prolonged experiences take place during vacations,
as being sent to a mission territory (Barcelona).
- There could be a more involved experience such as partici-
pation in missions or in courses of evangelization in particularly
disadvantageous areas, followed by evaluation of work, reflection
on the poverty met and on its causes (Ecuador).
- It is stated that in some cases they are accompanied by their
teachers. But it is noted that there are divergences among the
teachers.
- In a number of cases there is collaboration between the
Daughters of Charity and the Vincentian laity.
12.4. The result of the evangelization of the poor in relation to
our yoc-tg: It exists, even if it is not easy to evaluate, since it also
depends on the dispositions and the faith of each one.
Among the advantages the following are pointed out:
- The fact that the Community seriously considers the need
to assume this evangelization.
- The fact of becoming more conscious of our Vincentian
charism in all that touches our community life.
- A very great love of the poor among the young and a new
outlook which will characterize their future work in our houses.
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But there are also problems:
- The difficulty of sharing seriously in the conditions of the
life of the poor, placing oneself in their situation. One is tempted
to hide in the convenient response of a bourgeois life (clothing, vari-
ous conveniences, free time...).
- In our Communities which may not be very rich nor
comfortable, how do we educate to a true evangelical poverty the
young who come from the poorest milieu or who lack so many
things (lack of security for tomorrow, for health), since they find
these securities in the Community? (Madagascar).
13. What have you done in regard to the selection and on-
going formation of those responsible for forming our own
students? (LA 31, 3).
13.1. In choosing our educators, the natural tendency is to
prefer those who are most capable from a human, professional, and
spiritual point of view.
One Visitor also desires that those who hold this office do so
voluntarily.
Another emphasizes a concern for bringing together in each
educative community the resourcefulness of those who are young
and the experience of those who are more mature (Rio de Janeiro).
13.2. Initial preparation: In the majority of cases, it is presup-
posed that the candidate has obtained some academic degree or
that he has taken part in courses for educators organized by the
Episcopal Conferences, or the Conferences for Religious, or an
interprovincial body like CLAPVI, or that he has already partici-
pated in the "Vincentian Month".
13.3. The on-going formation of those responsible for forma-
tion is accomplished by:
- participation in numerous professional up-dating courses
organized either by a university, or by a public or ecclesial center
for studies, or by the CM;
- meetings for reflection on a provincial or interprovincial
level, sometimes with the students present, for evaluating programs
for studying new directions or certain particular problems, etc.;
- the development of a library for the use of the educators
(Ecuador).
13.4. A difficulty remains for the Provinces which do not have
personnel: they are looking for help, both in personnel and in other
ways, for this difficult, delicate task on which their future so much
depends (Mozambique, Chile, India).
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14. Describe what has been done in the Province for the on-
going formation of Confreres, both priests and brothers.
(LA 32).
14.1. Different ways of organizing it are mentioned:
- It is in the hands of a formation commission or a special
commission.
- It is in the hands of a director (sometimes it Consultor) who
might even work at this full-time: he studies the question and sets
up programs.
- There is a plan prepared by a special commission and ap-
proved by the Provincial Council.
- Every three years there is a program in which the confreres
can review their studies (Barcelona).
- In addition to courses that it organizes, the commission
for on-going formation also calls attention to courses given by
others, experiences from which one might learn, and materials for
study.
- The local houses ought to indicate, in their plans, what they
try to do for the on-going formation of their members.
14.2. The general ways in which this formation is carried out:
- Use of programs undertaken by the local church, by the
Episcopal Conference, by the Conference for Religious, etc.
- Participation in courses offered by various centers for study
(universities, institutes of higher learning), both ecclesiastical and
non-ecclesiastical.
- Taking courses at a university or institute of higher learn-
ing with a view toward obtaining an academic degree.
14.3. Projects undertaken by the Province:
- Reading and common reflection on contemporary themes
relative to the life and ministry of priests.
- Acquiring books and periodicals for keeping up-to-date.
- Days with brief presentations, for reflection and sharing
about pastoral experiences.
- Formation days (with various names) organized for the
whole Province and repeated several times during the year.
- Annual formation weeks, more or less obligatory, on theo-
logy, sociology, moral issues, liturgy, etc. These weeks, with the
same program, are repeated so that all the confreres can partici-
pate in them.
- Study weeks or other annual courses, arranged according
to the different types of work confreres are involved in.
- A well-planned sahbatical year is offered to confreres.
There are formational and information bulletins.
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14.4. Vincentian Formation: This has its own special place. It
is carried out in the following way:
- Reading and communal reflection on Vincentian documents
or subjects.
- Participation in Vincentian months, weeks, or study ses-
sions.
- Sessions for studying our spirituality, organized among
several Provinces and also open to other communities of Vincenti-
an origin or inspiration, as well as to Vincentian lay groups.
- An annual week for Vincentian studies for all the confreres,
or at least for the younger ones.
- A trip organized for Vincentian studies.
- Providing the houses with hooks, periodicals, and other Vin-
centian materials.
- Setting up a provincial Vincentian library.
- Communal retreats with obligatory participation.
- Special formation courses for the brothers. A vear dedicat-
ed to the formation of brothers (Si. Louis).
14.5. A final observation:
One can see that there is greater ease and openness on the part
of younger confreres in regard to on-going formation and more
resistance on the part of older ones.
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Ronia , 2 de enero de 1989
A todos los Visitadores
Y Viccvisitadores
Qzu'ridos Padres:
Al conrienzo de este ►ucevo ano, la Comisidn Preparatoria del
Fncuemro de los Visitadores en Rio de Janeiro les satuda v les desea
toda clase de bienes r las nras apreciadas bendiciones de to alto.
pasta la fecha del 31 de diciembre de 1988, hemos recihido 32
respucstas de los Visitadores v Vicevisitadores a! cuestionario que
les ernvantos el dia primero del pasado julio. Les agradecernos sit
ate ncidrt v sus respuestus. ( Si todavia llegan otras, intentaremos uti-
lizarlas para la presentaci(in de cada parte de esta siniesis en Rio
de Janeiro).
Las pdginas que les enviarnos seran el primer instrumento de
trabajo para Rio de Janeiro. Se les presentard segiiu sus tres capi-
tulos; tend ran tiempo Para intercambiar sus experiencias y para
alzondar- to necesario sobre los pantos mks importances. F/ estudio
de esta sintesis les servira Para evaluar (ver) las Lineas de Accion
de la Asamblea General de 1986, que constituve el terra del Ertcuert-
tro de Rio. Esta evaluacicin se tiara teniendo en cuenta el objetit o
del Encuentro que es
"avudar a los Visitadores en su funcion de anirnar a las Pro-
vincias, al servicio de la IgIesia, segrin el fin de la Congrega-
cion (cf. Const., art. 123 , 2), a la luz de los desal ios que actual-
inente nos interpelan en los sectores de la evangelizacion de
Ins Pobres , de la Vida comunitaria v de la formacion pares la
Mision " (caria del Superior General, 1 de jtclio de 1988).
La segunda v tercera fuse del Encuentro seran dedicadas a juz-
gar v a actuar . Tendremos criierios teoldgicos , viceucianos v pasto-
rales para esiudiar v juzgar to que se ha realizado en las Provincias,
cortcentrando nuestra ate ► tciort sohre algtcnos rnechus que los Visi-
tadores tic'rteu a sit disposic • iciu, comp sort los provectos provincia-
les v conrurtitarios , el Consejo Provincial , las Asarubleas, las visitas
a las Casas v la forrnacidrt perntanente de los ntiernhros de sus Pro-
vincias.
Sobre estos puntos se debera Racer un esfuerzo para recoger las
lineas it orierttaciones pracvicas v co ► tcretas, vdlida.s para avudai 1c•.
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en la animacion de las Provincias. Esto constituira la tercera fase
del Encuentro.
Mds tarde, recibiran Vds. otras in formaciones . Les envianto,.
anejo a esta Carta, el programa del Encuentro.
Recibatt , queridos Padres, Para Vds. v para sus Provincias, nue!-




P.S. Para el intercambio de expcricncias v mutua avuda, les roga-
mus Ilevcn a Rio do Janeiro, si ICs parece bien:
- el provccto provincial y aqucllos proycctos domcsticos quc.ju/-
guen buenos;
- el pro\ecto de promocion vocacional;
- el programa de formacion permanence para los miembros de su
Provincia;
- los programas especiales pat-a la formacion do los Hermanos.
Muchas gracias.
PROGRAMA DEL ENCUENTRO DE VISITADORES
RIO DE JANEIRO ( BRASIL)
3-17 Julio 1989
TI>MA:
l.a c\ tIuacion de las Lineas de Accion ( 1986-1992) de la Asam-
hlc:t Gcnrr.^l de 1986.
OIBJI TIVO:
Avudar a los Visitadores a animar a las Provincias, al scrvicio
de la Iglesia, segun el fin de la Congregacion (cf. Const., art. 123,2),
a la luz de los desafios que actualmente nos interpelan en los sec-
lures de la evangelizacion de los Pobres, de la vida comu1i1;16a




En la primera face, se evaluara lo que se ha hecho en las Pro-
vincias, para concretar las Lineas de Accion (1986-1992).
Cada Visitador tendra la sintesis de las respuestas de las Pro-
vincias sobre los puntos principales de los tres capitulos: la evan-
gclizacion de los Pobres, la comunidad para la Mision, la fornma-
cion para la Mision. Esto se estudiara durante los tres primeros
Bias.
En las respuestas do los Visitadores, hay muchos elementos
quc senalan los medios de los que ellos se han valido para animar
a las Provincias en los sectores antes mencionados.
Juzgar:
Todo lo que se ha hecho debera ser confrontado con algunos
criterios teologicos, vicencianos y pastorales segun los cuales debe
Ilevarse a cabo la animacion de una Provincia. Sabiendo lo que se
ha realizado en las Provincias, en los ties apartados de las Lineas
de Accion, se estudiara especialmentc algunos puntos previos como
la teoria v la prdctica de la animacion de una Provincia (en sus aspec-
tos sociologicos, psicologicos, tecnicos, etc.) y la funcibn del Visi-
tador segdn el pensamiento de San Vicente v los docurnentos de la
Iglesia, - a continuacion se estudiaran los medios principales de
los que disponen los Visitadores para animar ]as Provincias (como
el proyecto provincial, los provectos comunitarios, el Consejo Pro-
vincial, las Asambleas Provinciales, las visitas a las Casas y a las
Obras y, en fin, la forrnacion permanente de los Cohermanos y se
vera si estos medios se han usado convenientemente para animar
do verdad a las Provincias.
Actuar:
Despues de haber estudiado cada uno de los ternas preceden-
tes, se hara el esfuerzo para poser de relieve los puntos practicos
y las orientaciones concretas que sales a luz de todo to que se ha
presentado en las exposiciones sobre los temas, en el intercambio
de experiencias, en los debates, etc., con miras a avudar a los Visi-
tadores en la animacion de las Provincias. Se podra Ilegar tambien
a provectos didacticos (por ejemplo, a un proyecto provincial para
la formacion permanente, a un proyecto para las Asambleas domes-
ticas, para la forrnacion de los Superiores, etc.). Estos provectos
elaborados en los grupos puedcn servir como aprendizaje para la
aplicacion posterior en las Provincias.
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PROGRAMA
Julio 2. Por la tarde, una celebracion Eucaristica con la fami-
lia vicenciana (Cohermanos, Hijas de la Caridad, Voluntarias de la
Caridad, Conferencias de San Vicente de Paul). La apertura oficial
se hara en la mahana del 3 de Julio.
PRIMERA FASE: VER
3. Evaluacion de la evangelizacion de los Pobres.
4. Evaluacion de la vida comunitaria para la Mision.
5. Evaluacion de la formacion para la Mision.
SEGL'NDA Y TERCERA FASL:: JUZGAR Y ACTUAR
6. La animacion de una Provincia (aspectos sociologicos, psi-
cologicos, pastorales).
7. Los proycctos provinciales y comunitarios.
8. Parte practica.
9. Domingo libre.
10. La funcion del Visitador segun el pensamiento de San
Vicente y los documentos de la Iglesia.
El Consejo Provincial, medio de animacion de una Provincia.
11. La Asamblea Provincial, medio de animacion de una Pro-
vincia (valor de las Normas Provinciales).
Las visitas a las Casas y a las Obras.
12. Parte practica sobre los temas de los dos dias precedentcs.
13. La formacion permanente de los Cohermanos. Parte prac-
tica.
14. Temas diversos, los que han surgido de los dias anteriores
o han sido presentados por el Superior General y su Consejjo (por
ejemplo, la colaboracion entre las Provincias, las avudas pedidas
por la Curia a las Provincias, la oracion comunitaria y personal,





17. Preparacion, seleccion y votacion de las Conclusiones del
Encuentro, que seran presentadas al Superior General en forma




1. La clausura del Encuentro est4 prevista Para el final del lanes, 17
de julio.
2. Algunos avisos pr4cticos Para los viajes:
- Las agencias de viajes les pueden infor-rnaracerca de los documen-
tos necesarios (visas, vacunas, si son necesarias, etc.).
- Nos gustaria macho estar informados tie vuestra Ilegada a Rio Idia,
Nora, numero de vaelo, compaitia aerea), Para que podamos salir a buscar-
los al aeropuerto. Tengan a bien, par favor, avisar al Visitador de Rio, P.
Jose Pires de Almeida, que les asegurara este servicio de recepcitin y de trans-
porte. Su direccitin es:
Rua Cosme Velho, 241
Cosine Veiho
22241 Rio de Janciro - RJ - Brasil
relefonos: 225-3876 6 245-4390
Sera suficierne Ilevar ropa tie eniretiempo.
Los paramentos sacerdotales se les darn en Rio.
Es mejor llevar ddlares que otras moiiedas.
RESPUESTAS EN VISTA DE LA EVALUACION
DE LAS LINEAS DE ACCION 1986-1992
Hasta el 31 de diciembre de 1988, habian Ilegado al Secreta-
riado general de la Curia 32 respuestas, es decir, el 66, 66% de un
total de 48 Provincias v Viceprovincias, o el 72,72°ro del total de las
respuestas previsibles o posibles.
Les damos pocas indicaciones sabre los nombres de ]as Pro-
vincias ode los paises a los que se refieren las realizaciones. Pero
esto parece suficiente para quc Vds. sepan a quienes pedir las infor-
maciones suplemcntarias en los intercambios durante el Encucn-
tro de Rio de Janeiro.
Hemos sintetizado los elementos mas caracteristicos relativos
al contexto de las cuestiones propuestas.
El conjunto de una respuesta, en esta sintesis, puede parecer
muy completo (o, al contrario, muv incompleto). Esto corresponde
a la vuxtaposicion mas o menos lcigica de los datos quc los Visita-
dores han surtido sobre sus realizaciones, programas v problcmas
(es posible que haya otros datos).
Igualrnente, no es una cnumeracion normativa la que Vds.
cncontraran en las respuestas, sino mas bien el inventario de lo
que se ha dicho.
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1. - F_VA:ti'(;I:I.IZA('IO\' I)F_ LOS POBRLS
1. Sirvase describir las iniciativas o experiencias interesan-
tes emprendidas en su Provincia , despues de la Asamblea
General de 1986:
a) en el sector de la evangelizacion de los Pobres (LA, 11,1).
A continuacion del Encuentro de los Visitadores en Bogota, se
ha insistido vivamentc sobre un nuevo impulso a las misiones popu-
lares como un ministerio tradicional en la Congregaci6n para res-
ponder a las necesidadcs de una nueva evangelizaci6n.
La.l. Numerosas Provincias han dado nueva villa it los equi-
pos misioneros o los han creado si no los tenian, poniendo en pric-
tica, alguna vez, nucvos metodos (Irlanda).
I.a.2. Otras provincias se han encargado de un sector rural
marginado, que, visto el abandono en el que se encuentra la gente,
se puede considerar cemio un sector de misi6n, por ejemplo, Ia
mision en lit selva, en Perri.
1.a.3. Otras se han cncargado de un sector en los barrios de
una ciudad marcados por la marginacion y sus consecuencias;
carencia de casas, drogadictos, dclinquentcs, parados, prostitucion.
Varias Provincias de Esiados i'uidos han abierto una casa en los
barrios en clonde se alojan los inmigrantes hispanos y alli han
enviado a algunos Cohermanos. Muchos de los Padres cstan apren-
diendo el espanol.
I.a.4. Con el fin de preparar mejor el futuro, se suscita en nues-
tros j6venes el interes por cste genero de mision, se envia a los Estu-
diantes de la Congregacion durance un periodo de tiempo para
aprender en estas misiones junto a los Pobres, a fin de complctar
su formaci6n de una manera practica.
I.a.5. Finalmente, son dignas de mencionarse algunas inicia-
tivas intcresantes:
- la organizacion do jornadas de retiro y ejercicios espiritua-
Ics para estudiantes por los Cohermanos j6venes, en Indonesia, y
la apertura de una casa para Ejercicios Espirituales;
- la organizaci6n de comunidades eucaristicas en Nigeria.
b) en el sector de Ia asistencia a las diversas pobrezas y, de
manera especial a las nuevas pobrezas (LA, 11, 1).
La Iglesia nos pide estar atentos a las nuevas pobrezas. San
Vicente nos recomicnda evangelizar de palabra y dc obra.
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l.b.l. Es de notar Ia ayuda financiers inmediata asegurada por
numerosas Provincias que envian una cierta parte de sus reditos
a las necesidades del Tercer Mundo. Y la ayuda a las victimas de
as catastrofes: terremotos, inundaciones. Estas son precisamente
las avudas para intervenir en un momento dado del ario o cuando
acontece un suceso. Pero existen otras avudas mss para lo coti-
diano.
1.6.2. Algunas Provincias tienen un programa de ayuda a los
campesinos, con cesion de tierras para cultivos experimentales,
organizacion de huertos comunitarios,
apertura de una escucla agricola,
plan do casas populates.
1.6.3. Otras tienen un plan de ayuda a los pobres marginados
y organizan
- una ayuda a los sin techo N. vagabundos, a los drogadictos
(Turin, Roma, Polonia) y a los alcoholicos,
- abren dispensarios v clinicas,
- abren asilos v comedores para nirios,
- promueven talleres de trabajo.
I.h.4. Se intenta Ilegar a establecer planes de desarrollo
(Colonrbia/Tierradentro).
A este esfuerzo sc asocian los jovenes v Estudiantes dc la C.M.
Sobre el terreno se crean grupos de cristianos que aseguran
un justo reparto de la ayuda recibida (Mozambique).
1.6.5. Algunos Cohermanos se comprometan con los organis-
mos oficiales, como Justicia y Paz, o tambicn algunas Provincias
crean secciones de Justicia V Paz. Otros se comprometan en la
defensa de los derechos del hombre o en la ACAT (AcciOn de cris-
tianos contra la Tortura).
1.b.6. En fin, es necesario estar atentos a las miscrias impre-
vistas que se presentan: el caso de los refugiados de la ONU en los
campos de Beigrado, procedcntes de Rumania, de Bulgaria o de
Albania.
Ademas, en Texas, los Padres se ocupan de la asistcncia en las
carccles a los ilegalmente inmigrados.
Es necesario estar a(entos a los signor de los tiempos; si sabe-
mos leerlos a la luz de la fe, encontraremos ccimo aplicar de una
manera nueva nuestra vocacion, bajo la inspiracion de San Vicente.
c) en el sector de la formacion de agentes de pastoral ( cleri-
gos o laicos), (LA, 11, 1, 2).
I.c.l. Segun nuestra tradicion, trabajamos en la format ion dcl
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clero en los seminarios diocesanos como profesores o directores,
y tarnbien en la formacion permanente o con ocasion de rcuniones
en los arciprestazgos. Pero, muchas Provincias que no to hacian
o que ya no to hacen, han lido Ilamadas a la formacion del clero
enviando a algunos de sus miembros a trabajar en los seminarios
o en los centros teologicos.
1.c.2. En las Provincias en las que cl numero de Serninarios
ha disminuido, existe la preocupacion de la formacion de los lai-
cos: clases nocturnas de teologia y Biblia, grupos de Liturgia. Mas
la preocupacion de la formacion de los laicos se ha manifestado
cuando, despues del Vaticano II, se ha visto mejor el lugar de los
laicos en la Iglesia. La mision de los laicos y su formacion se ha
sentido ya como una necesidad en los paises en los quc los saccr-
dotes, poco nurnerosos, estan encargados de muchas cornunidades.
Asi se ofrece una formacion a los laicos como animadores de Comu-
nidades (Mozambique, Madagascar) o como catequistas. Ademas,
se forman a laicos vicencianos que ayudan a los misioneros (Yugos-
lavia).
Con este fin, las Provincias crean escuelas de formacion de
agentes de pastoral o, rnas aun, centros teologicos propiamente
dichos, abiertos, no solo a los sacerdotes, sino tambicn a los rcli-
giosos v a los laicos. Aun mas, organizan dias de retiro y ejercicios
espirituales segun sus deseos. Tambien se habilita una residencia
para este menester, cuando es ncccsario.
1.c.3. Superando la formacion individual de los laicos, se Ilega
a organizar cornunidades con estructuras variadas.
Tales son en America Latina las "comunidades eclesiales do
base". En los paises do Mision, en Africa, por jemplo, los cristia-
nos locales se organizan a modo de una comunidad, con un jefe de
la Comunidad.
En Europa, son las comunidades "catecumenales" quc agru-
pan a cristianos deseosos de hacer mas profunda su fey de vivirla
en el quehacer de todos los dias.
1.c.4. En fin, se Ilega a asociar mas estrecharnente los laicos
a la Mision, organizando misiones propiamente dichas con ellos o
asociandoles a nuestra pastoral ordinaria o a nuestras obras de cari-
dad.
2. En su Provincia. i,se han analizado las causas de la pobreza
o de la descristianizacion y han sido propuestos a sus miem-
bros dichos analisis ? Sirvase describirlos (LA, 11, 1).
2.1. Estos analisis o estudios se han hecho en las Provincias
a nivelcs distintos.
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a) En primer lugar, estan los estudios especiales hechos por
un Cohermano sobre la pobreza y la marginacion de tal o cual sec-
tor (Rio de Janeiro) o tambien sobre la descristianizacion de tal o
cual region (Toulouse). Algr:rn que otro curso sobre tales materias
se ha dado err nuestros seminaries.
h) Hay Coherranos que participan como oventes en cursos
sobre los siguientes temas: causas de la pobreza, proceso de mar-
ginacion, origen de la descristianizacion, dados por especialistas
no pertenecientes a la Congregacion.
c) Algunos Cohermanos toman parte como miembros activos
en las comisiones de estudio que existen y trabajan a nivel dioce-
sano o regional ahondando en estas cuestiones para preparar pla-
nes pastorales.
d) En ]a Congregacion se usan las instituciones ya existentes
para promover los estudios de este genero: Las Semanas Vicencia-
nas de Salamanca han escogido como temas estos dos C ltimos arios
"Respuesta Vicenciana a las nuevas formas de Pobreza" y "Justi-
cia v Solidaridad con los Pobres en la vocacion vicenciana". Y en
1989 el tcma sera: "La identidad vicenciana en un rnundo de
increencia".
2.2. Ademas, se crean comites de estudio de Justicia y Paz, por
ejemplo, en los Estados Unidos, y tambien hay Cohermanos que par-
ticipan en los comites ya existentes, por ejemplo, ACAT (Accion de
los cristianos contra la Tortura).
2.3. Aparecen, pues, varias grandes formas de pobreza:
a) La pobreza de los pa(ses ricos: pobreza espiritual y moral,
provocada por el matcrialismo de una sociedad de consumo, en
donde la primacia la tiene el dinero. Pobreza de un mundo de mar-
ginados engendrados por la sociedad rica y que abarca a todos
aquellos que no la pueden seguir: vagabundos, sin techo, parados,
drogadictos, alcoholicos, prostitutas.
b) La pobreza de los paises marxistas (de Europa): pobreza
material provocada por una economia dirigida, pobreza espiritual
procedente del ateismo official (Yugoslavia).
c) La pobreza do los paises de America Latina: el proletariado
campesino, arrabales urbanos (favelas), injusticia social, guerrilla
y terrorismo, campo abonado para la sectas.
d) La pobreza de otros paises del Tercer Mundo: las del carnpo
deprimido y la que procede de una urbanizacion anarquica con sus
consecuencias: desarraigo, prostitucion, droga, SIDA, bandidaje,
Winos ahandonados.
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3. ^Le ha sido posible resolver situaciones de Cohermanos
e incluso Casas que ya no respondian al carisma vicenciano?
LCuales han sido los obstaculos y las facilidades que ha encon-
trado? (LA 4, 5, 11).
3.1. Una buena mitad de las respuestas dicen que no existe pro-
blema alguno o bien no dicen nada, remitiendo a la Asamblea Pro-
vincial toda reflexi6n sobre este terra.
3.2. Cuando se presentan dificultades, estas se refieren rnas
a ]as personas que a las Casas. Son casos dificiles de resolver y con
frecuencia imposibles. Esto es debido o al individualisrno de las
personas, o al apego a ciertas obras establccidas y a las tenden-
cies conservadoras contra las cuales es dificil reaccionar.
Otras respuestas basan la dificultad en el escaso numtro de
Cohermanos, lo que es penoso cuando los cambios se ven necesa-
rios.
Algunas Provincias han logrado integral- un niunero importante
de cohermanos aislados a fin de reorganizar autenticas Cornuni-
dades.
Una Provincia dice: nos falta una conciencia clara de nuestro
carisma vicenciano de itinerantes, y por eso nos apegarnos dema-
siado a lo que hemos crcado.
3.3. Bastantes respuestas citan el caso de que hemos dcjado
una parroquia rica y bien instalada, para it a un sector pobre o
para fundar o reforzar un equipo misionero.
Merece scr pucsto de relieve que, con frccucncia, es dificil reti-
rarse de ciertas parroquias, sobre todo cuando la di6cesis es tarn-
bien pobre en sacerdotes. Oposici6n de Ia gente.
3.4. Algunas veces los Cohermanos se agrupan o se concentran
cuando se presenta la ocasi6n y cuando los cambios resultan nece-
sarios, o los pide la di6cesis. Entran en juego entonces los critc-
rios del provecto provincial.
3.5. Muchas respuestas hacen notar la gran dificultad do
los Cohermanos para rcorientarse hacia la misi6n y hacia los
pobres.
4. i,Ha logrado Vd. estimular, en la provincia y en las Casas,
un creciente interes por las misiones ad genies? i,Como se
manifests este interes ? (LA 11, 3).
4.1. En algunas Provincias del Tercer Mundo, todos los Coher-
manos estan de hecho dedicados a la misi6n ad genres: Per) ar(>n-
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tece que el servicio a Jos cristianos es tan grande y tan acaparador
que los misioncros no tienen tiempo para it a los paganos y se con-
tcntan con acogerlos (Madagascar).
4.2. Un buen numero de Provincias han conseguido suscitar
el interes de Jos Cohermanos,
a) bier porque en el territorio de la Provincia existe un terri-
torio de mision ad gentes , en donde Jos Cohermanos trabajan (en
este caso , sucede que equipos de estudiantes de la Congregacion
o de Cohermanos van v estan alli algun tiempo , completando asi
su formacion o reavivando sus convicciones misioneras , como en
Colombia, Chile, Pert ''r, y en Cameid para las trey Provincias del
Brasil);
b) Bien porque la Provincia se ha encargado de una mision en
un pais lejano, que ha sido en otro tiempo parte de la Provincia
(esta mision mobiliza las energias y Jos recursos , corno el Came-
ron para Paris);
c) bier, finalmente, porque un grupo de Cohermanos se halla
en tal o tal Provincia de un pais de Mision y los miembros de la
Provincia se sienten obligados a ayudarles.
En Jos diversos casos , las Provincias Madres han organizado
un ''servicio para las misiones" corno centro de las noticias y de
las ayudas ( Roma, Turin , Holanda, etc.).
Un Visitador hace notar tambien que Jos contactos con los
Cohermanos de las rnisiones han cambiado las ideas de muchos
Cohermanos sobrc las misiones lejanas.
Otro pone igualmentc do relieve que la acogida entre nosotros
de los estudiantes de otras Provincias o de sectores de mision han
abierto horizontes a los Cohermanos y a los jovenes.
4.3. Adcmas de estos vinculos personales , hay Provincias
que no tienen misiones en paises lejanos , pero ayudan economi-
canrente a Provincias pobres , bien mediante una ayuda directa
de la Provincia , Bien por una especie de hermandad entre las
Casas.
4.4. Hay otras, en fin, que ponen el acento sobre la propa-
ganda rnisionera, con ]a ayuda de una revista (Yugoslavia entre
otras) o mediante predicaciones misioneras, realizadas por los
Cohermanos de la Provincia, o por los misioneros que estan de
vacaciones.
Algunas Provincias han delegado a un Cohermano para formar
parte de un centro misionero diocesano o dc un organismo nacio-
nal o internacional de avuda a las misiones, por ejemplo, la Avuda
a la Iglesia que su f re.
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II. - COMLVIDAD PARA LA MISION
5. Sirvase indicar los medios de los que Vd ., con su Consejo,
se vale para animar las Comunidades de la Provincia. ZQue
obstaculos le han salido al paso ? (LA 19, 20).
5.1. Los medios usados por los Visitadores y sus Consejos para
animar las Provincias son los siguientes:
- Las visitas a las Casas, hechas, como norma general, por
el Visitador. Visitas, unas informales (aniversarios, jubileos, fies-
tas u otros motivos) y otras formales (regulares, canonicas).
- Las reuniones, particularmente las de los Superiores., y las
de los sectores ministeriales, con los Cohermanos de una region
y con todos los Cohermanos, - los retiros (de todo tipo: mcnsuales,
anuales, - comunitarios o intercomunitarios, - predicados y dirigi-
dos por el Visitador y por otro de los Cohermanos, etc.), - para estu-
diar un terra de formacion permanente, de pastoral, etc., sugerido
por el Visitador o por ]as Comisiones, por el Consejo General, etc.,
- para hacer la revision del trabajo pastoral, - para preparar, ela-
borar y cvaluar el proyecto comunitario y provincial, - para cur-
SOS y seminarios (por ejemplo, sobre la vida comunitaria, la ani-
macion de grupos de personas consagradas, la solucion de conflic-
tos, la manera de "facilitar" la vida comunitaria, etc.).
- Las reuniones del Consejo Provincial (con la presencia algu-
nas veces de otros Cohermanos, para informar, ayudar en las deci-
siones, etc.).
- La correspondencia, es decir, las cartas personales, las cir-
culares, los documentos de estudio, las sugerencias de temas para
el ano o para el retiro, etc.
- El Boletin provincial.
- El proyecto provincial. Los proyectos comunitarios.
- La animacidn de sectores, por un Consultor o una Comision.
- El recurso a los "Facililadores",
5.2. Los obstaculos encontrados:
- La situacion geografica (grandes distancias y dispersion de
los Cohermanos y de las obras).
- La situacion politica (con cierta polarizacion de las ideas).
- Los problemas concernientes a la edad o a la salud (fisica
y mental) de los Cohermanos. Acomodacion e instalacion personal.
Inadaptacion a la vida comunitaria. Divisiones y oposiciones reci-
procas. Apatia y pereza, que impiden aprovecharse bien de las reu-
niones de animacion. Espiritu de critica exagerado. Rutina. Pasi-
vidad. Miedo a lo desconocido, por falta de una fe mas fuerte.
- Individualismo (o independencia, rechazo de la orientacion
de la Provincia o de la Congregacion).
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- Cohermanos aislados (o abandonados).
- Exceso de trabajo.
- La falta de un proyecto comunitario y/o provincial.
- Poca disponibilidad de bastantes Cohermanos para cl ofi-
cio de Superior (como animador de las Comunidades).
6. ZTiene Vd. un plan para la seleccion y Formacion de los
Superiores ? Tenga a bien senalar los puntos de mayor impor-
tancia ( LA 20).
6.1. Ninguna Provincia ha respondido diciendo que tiene on
plan para seleccionar los Superiores. 27 han dicho claramente que
ellas no to tienen para la formacion de los mismos.
6.2. Han sido indicados algunos criterios para la seleccion de
los Superiores:
- los mejores;
- las cualidades mencionadas: madurez, prudencia, pondera-
cion; un hombre que tenga las cualidades de animacion; hombres
que puedan ser signos de unidad en la cornunidad, hombres de ora-
cion, equilibrados, poseedores de una espiritualidad vicenciana,
flexibles ante los cambios y capaccs de evolucionar ante lac nue-
vas situaciones, de mentalidad abierta, capaces de dialogar, horn-
bres buenos como personas, dotados de experiencia pastoral;
- (imuv modestamente!...) los Cohermanos disponibles.
(Una dificultad para la seleccion: los hay autoritarios; otros
dejan que las cocas vayan...).
6.3. Como ntetodo para la tlesignacion de los Superiores, se pace
la consulta de los Cohermanos de la Casa, quienes, algunas veces,
indican los problemas existentes y sugieren algunos nombres de
Cohermanos capaces de dar soluciones.
El Consejo provincial observa igualmente las cualidades de los
Cohermanos en sus trabajos.
Un Visitador ha dicho que el se esfuerza por destinarles (a
Cohermanos cualificados) a las Casas que deben cambiar de Supe-
riores v la Comunidad les elige, Begun los Estatutos.
6.4. j,('Onto son formados los Superiores? Dos Provincias tie-
nen un plan para la formacion de los Superiores, con reuniones.
Las reuniones (de toda clase y dinamicas) son el medio indi-
cado por I I provincias.
Los cursos son citados por cuatro Provincias (cursos dirigidos
por Religiosos o por lnstilutos Misioneros, etc.).
Ademas, Sc pone de relieve el valor del Superior como anima-
dor de la Casa y como agente de union con el Visitador _v el Con-
sejo Provincial.
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- En fin, un Visitador dice que esta dispuesto a ayudar a los
Superiores (apoyo y orientaciones) en lo que necesiten.
7. zQue ha hecho para formar verdaderas comunidades de
vida , de trabajo , de oracion y de blenes ? (LA 19).
- 10 Provincias senalan la visita, hecha a las Casas v a los
Cohermanos, con frecuencia, con calma, con el tiempo suficiente
para escuchar a los Cohermanos;
visitas especiales de animaci6n y aliento;
visitas para evaluar los provectos locales.
Aparece de una manera particular el esfuerzo por estar cerca-
nos a los Cohermanos y para interesarse en sus vidas y en sus tra-
bajos.
Se mencionan tambien las cartas de animaci6n.
- El proyecto comunitario y provincial (y su evaluaci6n peri6-
dica).
- Ofrecer a las cornunidades las "perspectivas del ario", como
la oracion, la caridad fraterna, las reuniones regulares de las Casas.
- Los Retiros.
- Los "dias de la Provincia".
- Las reuniones con los Superiores (y Ec6nomos).
- Los Secretariados Provinciales para los sectores.
- La selecci6n de Superiores.
- Las sesiones del Consejo provincial (con la presencia de
algun Cohermano, cuando es necesario o util).
- La atenci6n a los Cohermanos mas j6venes.
- El cambio de Cohermanos, para hacer la vida mas facil en
todos sus aspectos.
- El estudio de las Linens de Acci6n y de nuestros textos basi-
cos.
- El estudio de las fuentes de la espiritualidad vicenciana.
- Quc los Cohermanos tengan hastante trabajo y mantengan
el contacto con las fuentes de la espiritualidad vicenciana.
- El intercambio y la mutua participaci6n en la Comunidad.
- El esfuerzo por suscitar una verdadera vida fraterna ("corno
amigos que se quieren bicn").
- Formar conurnidadcs was numerosas.
8. ZCual ha sido la dinamica y la tecnica utilizadas para ela-
borar los proyectos provincial y comunitario? .En que
medida y en que sentido los proyectos domesticos han
influido en el proyecto provincial? (LA 19, 20).
8.1. Hay Provincias sin proyecto provincial y Casas sin
proyecto comunitario. Hay otras con un proyecto provincial, aun
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cuando las Casas no tengan el suvo. Alguna vez, existen provectos
locales, sin que todavia exista el provincial. Con frecuencia, los
provectos provinciales y los comunitarios carecen de ligazon y rela-
ci(in mutua.
8.2. Las Lineas de Accion de 1986 han servido de inspiracion
para la elaboracion de bastantes provectos provinciales. Otros se
inspiran en los provectos comunitarios. La mayor parte de los
provectos comunitarios se inspiran en el proyecto provincial.
8.3. Los provectos provinciales ha sido redactados por el Visi-
tador v su Consejo o en la Asamblea Provincial o en una reunion
de Superiores o de Cohermanos en general. Mas frecuentemente,
los proyectos provinciales han sido formulados por Comisiones
especializadas, que han recogido las sugerencias de los Coherma-
nos, de los sectores rninisteriales, etc., han estudiado las neccsida-
des de las Provincias y han tornado en consideracion las priorida-
des y las opciones de las mismas para so accion.
La primera redacciun se presenta a los Cohermanos y recihe
correcciones, ariadidos v retoques o supresiones, etc.; la segunda
redacciun sigue el mismo carnino v Ilega a Ia Asamblea Provincial
para ser discutida, votada y aceptada por In Provincia.
Para realzar Ios pantos necesarios del provecto provincial, se
han valido de las reuniones del Consejo, de ]as Asambleas Domrs-
ticas v Provinciales, de las reuniones de los Superiors o de los sec
tomes rninisteriales V de los retiros, sohre todo de los retiros inter-
tommunitarios.
8.4. El esquema general sigue las indicaciones de las Consti-
tuciones y de los Estatutos: cornunidad de Vida, de trabajo, de ora-
tion v de bienes. Alguna vez se ariade: In pastoral de vocaciones.
U otros tenras, ser5alando, por ejemplo, el de las vocaciones, el de
la formation permanence, etc. 0 han usado el esquema de las Linens
de Accion: Evangelization de los Pobres, En Comunidad para In
Mision, Formation para la Mision.
Algnrros provectos estdn descritos en sirs parses:
a) Una description de In realidad de In Provincia (aspectos his-
toricos, sociales, politicos, culturales v religiosos del pals o de la
region en donde estai situada Ia Provincia).
b) Los principios doctrinales que infunden espiritu a Ios obje-
tivos provectados v programados.
c) El objetivo general , los sectores v sus objetivos especificos.
d) Las indicaciones concretas para la accion, con la presenta-
cion de Ins prioridades de la Provincia, Ins acciones que hacer, los
resp( nsahles. ]as etapas para ]as promociones, etc., precisando Ins
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fechas de las diversas fases y sobre todo para la evaluacion de los
proyectos y de los programas.
8.5. Hay proyectos hechos para tres arios o mientras dure el
mandato del Visitador o para cada ario, y los hay para tcrminos
mas largos, indicando los programas o las actividades que se deben
decidir cada ano, por ejemplo, en los retiros, en las reuniones de
los Superiores, etc.
8.6. Para la elaboracion de los proyectos locales, cxisten crite-
rion senalados por las Asamhleas Provinciales o por el Visitador
v el Consejo. En hastantes casos, las Casas reciben un modelo segirn
el cual dehen elaborar el proyecto local. Algunas Provincias (y algu-
nas Cornunidades) se han servido de los "facilitadores" para el pro-
ccso de creacion (o modificacion o transformacion) de los proycc-
tos de las Casas (y tambien de la Provincia).
8.7. Aquellas Provincias quc han respondido a la segunda parte
de la cuestion indican que no existe, en general, influjo de los provec-
tos locales sobre el provecto de la Provincia. Ha habido cierto influjo,
en la medida en que las Comunidades o sus Superiores han parti-
cipado en las reuniones y asambleas que han redactado tales proyec-
tos.
9. Describa las nuevas formas de vida comunitaria , si se dan
en su Provincia . En particular , indique las fuentes y las moda-
lidades de dichas nuevas formas (LA 12).
9.1. En 19 Provincias no existe forma alguna nueva de vida
comunitaria, o algo quc valga la pena de ser citado o analizado. 12
provincias indican algunos elementos que les parecen nuevos, arin
cuando no scan nuevos o validos para todas ]as Provincias de la
Congregacion.
9.2. En ciertas Provincias, algunas Casas tienen su "dia" para
el descanso semanal en comirn. Otras organizan un dia cada mes
para las reuniones de todos los Cohermanos: festejar los aniversa-
rios y fechas jubilares; orar juntos, estudiar temas vicencianos y
otros. Algunas Casas to hacen con sus "rattaches".
9.3. Una Provincia pone de relieve su esfuerzo para adaptar
v rnejorar las capillas, ]as bibliotecas y las salas de recreacidn, to
que prohablementc hace mas facil y mas atraycnte la vida comu-
nitaria.
9.4. En Rio de Janeiro, hay una pareja, marido y mujer, que
han sido afiliados a la Familia Vicenciana v han propuesto a la Pro-
vincia vivir con los Cohermanos la vida comunitaria segbn les sea
posihle. La Provincia ha aceptado la propuesta.
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9.5. America Central, Rio de Janeiro v Colombia tienen Coher-
manos que viven y quieren vivir entre los Pobres.
En America Central existen solamente algunas experiencias ais-
ladas de Cohermanos, especialmente do los Estudiantes o del Senii-
nario Interno que se insertan dentro de los ambientos pobres para
sus trabajos pastorales.
En Colombia, cuando los Misioneros deben vivir solos en luga-
res lejanos, se Ics envia alguno de los Estudiantes que hacen su expe-
riencia pastoral para hacer posible alguna forma de vida comuni-
taria. Cada mes, organizan dos o tres encuentro para orar, estu-
diar algt n terra, hacer un retiro y permitirse algun solaz.
En Rio de Janeiro, los Estudiantes y Seminaristas han insis-
tido mucho sobre la formacion en "pequenas comunidades situa-
cfas en ambientes populares" (a causa de la reflexion hccha sobre
estc terra en America Latina). Como Les Estudiantes y Seminaris-
tas de las trey Provincias brasilenas se rcuncn cada ano para estu-
diar y profundizar los temas que les interesan, hara posible que,
m is tardc, se de Lugar al nacimiento de formas nucvas de vida comu-
nitaria.
9.6. En la Provincia de Irlanda , en un sector de poblacion
obrera , va a iniciarse una Casa de cuatro Cohermanos dcdicados
al trabajo con los sordos v los gitanos ( n6madas). "Estdn entusias-
mados v parece ser una experiencia titil de vida contunitaria".
9.7. En Turin , "se ha formado una comunidad con tres Coher-
manos escogidos porel Visitador v con el encargo de comenzar una
obra rtueva : el centro de Anirnacion de Vocaciones de Adultos. Han
debido reformar la Casa v darse on estilo de vida adaptado . Como
resultado , es ova Casa en donde reina la alegria, donde la unidad
crece todos los dial v se acepta de buen grado vivir ciertas privacio-
nes. Ellos ]tan experintentado la pobreza v la proponerr a los otros
de una n tanera eficaz".
9.8. Algunas Provincias han destinado a una misma Casa los
Cohermanos que trabajan en dos o tres parroquias vecinas. 0 Bien
van, cada uno a su parroquia , o Bien se encargan todos de parro-
quias, responsables a partir de ahi de toda una region.
9.9. San Luis (USA, Midwest) presenta dos formas nuevas para
la Provincia:
a) Los Cohcrmanos do dos comunidades locales (Sacerdotes
v Hermanos que ejercen apostolados diversos v los de la "Forma-
tion House for College Students) viven en un mismo inmueble, pero
en pisos autonomos. La capilla, el comedor v una sala de recrea-
cion son comunes; la comida principal la hacen juntos de ]ones a
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viernes; en los otros Was, calla uno se provee de lo que necesite.
Lo mismo en lo quc se refiere al vestido y a la blanqueria, cada uno
usa la lavadora comun o busca otra solucion.
b) Tres o cuatro Cohermanos, de un total de 30, siendo parte
de la misma Casa, viven en pisos de los inmuebles vecinos, de modo
que puedan participar en todas las actividadcs comunes. Se supone
que ellos pueden corner en sus propios pisos, si quieren, igual que
lus Cohermanos de la Casa pueden escoger "comer fuera" ocasio-
nalmentc.
9.10. Los Cohermanos de Houston (USA, Southern) hall cornen-
zado nuevos ministerios que les imponen experimentar estilos dife-
rentes de vida comunitaria. Describen a grandes rasgos cuatro tipos
de Comunidades:
a) Hay Comunidades de dos o mas Cohermanos en retiro o
semirctiro, viviendo en los lugares err donde trabajan.
b) Una casa do comunidad de dos o mas Cohermanos situada
a cierta distancia del lugar del trabajo apostolico. La Casa es una
residencia "neutral", es decir, an6nima como las otras casas del
barrio, N. a partir de ella los Cohermanos pueden dedicarse a sus
apostolados en los lugares alejados.
c) Existe un grupo de Cohermanos que viven y trabajan en una
region de la Provincia que ellos ban escogido para servir a los
Pobres viviendo con ellos. Se rerinen una vez por semana y durante
una tarde v una jornada entera, con tiempo dedicado a la oracion,
a la amistad, al estudio y al descanso. Con estas condiciones tic-
nen el permiso Lie trabajar y de vivir separados, en sus zonas.
d) Un pequerio numero de Cohermanos quc viven y trabajan
solos, en general por razones especiales de salud, de bienestar
psicologico (psycological well - being), de estudios o por necesi-
dades especiales y temporales de una diocesis o de la Provincia.
II! - ll)RMACION l'ARA LA MM/UN
10. Describa el plan que ha elaborado para la pastoral de las
vocaciones en su Provincia . Seriale los exitos y los fracasos,
si es posible , con sus causas (LA 30).
10.1. Algunas Provincias dicen expresamente que su conrpro-
nziso prioritario en este momento es la pastoral de las vocaciones.
Otras lo demuestran porque tienen un plan, un directorio, un pro-
grama, lineas de accion en las Normas Provinciales. En algunos
casos se trata de planes pastorales para los jovenes y para las voca-
ciune..
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10.2. Modalidades en la organizacion de la pastoral vocacional:
Hav un promotor de ]as vocaciones para toda la Provincia y
frecuentemente a tiempo pleno.
Hay un equipo para las vocaciones constituido diversamente:
- bien es un grupo de Cohermanos para toda la Provincia,
comprendicndo tambien a los Hernianos, a los Seminaristas v a los
Estudiantes;
- Bien es un grupo central, con responsables de zona o region;
- bien es un grupo o un promotor provincial, con un promo-
tor en cada Casa.
En aigunos casos, se colabora con las Hijas de la Caridad y con
los laicos vicencianos.
Alguno que otro senala tambien un vinculo con los centros dio-
cesanos de vocaciones.
En ciertos casos se ha creado una comision interprovincial de
vocaciones, comun a ]as Hijas dc la Caridad y a los Misioneros
(Espana).
Algunos Visitadores scrialan el esfuerzo por actualizar a los
promotores de las vocaciones; y mencionan tambien la periodici-
dad de los cncucntros y sus programas.
10.3. Lu pastoral vocacional se desarrolla de la manera
siguiente:
- Se hace un campana para difundir prospectos de contenido
vicenciano, presentando a Sari Vicente y a la Congregacion. Se vale
de inserciones publicitarias en los periodicos (una Provincia senala
los pocos resultados de este procediniiento) y tambien de "video-
cassettes".
- Se visita a las parroquias y a los colegios.
- Sc organizan jornadas para las vocaciones, sobre todo en
nuestras parroquias y en nuestros colegios y durante las misiones
populares.
- La dircccion espiritual de grupos de jovenes y de adoles-
centes. La direccion de los ninos de coro (Polonia).
- Las convivencias, los campamentos, los retiros.
- Los encucntros un poco mas prolongados en algunas Casas,
organizadas para ello, o en cualquiera de nucstras Comunidades.
- La creacion de un grupo de cstudiantes que, en el verano,
van a Mejico durante una semana a trabajar err medio de los Pobres
(Los Angeles).
- La asistencia espiritual a grupos de jovenes: Juventudes
Vicencianas o Juventudes Marianas.
- La creacicin de un centro de acogida, para una oricntacion
mas precisa de las vocaciones.
- El acompafiamiento del adolescente o del joven mediante
un contacto personal: correspondencia, envio de un Boletin de voca-
ciones, rclaciones con la familia v visitas.
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El trabajo de los equipos para las vocaciones se hace tambicn
en colaboraci6n con las Hijas de la Caridad, mediante reciprocos
intercambios, sobre todo cuando se trata de grupos vicencianos o
de Juventudes Marianas.
10.4. Se trabaja, sobre todo con los adolescentes v los jovenes
con los que es posihle hacer una labor mas responsable de discer-
nimiento.
A los jovenes ya mas maduros se les proponc una experiencia
prolongada en un centro de acogida o en una de nuestras comuni-
dades.
A los chicos de las primeras clases de escuelas medias se les
sigue dentro del contexto de una formacion cristiana en los gru-
pos vv asociaciones parroquiales.
10.5. Resnltados positivos scnaladus:
- El aumento mas o menos signil icativo do peticiones de admi-
sibn a la Congregaci6n.
- La sensibilizaci6n progresiva do los Cohermanos para este
trabajo, de suerte que la Provincia tiene cada ano algunas vocacio-
nes.
10.6. Ent re las di jicultades, aden ds de las de caracter general
(familias con pocos hijos, ambiente descristianizado, aversi6n de
los j6venes a un compromiso del initivo, etc.), se serialan:
- El hecho de que los Cohermanos se sienten poco compro-
metidos en esta campana; algunas vcces tienen prejuicios contra
los seminarios.
- La falta de continuidad en esta tarea por las vocaciones.
- El miedo tie ofrccer a los j6venes proposiciones concretas
de vocaci6n.
10.7. En muchas Provincias se hace notar la pr-eocupaci6n por
la promoci6n de la vocacion Para Hermano v la preocupacion de
los Hermanos v de su formacion.
Hay, por tanto, una Ilamada para recibir indicaciones mas pre-
cisas y mas amplias sobre so identidad, el lugar y la formacion del
Hermano en la Congregaci6n.
Una Provincia hace notar la petici6n de algunos estudiantes
para pasar al estado de Hermanos, a fin de evitar los largos anos
de estudio (Filadelfia).
Otras Provincias indican las iniciativas sobre la formacion con-
tinua de los Hermanos, gracia a los encuentros, cursor, retiros que
son reservados para ellos, incluso a nivel interprovincial. Se trata
alguna vez de un ano entero de formacion.
11. ^Ha hecho Vd. un esfuerzo concreto para que las Comu-
nidades de la Provincia se ahran a los jovenes , en especial,
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a los miembros de los grupos de inspiration vicenciana, de
manera que puedan participar en nuestra vida de trabajo,
de oration , de familia ? i,Cuales han sido los resultados?
(LA 30).
Tenemos cuatro tipo de respuestas.
11.1. La acogida de nuestros Estudiantes y Seminaristas para
una experiencia pastoral periddica.
Un Visitador dice que ellos participan en todos los aspectos
de la vida de la comunidad local (Toulouse).
Otras Provincias tienen este tipo de experiencia, mas no preci-
san como.
Otro Visitador hate notar la buena acogida que se les ofrecc
y el aprecio de su contribution a la labor pastoral. Pero deplora
el escaso compromiso que los Cohermanos asumen para ayudar
a los jovenes en su formacion (Madagascar).
11.2. La acogida de grupos vicencianos o de otros en los ertcuen-
tros, retiros, jornadas de orucion.
Se senalan los intentos de acoger abiertamente y alguna vcz
de crear estructuras estables, sobre todo cuando la Casa esta en
contacto con las obras para la juventud (escuelas, colegios, univer-
sidades), la formacion de centros para la animation vicenciana, para
retiros de inicio y clausura del ano, etc.
Se hace notar alguna vez una cierta deception en vista do los
pocos resultados obtenidos. Otros sienten el no podcr desarrollar
estas iniciativas por falta de local o de estructuras de acogida.
11.3. La acogida do j6venes con miras a la orientation de su
vocation con el deseo de conocer la Comunidad.
Esto se hace sobre todo alli en donde la pastoral vocational
es cuidadosa y activa; lo frecuente es que se trite mas Bien de pocas
casas. Se pone dc relieve:
- La apertura a un pequero numero de j6venes, scan vicen-
cianos o no.
- Es mas facil organizar esta acogida en Casas pequenas.
- En las grander Casas, o bien alli en donde hay un cierto
numero de Cohermanos ancianos, se encuentra una mayor oposi-
ci6n, porque no existe la costumbre de recibir personas extranas
para que tomen parte en nucstra vida cornunitaria.
Como resultados positivos, esta sobre todo la opci6n que algu-
nos jovenes hacen de entrar en la Comunidad, la prof undizaci6n
en su espiritualidad vicenciana y la desaparici6n de ciertos pre-
juicios.
11.4. Mas que abrir nuestras Casas a los j6venes, hay una dis-
posici6n de la Comunidad y de cada uno de dedicarse mds a los gru-
pos de jcivenes (Juventudes Vicencianas y Juventudes Marianas).
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Alguno recuerda la necesidad de fundar grupos con caracter
especificamente mariano y vicenciano v atenderles.
Como nota negativa, se subraya que nosotros estamos dema-
siado cerrados at mundo de los jovenes y que no somos capaces
de aceptar su participacion en nuestra vida de oracion y de fami-
lia, aun cuando les admitimos a que tomen parte en nuestro trabajo.
Un solo Visitador reconoce como un hecho totalmente natural
la participacion de los Cohermanos en la vida de los jovenes v la
participacion de los jovenes en la vida de nuestras Comunidades.
12. El contacto directo con los pobres , zha tenido algun
influjo sobre la formacion de nuestros seminaristas y estu-
diantes ? i,Cc mo se les ayuda para que perciban los proble-
mas de la pobreza ( causas , soluciones )? Los seminaristas y
sus formadores Lhan sido realmente evangelizados por los
pobres ? i,De que manera? (LA 31,2).
12.1. En general, sc afirma que el contacto de nuestros love-
ties con los pobres existe y que es consiructivo.
Las realizaciones varian segrin las circunstancias locales. Se
subraya que es el inicio de una evolucion.
12.2. En cierto lugar, la casa de formacion esta situada en un
ambiente popular pobre (Nueva Orleans). Dc esta manera, el con-
tacto con los pobres es una cosa normal.
12.3. Forinas de contacto con los pobres:
- La preparacion de los jovenes mediante las informaciones
que se les dan, o los cstudios que ellos hacen, o los contactor que
ellos tienen en nuestras Comunidades, que les permiten estar al
corricnte dc la situacion local, de las causas de la pobreza, de los
sucesos particulares y de ]as soluciones o intentos de soluciones
posibles. La experiencia ordinaria no permite sienipre Ilegar hasta
las verdaderas causas dc la pobreza.
- En la mayor parte de los casos, Ins jovenes tienen una expe-
riencia ordinaria (que dura una semana) at servicio dc los Pobres
o de una cierta clase de sufrimientos (enfermos, ancianos, perso-
nas que viven solas, minusvalidos, drogadictos), y una experiencia
pastoral en un barrio popular pobre (esto sobre todo para los
tc6logos).
- Las experiencias mas prologandas durante las vacaciones,
como it a un pais de mision (Barcelona).
- Alguna experiencia mas fuerte puede tambien tener lugar,
como es la participacion en las misiones o en las camparias de evan-
gelizaci6n en las zonas particularmentc menos favorecidas, con la
subsiguiente revision del trabajo, reflexion sobre la pobreza hallada
v sobre sus causas (Ecuador).
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- Se precisa que en algunos casos van acornpahados de sus
formadores. Pero se hace notar tambien ]as divergencies entre los
formadores.
- En numerosos casos, se colabora con las Hijas de la Cari-
dad y con el laicado vicenciano.
12.4. El resuliado de la evangelizacion de los pobres reference
a nuestros jovenes: Hay alguno, aunque no nos resulte facil de eva-
luarlo porque depende tambien de las disposiciones y de la fe de
cada uno.
Entre las ventajas se serialan las siguientes:
- El hecho de que la Comunidad se plantee seriamente la exi-
gencia de asumir esta evangelizacion.
- El hecho de tomar mas conciencia de nuestro carisma vicen-
ciano en todo lo que se refiere a nuestra vida de comunidad.
- Un amor mas grande a los Pobres ante nuestros jovenes y
la nueva fisonomia que en el futuro adquirira su labor en nuestras
casas.
Pero tambien surgen problemas:
- La dificultad de participar seriamente en las condicioncs
de la vida de los pobres poniendose en su situacion. Se siente la
tentacion de refugiarse en al abrigo comodo de una vida a lo bur-
gues (vestidos, diversas comodidades, tiempos libres...).
- ZC6mo educar en la verdadera pobreza evangelica, en nues-
tras Cornunidades que no son tan ricas ni tan acomodadas, a los
jovenes que vienen de ambientes mas pobres en donde ellos han
carecido de tantas cosas (falta de seguridad del mariana, de la salad)
cuando ellos encuentran estas seguridades en la Comunidad?
(Madagascar).
13. -,Qu6 ha hecho Vd . respecto a la seleccion y formacion
permanente de los Formadores de los nuestros? (LA 31, 3).
13.1. Para la selecci6n de los Formadores, la tendencia natu-
ral es preferir los elementos mas capaces desde el punto do vista
humano, profesional y espiritual.
Un Visitador desea tambien que los que desemperian este offi-
cio to hagan de buen grado.
Otro suhraya la preocupaci6n por reunir en cada comunidad
educativa los recursos de los elementos jovenes y la experiencia
de los elementos m6s maduros (Rio de Janeiro).
13.2. La preparation initial: En la mayor parte de los casos,
se supone que cl candidato ha adquirido algirn titulo academico
o (In(- ha participado en cursos para educactores, organizados por
la. ('unlrrencias Episcopales o la Federation tie Religiusu^ a par
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un organisnlo interprovincial como CLAPVI o tambien en el "Mes
Vicenciano".
13.3. La formation permanente de los Formadores se completes
mediante:
- la participacion en numerosos cursos de actualization pro-
fcsional organizados o por la universidad o por un centro de estu-
dios publico o do la Iglesia o por la C.M.;
- los encuentros de reflexion a nivel provincial o interprovin-
cial, con la presencia a veces de los Estudiantes para revisar pro-
gramas, para estudiar nuevas orientaciones, o algunos problemas
particulares, etc.;
- la mejora do la biblioteca a disposition de los formadores
(Ecuador).
13.4. Hay muchas dificultades en las provincial que carecen
de personal: buscan la ayuda de personal y de mcdios para esta tarea
tan dificil y delicada, que condiciona su futuro (Mozambique, Chile,
India).
14. Describa lo que se hace en la Provincia por la formacion
permanente de los Cohermanos ( Sacerdotes y Hermanos).
(LA 32).
14.1. Se indican diversas formas de organization:
- Se confia a una comision para la formacion o a una comi-
sion especial.
- Se confia a un director (este es a veces un Consultor) que
puede estar empleado a tiempo pleno: estudia la cuestion y ejecuta
los programas.
- Existe un plan preparado por una comision especial y apro-
bado por el Consejo Provincial.
- Existe un prograrna tricnal, de suerte que los Cohermanos
puedan revisar toda su formacion (Barcelona).
- Ademas de lo que se organiza, la comision para la forma-
cion sugiere los cursos que se pueden frecuentar, las experiencias
que merecen conocerse, el material para estudiar.
- Las Comunidades locales deben indicar, en sus provectos,
lo que la Comunidad intenta hacer por ]a formacion permanente
de sus miembros.
14.2. Las modalidades generates de esta formacion:
- Aprovecharse de las iniciativas de la Iglesia local, de la Con-
ferencia Episcopal, de las Federaciones de Religiosos, etc.
- La participacion en cursos organizados por los Centros de
Estudios de diversa naturaleza (universidades, institutos superio-
re,,) eclesicisticos o no.
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- La inscripcion o frecuentacion en una universidad o en un
instituto superior, con miras a lograr on grado academico.
14.3. Iniciativas procedentes de las Provincias:
- Lectura y reflexion en comun de los temas de actualidad,
relativos a la vida o al ministerio sacerdotal.
- Adquisicion de libros y revistas para estar al corriente.
- Jornadas con lecciones breves para reflexionar e intercam-
biar sobre experiencias pastorales.
- Jornadas de formacion (Ilamadas de distintas maneras)
organizadas para toda la Provincia y repetidas varias veces durante
el ano.
- Semanas durante el ano, rnas o rnenos obligatorias, sobre
teologia, sociologia, moral, liturgia, etc. Estas semanas se repiten
con los mismos programas a fin de que todos los Cohermanos pue-
dan participar en ellas.
- Semanas de estudio u otros cursos anuales, segun los dis-
tintos sectores ministeriales.
- Un ano sabatico bien programado y presentado a los Coher-
manos.
- Un Boletin de formacion e informacion.
14.4. La formacion vicenciana: ella, por si misma, constituye
un capitulo propio. Esta asegurada de la siguiente manera:
- Lectura con reflexion comunitaria partiendo de documen-
tos y de ternas vicencianos.
- Participacion en los meses, semanas o reuniones de estu-
dios vicencianos.
- Encuentros de estudio o de espiritualidad, organizados
entre diversas Provincias y abiertas igualmente a otras Comuni-
dades de origen o de inspiracion vicenciana, como tambien al lai-
cado vicenciano.
- Una semana al ano de estudios vicencianos para todos los
Cohermanos o, al menos, para los mas jovenes.
- Un viaje organizado de estudios vicencianos.
- Provision a las Casas de libros, revistas v otro material
vicenciano.
- La creacion de una biblioteca provincial vicenciana.
- Los retiros espirituales comunitarios con asistencia obli-
gatoria.
- Cursos especiales de formacion para los I lermanos. Un ano
dedicado a los formacion de los Hermanos (San Luis).
14.5. Ultima ohservacion:
Se pone de relieve una mayor facilidad y disponibilidad por
parte de los Cohermanos mas jovenes y mas resistencia por parte
de los mas ancianos.
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Roma, Ce 2 janvier 1989
A tous les Visiteurs
et Vice-Visitcurs
Messieurs et chers Confreres,
Au commencement de cette nouvelle annee, la Commission Pre-
paratoire de la Rencontre des Visiteurs a Rio de Janeiro vous salue
et vous souhaite route sortes de bonnes chores ei les benedictions
divines les plus exquises.
A la date du 31 decembre 1988, nous avions recu 32 reponses
des Provinces et Vice-Provinces an questionnaire qui votts a ere
envoye le ler juillet passe. Nous vous remercions de votre attention
et de vos reponses. (S'il en arrive encore, noes tdcherons de les uti-
liser por la presentation de chaque partie de cette synthese, a Rio
de Janeiro).
Les pages que sous vous envoyons seront le premier instrument
de travail a Rio de Janeiro. On les presentera selon lours trois cha-
pitres; vous aurez du temps pour l'echange de vos experiences et pour
les appro fondisseme uts necessaires sur les points les plus importants.
L'etude de ceite svnthese servira pour 1 evaluation (le voir) des Lignes
d'Action de 1'Assemblee Generale de 1986, qui constitue le theme de
la Rencontre de Rio. Celle evaluation sera faite en vue de l'objecti f
de la Rencontre qui est
"d'aider les Visiteurs a animer les Provinces, au service de
I'Eglise, selon la fin de la Congregation (cf. Const., art. 123, 2),
a la lumicre des defis qui nous touchent aujourd'hui, dans
les secteurs de ('evangelisation des Pauvres, de la vie com-
munautaire et de la formation pour la Mission" (lettre du
Superieur General, du ler juillet 1988).
Les deuxie ►ne et troisieme phases de la Rencontre seront con-
sacrees au juger et a l'agir . Nous aurons des criteres theologiques,
vincentiens et pastoraux pour etudier et juger ce que Pon fail duns
les Provinces, en concentrant noire attention sur quelques moyens
que les Visiteurs ont a leur disposition, comme les pro jets provin-
ciaux et comntunautaires, le Conseil Provincial, les Assemblees, les
visites aux Maisons et la formation permanente des Confreres.
Sur ces points on devra faire !'effort de rassembler les lignes
ou orientations pratiques et concretes susceptibles de vous aider dans
!'animation des Provinces. Ce sera la troisieme phase de la Ren-
contre.
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Vous recevrez, plus tard, d'autres informations. Nous vous
envoyons, en annexe, le programme de la Rencontre.
Veuillez recevoir, chers Confreres, nos meilleures salutations
et nos viceux pour la nouvelle annee, pour vous et la Province.
Carlo BRAGA ,C.M. 4 'l-a.3lo
Andre SYLVESTRE,C.M.
Lauro PALU,C.M.
P.S. Pour I'echange des experiences et l'entraide, nous vous prions
de porter a Rio de Janeiro, s'il vous plait,
- le projet provincial et quelques projets communautaires qui vous
semblent bons;
- les lignes de la pastorale des vocations;
- le programme de la formation permanente des Confreres;
- les programmes speciaux pour la formation des Freres.
Merci bien.
PROGRAMME DE LA RENCONTRE DES VISITEURS
RIO DE JANEIRO (BRESIL)
3-17 JUILLET 1989
THEME:
L'evaluation des Lignes d'Action (1986-1992) de I'Assemblee
Generale de 1986.
OBJECTIF:
Aider les Visiteurs a animer les Provinces, au service de l'Eglise,
scion la fin de la Congregation (cf. Const., art. 123, 2), a la lumiere
des defis qui nous touchent aujourd'hui, dans les secteurs de I'evan-
gelisation des Pauvres, de la vie communautaire et de la formation
pour la Mission.
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DEROULEMENT DE LA RENCONTRE:
Voir:
Dans la premiere phase, on evaluera cc qui a ete fait clans les
provinces, pour concretiser les Lignes d'Action (1986-1992).
Chaque Visiteur aura la synthese des reponscs des Provinces
sur les points principaux des trois chapitres: 1'evangelisation des
Pauvres, la communaute pour la Mission, la formation pour la Mis-
sion, qu'on etudiera clans les trois premiers jours.
Dans les reponses des Visiteurs, it y a bien de choses qui indi-
quent les movens qu'ils ont utilise pour 1'animation des Provinces
dans ces trois secteurs.
Juger:
Toute cette pratique devra ctre confrontec avec quelques cri-
teres theologiques, vincentiens et pastoraux scion lesquels doit se
faire l'animation d'une Province. Sachant cc qui a ete fait dans les
Provinces, clans les trois secteurs des Lignes d'Action, on etudiera
specialement quelques points prcliminaires, comme la theorie et
la pratique de l'animation dune Province (dans ses aspects socio-
logiques, psychologiques, techniques, etc.) et le role du Visiteurselon
la pensee de Saint Vincent et les documents de l'Eglise, - ensuite,
on etudiera les moyens principaux dont disposent les Visiteurs pour
animer les Province (comme le projet provincial, les projets com-
munautaires, le Conseil Provincial, les Assamblees Provinciales, les
visites aux Maisons et aux Oeuvres et enfin la formation pennanente
des Confreres) et on verra si ces moyens ont ete utilises de maniere
a animer vraiment les Provinces.
Agir:
Apres ('etude de chacun des sujets precedents, on lera ('effort
de relever les points pratiques et les orientations concretes qui res-
sortent de tout cc qui a ete presente clans les expositions sur les
themes, l'echange des experiences, les debats, etc., en vue d'aider
les Visiteurs Bans ('animation des Provinces. On pourra meme arri-
ver a des projets didactiques (p. ex., un projet provincial pour la
formation permanente, un projet pour les Assemblces Domestiques,
pour la formation des Superieurs, etc.). Ces projets elabores dans
les groupes pcuvent servir comme un apprentissage pour ('appli-
cation posterieure dans les Provinces.
PROGRAMME
Juillet 2 . Le soir, une celebration de 1'Eucharistie avec la
Famille Vincent cone (Confreres, Filles de la Charitc, Volmiiuire.
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de la Charite, Conferences de Saint Vincent de Paul). L'ouverture
officielle sera faite le matin du 3 juillet.
PREMIERE PHAS1;: VOIR
3. Evaluation de l'evangelisation des Pauvres.
4. Evaluation de la vie communautaire pour la Mission.
5. Evaluation de la formation pour la Mission.
DF.UXIE:4fE ET TROISIIiME PHASES: JUGER ET AGIR
6. L'animation dune Province (aspects sociologiques, psycho-
logiques, pastoraux).
7. Les projets provincial et communautaires.
8. Partie pratique.
9. Dimanche libre.
10. Le role du Visiteur selon la pensee de Saint Vincent et les
documents de l'Eglise.
Le Conseil Provincial, moven pour ('animation dune Province.
11. L'Assemblee Provinciale, moyen pour ('animation dune
Province (role des Normes Provinciales).
Les visites aux Maisons et aux Ouvres.
12. Partie pratique sur les sujets des deux jours precedents.
13. La formation permanents des Confreres. Panic pratique.
14. Sujets divers: qui ont emerge dans les jours precedents ou
ont etc presentes par le Superieur General et son Conseil (p. ex.,
la collaboration entre les Provinces, les aides demandees aux Pro-
vinces par la Curie, la pauvrete, la priere communautaire et per-





17. Preparation, choix et vote des Conclusions de la Rencon-
tre, qui seront presentees au Superieur General sous forme de pro-
positions, en vue d'un document adresse a touts la Congregation.
N.B.:
1. La cloture de la Rencontre est prevue pour la fin de 1 apres-midi du
lundi, 17 juillet.
2. Quelques renseignements pratiques, pour les voyages:
- Les agences de voyage peuvent vows informer sur la documentation
sequise (visa, vaccins, s'il y en a besoin, etc.).
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- Nous aimerions bien titre inforrnes de votre arrivee a Rio (jour, heure,
nurnero du vol, contpagnie), pour que noes puissions aller vows chercher a
l'aeroport. Communiquez ces renseignements, s'il vow plait, au Visiteur de
Rio, P. Jose Pires de Ahneida, qui assurera ce service de reception et de trans-
po rt.
Son adresse:
Rua Cosme Velho, 241
Cosmc Velho
22241 Rio de Janeiro - RJ - Brasil
Telephones: 225-3876 ou 245-4390
- 11 vous suffira de porter des vetements de demi-raison.
- Les vetements liturgiques seront fournis sur place.
I! vaut mieux arriver avec de dollars, de preference aux autres mon-
rurie'',.
EN VUE D'UNE EVALUATION
DES LIGNES D'ACTION 1986-1992
A la date du 31 decembre 1988, 32 reponses etaient arrivees
au Secretariat general de la Curie, c'est-a-dire 66,66% sur le total
des 48 Provinces et Vice-Provinces, ou 72,72% sur le total des repon-
ses previsibles ou possibles.
Nous donnons peu d'indications sur les noms des Provinces ou
des pays auxquels se referent les realisations. Mais cela semble suf-
fisant pour que vous sachiez a qui demander des informations sup-
pl6mentaires dans les echanges au cours de la Rencontre de Rio
de Janeiro.
Nous avons synthetise les elements les plus caracteristiques
relativement au contexte des questions proposees.
Le cadre d'une reponse, dans cette synthese, peut sembler tres
complet (ou, au contraire, extrernement incomplet), mais cela cor-
respond a une juxtaposition plus ou moms logique des donnees qui
ont ete fournies par les Visiteurs, leurs realisations, programmes
et problemes (meme s'il y en a d'autres...).
De meme, ce West pas une enumeration normative que vous
trouverez dans les reponses, mais plut6t l'inventaire de ce qui a
etc' dit.
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I. - EVANGELISATION DES PAUVRES
1. Decrivez les initiatives ou experiences interessantes qui
ont ete entreprises dans votre Province, depuis I'Assemblee
Generale de 1986,
a) dans le domaine de l'evangelisation des Pauvres (LA, 11,1).
Ala suite de la Rencontre des Visitcurs a Bogota, on avait vive-
rnent insiste sur la relance des missions populaires, comme une
oeuvre traditionnclle clans la Congregation et repondant aux besoins
dune nouvelle evangelisation.
1.a.1. De nombreuses Provinces ont ranime des equipes de mis-
sion ou en ont cree si elles n'en avaient pas, en mettant en Oeuvre
parfois des methodes nouvelles (Irlande).
1.a.2. D'autres Provinces ont prix en charge un secteur rural
marginal, qui, vu ('abandon clans lequel se trouvent les populations,
peut titre consider& comme un secteur de mission, p. ex., la mis-
sion do la selva, au Peron.
1.a.3. D'autres ont pris en charge un secteur de banlieue
urbaine marque par la marginalisation et ses consequences: sans
abri, drogues, delinquants, chomcurs, prostitution. Plusieurs Pro-
vinces des Etats Unis ont ouvert unc maison ou envove des Confre-
res Bans des quartiers oil logent Ics immigres hispaniques. Et beau-
coup de Confreres apprennent I'espagnol.
1.a.4. Pour mieux preparer l'avenir, on interesse les jeunes Con-
freres a cc genre de mission, on envoie les Etudiants de la Congre-
gation faire un stage dans ces missions aupres des Pauvres pour
completer de maniere pratique leur formation.
1.a.5. A noter, enfin, des initiatives interessantes:
- ('organisation de recollections et retraites pour etudiants
par de jeunes Confreres, en Indonesie, et l'ouverture dune maison
de retraites;
- l'organisation de communautes eucharistiques au Nigeria.
b) dans le domaine de 1'assistance aux diverses pauvretes et
surtout aux nouvelles pauvretes (LA, 11, 1).
L'Eglisc nous dcmande d'ctre attentifs aux nouvelles pauvre-
tes. Saint Vincent noun raccomande d'evangeliser par paroles et
par oeuvres.
l.h.l. On notera ('aide financiere immediate assuree par de
nombreuses Provinces qui envoient une certaine partie de leurs
revcnu. tart necessiteux du Tiers Monde. Et ('aide aux \ iciiii '. do
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catastrophes: trernblement de terre, inondations. Ce sont la des
aides intervenant a un certain moment de 1'annce ou lors d'un cvc-
nement. Mais it est des aides qui sont davantage au quotidien.
1.b.2. Certaines Provinces ont un programme d'aide aux pay-
sans, avec cession de terre pour des cultures experimentales,
organisation de jardins communautaires,
ouverture d'une ecole d'agriculture,
programme d'habitations populaires.
1.b.3. D'autres ont un plan d'aide aux pauvres marginalises et
organisent
- une aide aux sans abri et clochards, aux drogues (Turin,
Rome, Pologne) et alcooliques,
- l'ouverture de dispensaires et cliniques,
- l'ouverture de creches et de refectoires pour enfants,
- le lancerrrent d'atcliers de travaux.
1.b.4. On essaie d'arriver a ctablir des plans de developpement
(Colombie/Tierradentro).
On associe a cet effort des jeunes et des Etudiants de la C.M.
On cree sur place des grouper de chretiens qui assureront une
juste repartition de l'aide revue (Mozambique).
1.b.5. Des Confreres s'engagent dans des organismes officiels,
comme Justice et Paix, ou meme des Provinces creent des sections
de Justice et Paix. D'autres s'engagent dans la defense des droits
de I'homme ou a I'ACAT (Action des Chretiens Anti-Torture).
1.b.6. Enfin, it nous faut titre attentifs aux miseres imprevues
qui viennent a se presenter: le cas des refugies de 1'ONU dans les
camps a Belgrade, venant de Roumanie, de Bulgarie ou d'Albanie.
Ailleurs, au Texas, des Confreres s'occupent de I'assistance en
prison aux immigres illegaux.
11 nous faut titre tres attentifs aux signer des temps; si nous
savons les lire avec la foi, nous trouverons des applications nou-
velles de notre vocation sous l'inspiration de Saint Vincent.
c) dans le domaine de la formation des agents pastoraux
(clerge et laicat ), (LA, 11, 1, 2).
l.c.l. Traditionncllement, nous travaillons a la formation du
clerge dins les seminaires diocesains comme professcurs ou direc-
teurs, et aussi a la formation permanente du clerge dans des cen-
tres thcologiques ou a l'occasion des reunions du doyenne. Mais
plusieurs Provinces qui ne le faisaient pas ou qui ne le faisaient
plus ont etc appelees a la formation du clerge en envoyant des Con-
freres travailler dans des seminaires ou des centres thcologiques.
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l.c.2. Dans les Provinces ou le nombre des seminaires a dimi-
nue, on s'est soucie de la formation des la'les: soirees theologiques
ou hibliques, groupes de liturgie. Mais le souci de la formation des
Imes s'est manifesto quand, apres le Concile Vatican II, on a davan-
tage pris en consideration la place des Imes dans I'Eglise. Ce role
des laIcs et leur formation etait deja ressenti comme une necessite
dans les pays ou les pretres peu nombreux ont en charge de nom-
breuses communautes. Aussi, on assure lour formation comme ani-
matcurs de communautes (Mozambique, Madagascar) ou comme
catechistes. Ailleurs, on forme des la'ics vincentiens qui aident le
missionnaire (Yougoslavie).
Dans ce but, des Provinces creent des ecoles de formation
d'agents pastoraux ou encore des centres theologiques proprement
dits, ouverts non seulement aux pretres mais aussi aux religieux
et aux talcs. Ou encore on organise des recollections et retraites
a leur intention. On organise meme une maison pour cela, quand
c'est necessaire.
l.c.3. Depassant la formation individuelle des laics, on en
arrive a organiser des communautes de structures variees.
Cc sont en A»terique Latine des "communautes ecclesiales de
base". Dans les pays de mission, en A f rique, p. ex., c'est la chre-
tiente locale qui est organisee en une sorte de communaute avec
un chef de communaute.
En Europe, ce sont des communautes "neo catechumen ales"
qui regroupent des chretiens desireux d'approfondir leur foi et d'en
vivre au quotidien.
1.c.4. Enfin, on en vient a associer plus etroitement les laics
a ]a Mission, en organisant des missions proprement dites avec eux
ou en Ics associant a notre pastorale ordinaire ou a nos entrepri-
ses caritatives.
2. Des analyses des causes de la pauvrete ou des causes de
la dechristianisation ont-elles ete entreprises dans votre Pro-
vince et proposees aux Confreres ? Decrivez -les, s'il vous plait
(LA, 1 I , 1).
2.1. Ces analyses ou etudes ont ete faites dans nos Provinces
a divers niveaux.
a) Ce sont d'abord des etudes speciales faites par un Confrere
sur la pauvrete ou la marginalisation de tel ou tel milieu (Rio de
Janeiro) ou encore sur la dechristianisation de telic ou telle region
i Toulouse). Des cours sont parfois donnes sur ces sujets dans nos
.eminaires.
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b) Des Confreres participent comme auditeurs a des cours sur
ces sujets: causes de la pauvrete, processus de marginalisation, ori-
gine de la dechristianisation, donnes par des specialistes en dehors
du cadre de la C.M.
c) Les Confreres participent comme membres actifs a des com-
missions d'etude existant et travaillant au niveau diocesain ou regio-
nal qui approfondissent ces questions pour preparer des plans pas-
toraux.
d) Dans la C.M., on utilise des institutions deja en place pour
promouvoir des etudes de cc genre: Les Semaines Vincentiennes
de Salamanque ont pris pour sujet ces deux dernieres annees "Les
Reponses Vincentiennes aux (`Iouvelles Formes de Pauvrete" et
"Justice et Solidarite avec les Pauvres dans la Vocation Vincen-
tienne". Et en 1989 le theme sera: "Identite Vincentienne dans un
Monde d'Incroyance".
2.2. Ailleurs, on cree des comites d'etude Justice et Paix, par
ex. aux Etats Unis, ou encore des Confreres participent a des comi-
tes deja existants, par ex., ACAT (Action des Chretiens Anti-Torture).
2.3. II apparait done plusieurs grands types de pauvrete:
a) La pauvrete des pays riches: pauvrete spirituelle et morale,
provoquee par le materialisme d'une societe de consommation, avec
la primaute de I'argent. Pauvrete d'un monde de marginaux engen-
dres par la societe riche et comprenant tour ceux qui ne peuvent
suivre: vagabonds, sans abri, chomeurs, drogues, alcooliques, pros-
tituees.
b) La pauvrete des pays marxistes (d'Europe): pauvrete mate-
rielle provoquee par une economic dirigiste, pauvrete spirituelle
venant de I'atheisme officiel (Yougoslavie).
c) La pauvrete des pays d'Arnerique Latine: proletariat paysan,
bidonvilles urbains, injustice sociale, guerrilla et terrorisme, ter-
rain pour les sectes.
d) La pauvrete d'autres pays du Tiers Monde: celles des ruraux
meprises et Celle venant d'une urbanisation anarchique et delirante
avec ses consequences: deracinement, prostitution, drogue, SIDA,
banditisme, enfance abandonnee.
3. Avez- vous pu resoudre des situations ou des Confreres et
meme des Maisons ne repondaient plus au charisme vincen-
tien ? Quels obstacles et quelles facilites avez-vous rencon-
tres? (LA 4, 5, 11).
3.1. Une bonne moitie des reponses disent qu'il n'y a pas de
probleme ou bien ne disent rien ou renvoient toute reflexion sur
CC sujet a l'Assemblee Provinciale.
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3.2. Lorsque les difficultcs se presentent, cc sont des cas de
personnes plutot que des cas de Maisons. Ces cas sont difficiles a
resoudre ct parfois impossibles. Cela est di ou a l'individualismc
des personnes, ou a l'attachement de certains a des oeuvres etablies,
a des tendances conservatrices contre lesquelles it est difficile de
rcagir.
D'autres placent la difficulte dans le petit nombre de Confre-
res, cc qui cst tres genant lorsque des changements s'averent ncces-
saires.
Quelques Provinces ont rcussi a resorber un nombre impor-
tant de cas de Confreres isoles af in de reorganiser des Communau-
tes significatives.
Une Province dit: it nous manque une conscience claire de notre
charisme vincentien d'itincrants, aussi nous nous attachons trop
a cc que nous avons crec.
3.3. Plusieurs citent le cas ob nous avons quittc une paroisse
riche ou bien installce, pour aller clans un secteur pauvre ou pour
fonder ou renforcer une cquipe de mission.
A noter qu'il est parfois difficile de se retirer de certaines
paroisses, surtout lorsque le diocese est lui meme pauvre en prc-
tres. Opposition des gcns.
3.4. Parfois ces regroupements ou recentrements se font lors-
que l'occasion se presente et que des changements sont devenus
necessaires, ou sont demandcs par le diocese. On fait alors inter-
venir les criteres du projet provincial.
3.5. Plusicurs notent la grande difficulte des Confreres pour
cette reorientation vers la mission et vers les Pauvres.
4. Avez - vous pu provoquer de la part de la Province et des
Maisons un interet accru pour les Missions ad Gentes? Com-
ment cela se traduit -il? (LA 11, 3).
4.1. Dans certaines Provinces du Tiers Monde, tous les Con-
freres sont en fait adonncs a la mission ad Genres: Mais it arrive
que le service des chrctiens devenus nombreux est si accaparant
que les missionnaires n'ont plus le temps d'aller aux paiens et se
contentent de Ies accucilir (Madagascar).
4.2. Un bon nombre de Provinces rcussissent a mobiliser I'intc-
ret des Confreres,
a) soit parce que subsiste sur le territoire de la Province un
territoire de mission ad Gentes oia des Confreres sont employes
(daps cc cas, it arrive que des cquipes d'Etudiants de la Congrega-
tion ou de Confreres vont y faire quelques sejours, complctant ainsi
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leur formation ou ravivant leurs convictions missionnaires, comme
en Colonrhie, au Chili, au Perou, et a Cametd pour les trois Provin-
ces du Bresil);
b) soit parce que la Province a accept& la charge d'une mis-
sion en pays lointain, cc territoire de mission faisant alors partie
de la Province (cette mission mobilise les energies et les ressour-
ces, comme le Cameroun pour Paris);
c) soit enfin parce qu'un groupe de Confreres se trouve dans
telle ou telle Province de pays de mission et les membres de la Pro-
vince se sentent tenus de les aider.
Dans ces divers cas, les Provinces-meres ont organise un "ser-
vice des missions" qui centralise les nouvelles et les fonds (Rome,
Turin, Hollande, etc.).
Un Visiteur note que les contacts avec les Confreres en mis-
sion ont change les idees de beaucoup de Confreres sur la mission
lointaine.
Un autre note aussi que l'accueil parmi les nbtres d'Etudiants
de Provinces ou de secteurs de mission a contribue a clargir les
idees des Confreres et des jeunes.
4.3. En plus de ces liens personnels, des Provinces qui n'ont
pas elles-memes de mission lointaine aident financierement des Pro-
vinces pauvres, soit par one aide emanant directement dc la Pro-
vince soit par une sorte de jumelage des Maisons.
4.4. D'autres, enfin, mettent !'accent sur la propagande mis-
sionnaire, soit a !'aide dune revue (Yougoslavie et autres), soit par
des predications de journees missionnaires, assurees par des Con-
freres de la Province, soit par des missionnaires en conge.
Certaines Provinces ont delegue un Confrere pour faire partie
d'un centre missionnaire diocesain ou d'un organisme national ou
international d'aide aux missions, par ex., l Aide a 1'Eglise en
De t resse.
II. - DES COMMUNAUTES POUR LA MISSION
5. Decrivez les moyens dont vous-memes avec le Conseil Pro-
vincial vous vous servez pour animer les Communautes de
la Province . Quels obstacles avez -vous rencontres ? (LA 19, 20).
5.1. Les mavens utilises par les Visiteurs et !curs Conseils, pour
animer les Provinces sont les suivants:
- Les visites aux Maisons, faites en regle generale par le Visi-
teur, mais aussi par un Consulteur. Visites soit informelles (anni-
versaires, jubiles, autres fetes ou autres motifs), soit formelles (regu-
lieres, canoniques).
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- Les reunions, part iculierement celles des Superieurs, et cel-
les des sccteurs d'activitc, des Confreres dune region ou de tour
lcs Confreres, - pour les retraites (de tous les types: mensuelles,
annuelles, - communautaires ou intercommunautaires, prechees et
dirigees par le Visiteur ou par d'autres Confreres, etc.), - pour
!'etude d'un theme de formation permanence, de pastorale, etc., sug-
gere par le Visiteur ou par les Commissions, par le Conseil Gene-
ral, etc., - pour la celebration des fetes Vincentiennes, des anniver-
saires, etc., - pour faire la revision du travail pastoral, - pour pre-
parer, elaborer et evaluer le projet communautaire et provincial,
- pour des cours ou des seminaires (p. ex., sur la vie communau-
taire, !'animation des grouper de personnel consacrees, la gestion
des conflits, la maniere de "faciliter" la vie communautaire, etc.).
- Les reunions du Conseil Provincial (quclquefois avec la pre-
sence d'autres Confreres, pour informer, aider dins les decisions,
etc.).
- La correspondance, c'est-a-dire, les lettres personnelles, les
circulaires, les documents d'etude, les suggestions de themes pour
I'annee ou pour la retraite, etc.
- Le bulletin provincial.
- Le projet provincial. Les pro jets con:nuutautaires.
- L'animation des secteurs, par un Consulteur ou unc Com-
mission.
- Le recours a des "facilitateurs".
5.2. Les obstacles rencontres:
- La situation geographique (avec les grander distances et la
dispersion des Confreres et des oeuvres).
- La situation politique (avec quelque polarisation des idees).
- Des prohlemes tenant a !'age ou a la sante (physique et men-
tale) des Conl reres. Accomodement et installation personnelle. Ina-
daptation a la vie communautaire. Divisions et oppositions reci-
proques. Apathie et paresse, qui empechent de bien profiter des
reunions d'animation. Exces d'esprit de critique. Routine. Passi-
vite. Peur de l'inconnu, avec le manque dune foi plus forte.
- Individualisme (ou independance, refus de ('orientation de
la Province ou de la Congregation).
- Confreres isoles (ou abandonnes...).
- Exces de travail.
- Le manque d'un projet communautaire et/ou provincial.
- Peu de disponibilite de beaucoup de Confreres pour l'off ice
de Superieur (comme animateur des Communautes).
6. Avez - vous un plan pour le choix et la formation des Supe-
rieurs? Decrivez
-
le dans ses grander lignes ( LA 20).
6.1. Aucune Province n'a repondu qu'elle ait un plan pour le
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choix des Superieurs. 27 ont dit clairement qu'elles Wen ont pas
pour la formation des Superieurs.
6.2. Quelques criteres ont ete indiques, pour le choix des Supe-
rieu rs;
- les meilleurs;
- les qualites mentionnees: maturitc, prudence, ponderation;
un homme qui ait les conditions d'animateur; des hommes qui puis-
sent titre un signe d'unite dans la Communaute, homtnes de priere,
equilibres, doues dune spiritualite vincentienne, souples face aux
changements et capables d'evoluer face aux situations nouvelles,
ouverts dans leur mentalite, capables de dialoguer; des hommes
bons comme personnes, dotes d'experience pastorale;
- (tres modestement!...) les Confreres disponibles...
(Une difficulte pour le choix: it y en a qui sont autoritaires;
d'autres laissent les choses aller...).
6.3. Comme methode pour la designation des Superieurs, on
fait la consultation des Confreres de la Maison, qui, quelquefois,
indiquent les problemes existants et suggerent quelques noms de
Confreres capables d'y porter des solutions.
Le Conseil Provincial observe aussi les qualites des Confreres
dans leurs travaux.
Un Visiteur a dit qu'il tache de les placer dans les Maisons qui
doivcnt changer leurs Superieurs et la Communaute les elit, selon
les Statuts.
6.4. Comment sons formes les Superieurs? Deux Provinces ont
un plan pour la formation des Superieurs, avec des reunions.
Les reunions (de toute especes et dynamiqucs) sont le moyen
indique par 11 Provinces.
Les cours sont cites par quatre Provinces (cours diriges par des
Religieux ou par des Instituts pour les Missions, etc.).
De plus, on indique la mise en valeur du Superieur comme ani-
mateur de la Maison et comme agent de liaison avec le Visiteur et
le Conseil Provincial.
- Enfin, un Visiteur dit qu'il est dispose a aider les Superieurs
(appui et orientations) dans leurs besoins.
7. Qu'avez -vous fait pour former des vraies communautes
de vie , de travail , de priere et de biens? (LA 19).
- 10 Provinces indiquent la visite, faite aux Maisons et aux
Confreres, avec frequence, avec calme, en ayant lc temps pour ecou-
ter Ics Confreres;
visitcs speciales d'animation et d'encouragement;
visites pour 1'evaluation des projets locaux;
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On presente particulierement un effort pour etre proche des
Confreres et pour s'interesser a leur vie et a (curs travaux.
On mentionne aussi les lettres d'animation.
Le projet communautaire et provincial (et leur evaluation
periodique).
- Donner aux Communautes des "perspectives d'annee '.
comme la priere, la charite fraternelle, les reunions regulieres des
Maisons.
- Les retraites.
- Les "fours de la Province".
- Les reunions avec les Superieurs (et Economes).
- Les Secretariats Provinciaux pour les secteurs.
- Le choix des Superieurs.
- Les reunions du Conseil Provincial (avec la presence de quel-
que Confrere, quand it est necessaire ou utile).
- L'attention aux Confreres plus jcuncs.
- Le changcment de Confreres, pour rendre la vie plus facile
dans tous ses aspects.
- L'etude des Lignes d'Action et de nos textes de base.
- L'etude des sources de la spiritualite vincentienne.
- Que les Confreres aient heaucoup d'occupations et main-
tiennent le contact avec les sources de la spiritualite vincentienne.
- L'echange et le partage en Communaute.
- L'effort pour susciter une vraie vie fraternelle ("Ala man ii:re
d'amis tres chers").
- Former des Communautes plus nombreuses.
8. Quelle a ete la dynamique ou la technique utilisee pour
l'elaboration des projets provincial et communautaires? Dans
quelle mesure et en quel sens les projets des Maisons ont-ils
influence le projet provincial ? (LA 19, 20).
8.1. II v a des Provinces sans projet provincial et des Maisons
sans projets conununautaires. 11 y en a d'autres avec tin projet pro-
vincial, memc si les Maisons n'ont pas les leurs. Quelquefois, it y
a des projets locaux, mais pas encore de projet provincial. Parfois
aussi les projets provinciaux et communautaires n'ont aucune liai-
son ou rapport les uns avec les autres.
8.2. Les Lignes d'Action de 1986 ont servi d'inspiration pour
('elaboration de heaucoup de projets provinciaux. D'autres s'ins-
pirent des projets communautaires. Les projets communautaires
sont, pour la plupart, inspires du projet provincial.
8.3. Les projets provinciau.r ont ete redigcs par le Visiteur et
,.on Conseil ou en Assembles Provinciale ou dans une reunion de
Superieurs ou de Confreres en general. Plus frequemment, les pro-
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jets provinciaux ont ete rediges par des Commissions speciales, qui
ont recueilli les suggestions des Confreres, des secteurs d'activite,
etc., ont etudie les besoins des Provinces et ont pris en considera-
tion les priorites ou les choix des Provinces pour leur action. Une
premiere redaction est presentee aux Confreres et recoit des cor-
rections, des ajouts ou retouches ou suppressions, etc.; une
deuxieme redaction suit le meme chemin et arrive a une Assem-
bles Provinciale pour titre discutee, votes et assumes par la
Province.
Pour relever les points necessaires pour le projet provincial,
on a utilise les reunions du Conseil, les Asscmblees Domestiques
et Provinciales, les reunions des Superieurs ou des secteurs d'acti-
vite et les retraites, surtout les retraites intercommunautaires.
8.4. Le schema general suit les indications des Constitutions
et Statuts: communaute de vie, de travail, de priere et de biens.
Quelquefois, on ajoute: la pastorale des vocations. Ou: divers, en
indiquant, p. ex., les vocations, la formation permanente, etc. Ou
Pon utilise le schema des Lignes d'Action: Evangelisation des Pau-
vrcs, En Communaute pour la Mission, Formation pour la Mission.
Quelques projets sont decrits Bans lears parties:
a) Une description de la realite de la Province (aspects histo-
riques, sociaux, politiques, culturels et religieux du pays ou de la
region ou est situee la Province).
b) Des principes doctrinaux qui donnent un esprit aux objec-
tifs projetes et programmes.
c) L'objectif general, les secteurs et leurs objectifs specifiques.
d) Des indications concretes pour faction, avec presentation
des priorites de la Province, des actions qu'on vent realiser, des
responsables, des stapes pour les promotions, etc., en precisant les
dates pour les diverses phases et surtout pour I'evaluation des pro-
jets et programmes.
8.5. Il y a des projets qui sont faits pour trois ans, pour la duree
du mandat du Visiteur, ou pour chaque annee. 11 y a des pro*Jets
a long terme, avec les indications des programmes ou activites qui
doivent titre decides chaque annee, p. ex., dans les retraites, les reu-
nions des Superieurs, etc.
8.6. Pour !'elaboration des projets locauxs, it y a des lignes indi-
quees par les Assemblees Provinciales ou par le Visiteur et Ic Con-
seil. Dans beaucoup de cas, les Maisons re4.oivent un models selon
lequel elles doivent elaborer le projet local. Quelques Provinces (et
quelques Communautes) ont utilise 1'aide de "facilitateurs" pour
le processus de creation (ou modification ou transformation) des
projets des Maisons (et aussi de la Province).
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8.7. Les quelques Provinces qui ont repondu a la deuxieme par-
tic de la question indiquent qu'il n y a pas, gerteralernent, une
influence des projets locaux sur le pro jet de la Province. 11 y a eu
une certainc influence, dans la mesure oia les Communautes ou
lours Superieurs ont participe aux reunions et assemblees qui ont
redige les projets.
9. Decrivez les formes nouvelles de vie communautaire, s'il
y en a dans votre Province . Indiquez en particulier les sour-
ces et les modalites de ces formes nouvelles (LA 12).
9.1. Dans 19 Provinces, it n'v a aucunc forme nouvelle de vie
communautaire, ou aucune qui vaille la peine d'etre citee ou analy-
sec. 12 Provinces ont indique des choses qui leur semblent nouvel-
les, memc si elles ne sont pas nouvelles ou valables pour toutes les
Provinces de la Congregation.
9.2. Dans certaines Provinces, quelques Maisons ont leur
"jour" pour le loisir hebdomadaire en commun. D'autres Provin-
ces organisent un jour chaque mois pour des reunions de tous les
Confreres: on y fete les anniversaires et Ics jubiles; on prie ensem-
ble, on etudie des themes vincentiens et d'autres. Quelques Mai-
sons le font avec lours "rattaches".
9.3. Unc Province a fait remarqucr son effort pour adapter et
ameliorer lcs chapelles, les bibliotheques et les salles de recrea-
tion, cc qui a rendu probablemcnt plus facile et attrayante la vie
communautaire.
9.4. A Rio de Janeiro, it y a un couple, marl et femme, qui a
cte affilie a la Famille Vincentienne et a propose a la Province de
vivre avec les Confreres la vie communautaire scion le possible.
La Province 1'a accepte.
9.5. L'Amerique Centrale, Rio de Janeiro et la Colontbie ont des
Confreres qui vivent ou veulent vivre parmi les Pauvres.
En Amerique Centrale, it existe sculement quelques experien-
ces isolees de Confreres, specialement des Etudiants ou du Semi-
naire Interne, qui se sont inseres dans des milieux pauvres avec
lours travaux pastoraux.
En Colombie, quand les Missionnaires doivent vivre seuls dans
des lieux lointains, on Icur envoie des Etudiants qui font leur expe-
rience pastorale, pour que soft possible quelque forme de vie com-
munautaire. Chaque mois, on organise deux ou trois jours de ren-
contre, pour prier, etudier quelque theme, faire une retraite et se
permettre quelque loisir.
A Rio de Janeiro, les Etudiants et Seminaristes ont insiste beau-
co up stir la formation dans de "petites comrnunautes inserees dans
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les milieux populaires " (a cause de la reflexion sur ce sujet faite
dans I'Amerique Latine ). Comore les Etudiants et les Seminaristes
des trois Provinces bresiliennes se rencontrent chaque annee pour
etudier et approfondir les themes qui les interessent, it se pourra
bien, plus tard, que vela donne naissance a des formes nouvelles
de vie comrrnmautaicc.
9.6. Darts la Province d'lrlande, dans une zone de population
ouvriere, on va commencer une Maison de quatre Confreres con-
sacres au travail avec les Sourds et les Gitans (nomades). "Ils sort
tres enthousiastes et cela semble etre. tine experience utile de vie com-
ntunautaire ".
9.7. A Turin, "on a forme one Cornmunaute avec trois Confre-
res cltoisis par le Visiteuret charges de commencer one oeuvre nou-
velle: le Centre d'Animation de Vocations d'Adultes. Its ont dit res-
tructurer la Maison et se donne?- on style de vie adapts. Comme resul-
tat, c'est one maison oit regne la joie, et oit l'unite s'acroft chaque
jour et qui accepte volontiers de vivre certaines privations. Its ont
experiments la pauvrete et la proposent aux autres d'une maniere
efficace".
9.8. Quclques Provinces ont mis dans une meme Maison les-
Confreres qui travaillent en deux ou trois paroisses voisines. Ou
bien ils vont, chacun a sa paroisse, ou bien ils en assurent l'assis-
tance ensemble, responsables desormais de toute une region.
9.9. Saint Louis (USA, Midwest) presente deux formes, nouvel-
les pour la Province:
a) Les Confreres dc dcux Communautes locales (prctres et fre-
res qui exercent des apostolats divers et ceux de ]a "Formation
House for College Students") vivent dans un meme immeuble, mais
loges en des appartements autonomes. 11 y a une chapelle, une salle
a manger, une salle pour les loisirs en conunun; le repas principal
est servi en common du lundi au vendredi; pour les autres fours,
chacun doit pourvoir a ses besoins. De meme pour les vetements
et le linge, chacun utilise la machine a laver commune ou trouve
une autre solution.
b) 'l'rois ou quatre Confreres, sun un total de 30 faisant pantie
de la Maison, vivent dans des appartements dans les immcublcs
voisins, de maniere qu'ils peuvent participer a toutes lcs activites
communes. On suppose qu'ils peuvent prendre leurs repas chez eux,
s'ils Ic veulent, tout comme les Confreres de la Maison peuvent choi-
sir de "manger au dehors" occasionnellement.
9.10. Les Confreres de Houston (USA, Southern) ont commence
de nouveaux ministeres qui cur ont impose I'exper-ience de styles
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differents de vie communautaire. Its decrivent a grands traits qua-
tre types de Communautcs:
a) II y a des Communautcs de deux Confreres ou plus en
retraite ou semi-retraite, logeant sur leurs licux de travail.
b) Une maison de communaute de dcux Confreres ou plus
situee a quelque distance du lieu du travail apostolique. La mai-
son est une residence "neutrale", c'est-a-dire, anonyme comme les
autres maisons du quartier, a partir de laquelle les Confreres peu-
vent se consacrer a des apostolats dans des endroits cloignes.
c) Il y a un groupe de Confreres qui vivent et travaillent dans
une region de la Province qu'ils ont choisie pour servir les Pauvres
en y vivant. Its se reunissent unc foil par semaine pour quelques
heures de vie en commun: une soiree et une journce entiere, avec
du temps pour la priere, I'amitie, 1'etude, le loisir. A ces conditions,
its ont la permission de travailler et de vivre separes, clans leurs
zones.
d) Un petit nombre de Confreres qui vivent et travaillent iso-
les, en general pour des motifs specifiques de sante, de bien-etre
psychologique (psychological well-being), d'etudes ou de besoins
spcciaux et temporaires d'un diocese ou de la Province.
III - FORMATION POUR LA MISSION
10. Decrivez le plan que vows avez fait pour la pastorale des
vocations dans votre Province . Decrivez ce qui a reussi et ce
qui a echoue , avec , si possible , les causes (LA 30).
10.1. Quclques Provinces disent expresscment que la pastorale
des vocations est leer engagement prioritaire en cc moment. Les
autres le montrent parce qu'elles ont un plan, un directoire, un pro-
gramme, des lignes d'action dans les Normes Provinciales. Dans
quelques cas, it s'agit d'un plan de pastorale des jcunes et des
vocations.
10.2. Modalites d'organisation de la pastorale des vocations:
11 y a on promoteur des vocations pour toute la Province et sou-
vent a plein temps.
11 y a une cquipe des vocations diversernent constituee:
- soil un groupc de Confreres pour toute la Province, corn-
portant aussi des Freres, des Seminaristes et des Etudiants;
- soil un groupc central, avec des responsables par zone ou
region;
- soit on groupe ou un promoteur provincial, avec un pro-
moteur dans chaquc Maison.
Dans quelques car, it y a aussi une collaboration avec les Fil-
ler de la Charite et avec les laicats viAncentiens.
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Quelqu'un signale aussi un lien aver les centres diocesains des
vocations.
Dans certains cas, on a constituee une commission interpro-
vinciale des vocations, commune aux Filles de la Charite et aux Mis-
sionnaires (Espagne).
Quelques Visiteurs indiquent l'effort de faire l'aggiornamento
des promoteurs des vocations; et mentionnent aussi la periodicite
des rencontres et leurs programmes.
10.3. La pastorale des vocations se deroule de la manicre
suivante:
- Une campagne est faite par la diffusion des prospectus au
contenu vincentien, presentant Saint Vincent et la Congregation.
On utilise aussi des insertions publicitaires dans les journaux (une
Province signale le peu de resultats de ce procede) et des video-
cassettes.
- On fait les visites aux paroisses et aux colleges.
- On organise des journees des vocations surtout dans nos
paroisses et nos colleges et au cours du deroulemcnt des missions
populaires.
- La direction spirituelle des groupes de jeunes ou d'enfants.
La direction des groupes d'enfants de chocur (Pologne).
- Les rencontres, les camps de vacances, les retraites.
- Les rencontres un peu plus prolongees dans quelques Mai-
sons, organisees pour vela, ou dans quelqu'une de nos Commu-
nautes.
- La creation d'un groupe d'etudiants qui, au cours de fete,
wont, pendant une semaine, travailler au milieux des Pauvres au
Mexique (Los Angeles).
- L'assistance spirituelle a des groupes de jeunes: Jeunesses
Vincenticnnes ou Jeunesses Mariales.
- La creation d'un centre d'accueil, pour l'orientation plus
precise des vocations.
- L'accompagnement de l'enfant ou du jeune par un contact
personnel: correspondance, envoi d'un bulletin des vocations, rap-
ports avec la famille et visites.
Le travail des equipes de vocations cst fait aussi en collabora-
tion avec les Filles de la Charite, par des echanges reciproques, sur-
tout lorsqu'il s'agit de grouper vincentiens ou de Jeunesses
Mariales.
10.4. On se consacre surtout aux adolescents et aux jeunes avec
lesquels est possible un travail plus responsable de discernement.
A des jeunes deja plus mars on propose une experience pro-
longee dans un centre d'accueil ou dans une de nos Communautes.
Les garcons des premieres classes des ecoles moyennes sont
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suivis dans le contexte dune formation chrctienne dans les grou-
pes ou associations de la paroisse.
10.5. Resultats positifs signales:
- L'augmentation plus ou moins marquee des demandes
d'admission dans la Congregation.
- La sensibilisation progressive des Confreres a ce travail, de
sorte que la Province ait quclques vocations chaque annee.
10.6. Parmi les dif ficultes, outre celles de caractere general
(families avec peu d'enfants, milieux dechristianises, aversion des
jeunes pour un engagement definitif, etc.), on signale:
- Le fait que les Confreres se sentent peu engages dans cette
campagne; parfois its ont des prejuges sur les seminaires.
- Dans de nombreuses communautes, le peu de contacts avec
des jeunes.
- Le manque de continuite dans cc travail pour les vocations.
- La tirnidite pour faire aux jeunes des propositions de voca-
tion.
10.7. Dans plusieurs Provinces, on signale la preoccupation de
promouvoir la vocation de Frere et le souci des Freres et de leur
formation.
11 y a done un appcl a recevoir des indications plus precises
et plus amples sur l'identite, la place et la formation du Frere dins
la Congregation.
Une Province signale la demande de quelques Etudiants pour
passer a la condition de Freres, afin d'eviter les longues annees
d'etude (Philadelphie).
D'autres Provinces signalent des initiatives de formation con-
tinue des Freres, grace a des rcncontres, des cours, des retraites
qui Ieur sont reservees, mime au plan interprovincial. II s'agit par-
fois dune annee entiere de formation.
11. Avez-vous fait un effort concret pour faire s'ouvrir les
Communautes de la Province aux jeunes , surtout aux mem-
bres des groupes d'inspiration vincentienne , et leur permet-
tre de partager notre vie de travail , de prlere et de frater-
nite? Quels en sont les resultats? (LA 30).
Nous avons quatre types de reponses.
11.1. L'accueil de nos Etudiants ou Seminaristes pour une
periode d'experience pastorale.
Un Visiteur dit qu'ils partagent en tout la vie de la Commu-
naute locale (Toulouse).
D'autres Provinces ont cc type d'experience, mais ne preciscnt
pas autremcnt.
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Un autre Visiteur signale le bon accueil qui leur est reserve
et le fait que lour contribution au travail pastoral est apprscis. Mais
it deplore le peu d'engagement des Confreres pour aidcr ces jeu-
nes dans leur formation (Madagascar).
11.2. L'accueil de groupes vincentiens ou autres pour des ren-
contres, retraites, jontrnees de priere.
On signale des essais pour donner l'ouverture a une Maison,
et parfois la creation d'une structure stable, surtout quand elle est
en contact avec des oeuvres de jeunesse (ecoles, colleges, universi-
tes), la formation de centres pour ('animation vincentienne, des
retraites de commencement ou de fin d'annee, etc.
On note parfois une certaine deception a la vue du peu de rssul-
tats obtenus. D'autres regrettent de nc pouvoir devclopper ces ini-
tiatives faute de place ou de structures d'accueil.
11.3. L'accueil des jeunes en vue de l'orientation de leur voca-
tion avec le desir de connaitre la Communaute.
Cela se verifie surtout la ou la pastorale des vocations est atten-
tive et active: le plus souvent it s'agit de bien peu de maisons. On
signale:
- L'ouverture a un petit nombre de jeunes, qu'ils soient vin-
centiens ou non.
- II est plus facile d'organiser cet accueil dans des maisons
de petites dimensions.
- Dans les grander Maisons, ou bien la ou it v a un certain
nombre de Confreres anciens, on rencontre une plus grande oppo-
sition, car on n'a pas ('habitude de recevoir des strangers pour pren-
dre part a notre vie de Communaute.
Comme rssultats positifs, c'est surtout le choix que font quel-
ques jeunes d'entrer dans la Communaute, I'approfondissement de
(cur spiritualite vincentienne et la disparution de certains prejuges.
11.4. Plus qu'unc ouverture de nos Maisons aux jeunes, it v a
une disposition de la Communaute et de chacun a s employer davan-
tage aupres des groupes de jeunes (Jeunesses Vincentiennes et Jeu-
nesses Mariales).
Quelqu'un rappelle la necessite de fonder des groupes a carac-
tere specifiqucment marial et vincentien et d'en prendre soin.
Comme note negative, on souligne que nous sommes trop fcr-
mes au monde des jeunes et que noes ne sommes pas capahlcs
d'admettre leur participation a notre vie de priere et a notre vie
de famille, alors que nous les admettons a prendre part a notre
travail.
Un seul Visiteur reconnait comme tout a fait naturelles la par-
ticipation des Confreres a la vie des jeunes et la participation des
jrune^ a la vie de nos Conimunautes.
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12. La formation de nos Seminaristes et Etudiants a-t-elle
ete influence par le contact direct avec les Pauvres ? Comment
sont - ils aides pour connaitre les problernes de la pauvrete
(causes et solutions )? Les Seminaristes ( et les Formateurs)
ont-ils ete vraiment evangelises par les Pauvres? Comment?
(LA 31, 2).
12.1. En general, on affirme que le contact de nos jeunes avec
les Pauvres existe et qu'il est constructi f.
Les realisations varient selon Ics circonstances locales. On sou-
ligne que c'est le debut dune evolution.
12.2. En uncertain endroit, la maison de formation est situee
en milieu populaire pauvre (Nouvelle Orleans). De cette maniere,
le contact avec les Pauvres est chose norrnale.
12.3. Formes de contacts avec les Pauvres:
- La preparation des jeunes, a travers les informations qui
Ieur sont donnees, ou dans les etudes qu'ils font, ou dans les con-
tacts qu'ils ont dans nos Communautes, lour permet d'etre au cou-
rant de la situation locale, des causes de la pauvrete, des evene-
ments particuliers et des solutions ou essais de solutions possibles.
L'experience ordinaire ne permet pas toujours de remonter
jusqu'aux veritables causes de la pauvrete.
- Dans la majeure partie des cas, les jeunes font une expe-
rience ordinaire (qui dure une semaine) au service des Pauvres ou
dune certaine categoric de souffrances (malades, vicillards, per-
sonnes scules, handicapes, drogues), et une experience pastorale
dans un quarticr populaire et pauvre (ceci surtout pour les theo-
logiens).
- Des experiences plus prolongees ont lieu au cours des vacan-
ces, comme I'envoi dans un territoire dc mission (Barcelone).
- Quelque experience plus forte peat aussi avoir lieu comme
la participation a des missions ou a des cours d'evangelisation dans
des zones particulierement defavorisees, avec ensuite revision du
travail, reflcxion sur la pauvrete rencontree et sur ses causes
(Eynatenr).
- On precise dans quelques cas qu'ils sont accornpagnes de
(curs educateurs. Mais on note aussi des divergences entre les edu-
cateurs.
- Dans de nombreux cas, it y a collaboration avec les Filles
de la Charite et le laicat vincentien.
12.4. Le resultat de l'evarrgelisation des Pauvres par rapport a
nos jeunes: II y en a un, meme s'il nest pas facile de I'evaluer, car
it depend aussi des dispositions et de la foi de chacun.
On signale parmi les avantages Ics suivants:
- Le fait que la Communaute se pose serieusement ('exigence
d'assumer cette evangelisation.
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- Le fait de prendre davantage conscience de notrc charisme
vincentien en tout cc qui regarde notre vie de communaute.
- Un plus grand amour des Pauvres chez nos jeunes et la nou-
velle physionomie que prendra a I'avenir leur travail dans nos
maisons.
Mais surgissent aussi des problemes:
- La difficulte de partager serieusement les conditions de vie
des Pauvres en se mettant dans lour situation. On est tents de se
refugier dans le repli commode sur une vie embourgeoisee (vete-
ments, commodites variees, temps libre...).
- Comment eduquer a la vraie pauvrete evangelique, dans nos
Communautes qui ne sont pas tellement riches ni accommodees,
des jeunes qui viennent de milieux plus pauvres oil ils ont manque
de cant de choses (manque de securite pour le lendemain, pour la
saute), alors qu'ils trouvent ces securites dans la Communaute?
(Madagascar).
13. Qu'avez -vous fait pour le choix et la formation perma-
nente des Formateurs des Notres ? (LA 31, 3).
13.1. Pour Ic choix des educateurs, la tendance naturelle est
de preferer les elements les plus capables du point de vue humain,
professionnel et spirituel.
Un Visiteur souhaite aussi que ceux qui rempliront cet office
le (assent volontiers.
Un autre souligne le preoccupation de rassembler dans cha-
que communaute educative les ressources d'elements jeunes et
('experience d'elements plus mars (Rio de Janeiro).
13.2. La preparation initiale : Dans la plupart des cas, elle sup-
pose que le candidat a obtenu quelque titre acadetnique ou qu'il
a participe a des cours pour educateurs, organises par Ies Confe-
rences Episcopates ou les Federations de Religieux ou un organisme
interprovincial comme la CLAPVI ou encore a participe au "Mois
Vincentien".
13.3. La formation permanents des Formateurs s'accomplit
moyennant:
- la participation a de nombreux cours d'aggiornamento pro-
fessionnels organises soit par I'universite, soft par un centre d'etu-
des public ou d'Eglise, soit par la C.M.;
- des rencontres de reflexion au niveau provincial ou inter-
provincial, avec parfois la presence des Etudiants pour la revision
des programmes, pour ('etude de nouvelles orientations, ou de cer-
tains problemes particuliers, etc.;
- le developpement de la bibliotheque a la disposition des edu-
cateurs (Equateur).
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13.4. La difficulte rests pour les Provinces qui n'ont pas du per-
sonnel: elles cherchent une aide en personnel et en moyens pour
cette tache difficile et delicate, qui conditionne leur avenir (Mozam-
bique, Chili, Inde).
14. Decrivez ce qui se fait dans la Province pour la forma-
tion permanente des Confreres (Pretres et Freres ) (LA 32).
14.1. On signale diverses formes d'organisation:
- Elie est confiee a une commission pour la formation ou a
une commission speciale.
- Elie est confiee a un directeur (c'est parfois un Consulteur)
qui peut titre employe a plein temps: it etudie la question et met
a jour les programmes.
- Il existe un plan prepare par une commission speciale et
approuve par le Conseil Provincial.
- Il existe un programme triennal, de sorte que les Confre-
res peuvent revoir toute Icur formation (Barcelone).
- En plus de l'organisation, la commission pour la formation
permanente suggere des cours a frequenter, des experiences a con-
naitre, un materiel a etudier.
- Les Communautes locales doivent indiquer, dans leurs pro-
jets, cc quc la Communaute essaie de faire pour la formation per-
manente de ses membres.
14.2. Les modalites generales de cette formation:
- Utilisation des initiatives de l'Eglise locale, de la Conference
Episcopale, des Federations de Religieux, etc.
- La participation a des cours organises par des Centres
d'Etudes de nature varies (universites, instituts superieurs) eccle-
siastiqucs ou non.
- L'inscription et la frequentation aupres d'une universite ou
d'un institut superieur, en vue d'obtenir des grades academiques.
14.3. Initiatives venant de la Province:
- Lecture et reflexion en commun sur des themes d'actualite,
relatifs a la vie et au ministere sacerdotal.
- L'acquisition de livres et de revues pour sc mettre au
courant.
- Des journees avec de breves lecons pour reflechir et echan-
ger sur les experiences pastorales.
- Des journees dc formation (a I'appellation variee) organi-
sees pour toute la Province et repetees plusicurs fois durant l'annee.
- Des semaines annuelles, plus ou moms obligatoires, de theo-
logie, sociologic, morale, liturgie, etc. Ces semaines sont repetees
avec le meme programme, afin que tous les Confreres puissent y
participer.
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- Des semaines d'etudes ou d'autres cours annuels, selon les
divers secteurs d'activite.
- Une annee sabbatique bien programmee et proposee aux
Confreres.
- Un bulletin de formation et information.
14.4. La formation vincentienne: elle constitue en elle-meme
un chapitre propre. Elie est assuree de la maniere suivante:
- Lecture avec rcflexion communautaire a partir de docu-
ments ou de sujets vincentiens.
- Participation a des mois, semaines ou rencontres d'etudes
vincentiennes.
- Rencontres d'etude ou de spiritualite, organisees entre plu-
sieurs Provinces et ouvertes egalement a d'autrcs Communautes
d'origine ou d'inspiration vincentienne, ainsi qu'au laicat vin-
centien.
- Une semaine annuelle d'etudes vincentiennes pour tous les
Confreres ou, au moins, pour les plus jeunes.
- Un voyage organise d'etudes vincentiennes.
- La fourniture aux Maisons de livres, revues et autre mate-
riel vincentien.
- La constitution dune bibliotheque provinciale vincentienne.
- Des retraites spirituelles communautaires avec participa-
tion obligatoire.
- Des cours speciaux de formation pour les Freres. Une annee
consacree a la formation des Freres (Saint Louis).
14.5. Une derniere observation:
On remarque une plus grande facilite et disponibilite de la part
des Confreres plus jeunes et davantage de resistance chez les Con-
freres plus anciens.
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ETIOPIA: 150 ANNI DALL'INIZIO DELLA
NUOVA MISSIONE CATTOLICA
SAN GIUSTINO DE JACOBIS ALL'INIZIO
DELLA MISSIONE ETIOPICA (1839)
PRF.MFSSA
La nuova Missione cattolica in Etiopia, c/te ha avuto in S. Giu-
stino De lacohis (1800-1860) it vero pioniere e it primo apostolo, ce-
lebra quest'anno 1989 it 150° anniversario del suo inizio. Sentbra
giusto e sonnnamente opportuno.
La datazione sicura di cut evento storico come la fondazione di
una missione, dipende dal tempo in cui la persona, scelia e appro-
vata dall'autoritd competente, pone la premessa, l'azione e i princi-
pi stabili per I'inizio, l'avvio e to sviluppo consolidato delta stessa
missione. Or, per la Missione Etiopica ci sono di Iatto due perso-
naggi, cite stanno all'inizio di questa istituzione: it P. Giuseppe Sa-
peto (1811-1895) e ii P. Giustino De Jacobis (1800-1860).
11 Sapeto, come si pub vedere net presente articolo, inizio di te-
sta sua e in modo veramente singolare, una Missione in Adua it 3
marzo 1838. Ma i suoi Superiori religiosi non tie sapevano nulla e
la Congregazione di Propaganda Fide a Roma, da cui dipendevano
tune le missioni, poteva intervenire solo dopo, quando it Sapeto t'a-
veva gib messa di fronte at fatto compiuto. Di phi it Sapelo non ave-
va ne una vera cede propria, ne la possibilitb di esercitare it mini-
stero, ne un piano di lavoro, ne una strategia qualsiasi, ne una pro-
spettiva, tie gli appoggi e i mezzi per poter portare avanti, nelle dif-
ficilissime condizioni di tempo e di luogo, auto istituzione come la
Missione cattolica etiopica. Praticamente it Sapeto era riuscito, per
vie poco regolari, ad arrivare in Etiopia, ad aprire la Missione cat-
tolica ed a restate presente sul luogo, rna senza avere idee chiare
di the Cosa fosse la fondazione seria di una missione cattolica. In
seguito, dopo non poche sofferenze e tribolazioni, ritorno in Euro-
pa e scomparve dal campo delta Missione.
11 De Jacobis invece, in piena regolaritd e sottomissione all'au-
toritb ecclesiastica, fu scelto, costituito missionario e prefetto apo-
stolico (maggio 1839), inviato dalla Propaganda Fide con l'approva-
zione dei Superiori religiosi, e dotato delle debite facoltd e dei mez-
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zi per iniziare e proseguire la Missione etiopica, the era stata Canto
malamente aperta. Percio it De Jacobis e e deve essere considerato
it vero Fonda tore della Missione Etiopica, a cui ha dato it suo amo-
re totale, la sua virtu consumata, tutte le sue forze, e it suo zelo illu-
minato, tanto da consolidarla, in mezzo a mille di f ficoltd e persecu-
zioni, nell'arco di una decina d'anni.
Tutta questa scoria e ricordata net presente articolo. Esso non
e uno studio strettamente scientifico, ma a una sintesi divulgativa
e ordinata di alcuni dati biografici, gid pubblicati, e di non pochi
documenti d'archivio, riguardanti l'inizio Bella Missione Etiopica,
the viene ora celebrato net 1501 anniversario del primo ingresso di
San Giustino De Jacobis nella terra benedetta di Etiopia.
Luigi BETTA, C.M.
1. FONDAZIONE DELLA MISSIONE CATTOLICA
La spinta iniziale per la fondazione di una nuova missione in
Abissinia venne da una lettera molto interessante the it "Vice Pre-
fetto di Terra Santa in Cairo", P. Cherubino de Civezza, scrisse a
Propaganda it 14 luglio 1832. La Propaganda presto attenzione e
decise di sincerarsi delle disposizioni del popolo abissino c di arri-
vare a scegliere una persona adatta per la direzionc. Anchc it papa
it 23 settembre approvo la decisione. Le cose andarono molto per
le lunghe e le risposte ricevute, anche per via diplomatica, furono
piuttosto deludenti, sia riguardo alle informazioni sulle disposizioni
degli abissini sia riguardo ai missionari. Ma I'idea resistette alle
difficolta del momento, anche per impulso del nuovo Segretario
di Propaganda, it famoso mons. Angelo Mai (1833), e del nuovo pre-
fetto card. Filippo Fransoni (1834). Le cose andarono avanti cosi
fino al 1838.
Intanto un missionario lazzarista piemontese ventisettenne, P.
Giuseppe Sapeto (1811-1895), addetto al la missione di Siria da po-
co pia di due anni e gia in difficolta con i superiori e confratelli,
it 24 febbraio 1837 scriveva da Nazaret una lettera a Propaganda
(cfr. Betta Luigi, Fondazione della missione lazzarista in Abissinia
(1838), in Annali della Missione, 62 (1955) pp. 274-316, estratto pp. 23
ss.; Lucatello Enrico - Betta Luigi, L'Abuna Yaqob Mariam, Roma
1975, pp. 214-219). A11'insaputa dei suoi superiori e in modo motto
ardio it Sapeto chiedeva al card. Prefetto la patente di missionario
apostolico in Abissinia, senza neppure spiegare chi era, it perche
e come aveva lasciato la missione di Siria. La lettera del Sapeto,
arrivata a Roma net giugno 1837, pur cosi ardita e libera, non la-
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scio indifferente la Propaganda, la quale fece i passi necessari per
avere informazioni sul missionario. Poi it 1 ° luglio 1837 Propagan-
da, nonostante le informazioni non fossero molto favorevoli, rispose
che non sarebbe stata contraria a dargli it permesso di intrapren-
dere la missione, cercando pero in questo modo di prendere tem-
po e di non scoraggiare it missionario. 11 Sapeto, senza aspettare
la risposta di Propaganda, con molta faciloneria e indipendenza in-
tanto era andato al Cairo, dove di testa sua si era dato da fare per
trovare la via per l'Abissinia. Ricevuta poi la risposta di Propagan-
da, riscrisse di nuovo it 13 novembre una lunga lettera molto inte-
ressante, riguardante la missione d'Abissinia, la sua storia e le cause
dell'insuccesso passato, le difficolta per intraprenderla di nuovo,
i mezzi per vincerle e Ic spese da affrontare. Soprattutto metteva
in evidenza la facilita, che gli si era presentata, di avere compagni
di viaggio fino in Abissinia i due gia noti esploratori fratelli d'Ab-
badie, Antonio e Arnaldo, come pure I'urgenza di una immediate
risposta, per non perdere un'occasione cos! favorevole. A parte it
modo veramente sconcertante di agire da parte del Sapeto, tutta-
via non gli si puo negare it merito di avere prospettato a Propa-
ganda, meglio di chiunque altro, tutto it problema della nuova mis-
sione abissinia. 1120 novembre 1837, cioe pochi giorni dopo la pre-
cedente lettera scriveva ancora a Propaganda per dire che i due
fratelli d'Abbadie volevano anticipare la partenza, e lui non pote-
va fare altro che accompagnarli, mettendosi "confidentemente in
viaggio con la speranza dell'approvazione di Propaganda". E sen-
za por tempo in mezzo it 7 dicembre i tre ardimentosi partivano
dal Cairo. 113 marzo 1838 it Sapeto, senza tante cerimonie, apriva
in Adua la missione cattolica.
Il missionario dunque, partito contro la volonta dei suoi supe-
riors e senza it mandato espresso e le facolta di Propaganda, divenne
di fatto it fondatore e it primo missionario della nuova missione
in Abissinia. Siamo di fronte a un avvenimento pir:r unico che raro
nella storia delle missioni, per cui la leggerezza, I'imprudenza e la
presunzione di un uomo intelligente e intrepido, ma anche poco ispi-
rato e regolare, danno la possibility di aprire una nuova missione.
La Propaganda, all'oscuro in parte, di tutti quest passi, sem-
bro assecondare in tutto it Sapeto. Infatti, appena ricevuta la let-
tera del 13 novembre, presi gli accordi del caso, mons. Mai it 13
gennaio 1838 mandava al Sapeto la patente di prefetto della mis-
sione con le facolta opportune, e gli comunicava di stare alle di-
pendenze del Delegato Apostolico della Siria, Arabia e Egitto, mons.
Angelo Giuseppe Di Fazio, cappuccino, allora residente in Alessan-
dria, che ovviamente fu avvertito. Mons. Di Fazio, sufficientemen-
ir al corrente del modo di procedere del Sapeto, credette opportu-
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no non dar Corso al plico diretto at Sapeto stesso, the non sembra-
va meritasse tanta fiducia. Ne avviso subito Propaganda, la quale
approvo it suo operato. Essa, prendendo lezione da questo incidente,
penso seriarnente di nuovo a ben impiantare la nuova missione, sen-
za per altro negare at Sapeto la patente di sernplice missionario
apostolico. Cost la nomina di Prefetto apostolico non gli giunse mai,
ne pots mai esercitare t'ufficio, ne forse to venne mai a sapere (cfr.
Betta Luigi, Fondazione della missione..., estratto pp. 13-38; Pane
Salvatore, Vita del Beazo Giustino De Jacohis, Napoli 1949, pp.
130-135).
II. SCELTA DEL NUOVO PREFETTO APOSTOLICO
E SUO VIAGGIO VERSO L'ABISSINIA
Mentre it Sapeto, completamente isolato a Adua soffriva fisi-
camente e moralmente, pur dandosi da fare per impiantare la mis-
sione cattolica, anche sc in sostituzione dei protestanti poco pri-
ma cacciati dal paese, Propaganda si deterrninava ad affidarc la
nuova missione alla Congregazione della Missione. Per mezzo del
Procuratore genet-ale Bella detta Congregazione presso la S. Sede,
P. Vito Guarini, fu interpellato tanto it De Jacobis a Napoli quanto
it Visitatore di Torino P. Marcantonio Durando (1801-1880). Quc-
sti gentilmentc si tiro indictro. II Dc Jacohis invece si mostro pronto
a partire, purche ci fosse l'autorizzazione e la piena dipendenza dal
suo Superiore Generale. II card. Fransoni, Prefetto di Propagan-
da, rccatosi a Napoli nell'ottohre 1838 per affari del suo ufficio,
alloggiC proprio nella Casa dei Vergini. Egli fu tanto bent impres-
sionato del superiors, the era it De Jacohis, da pensare di propor-
lo come capo delta nuova missione abissina. Quasi subito Propa-
ganda scrisse a Parigi per affidare alla Congregazione delta Mis-
sione la nuova Missione e per avere 1'autorizzazione del Superiore
generate per destinare all'Abissinia it De Jacobis, "soggetto vera-
mente idoneo ad occuparne la prefettura", e un altro soggetto for-
nito dells opportune qualita. 11 Superiore generate non poteva ri-
fiutare, e rispose in data 30 novembre 1838, the con riconoscenza
e sottomissione accettava la missione predetta e pregava di conce-
ders un po' di tempo per la sostituzionc del De Jacobis e per la ri-
cerca dell'altro soggetto. La missione di Abissinia veniva cost affi-
data ufficialmente ai Lazzaristi, o Preti delta Missione, e it Supe-
riore generate tie dava comunicazione a tutta la Congregazione con
lettera circolare del 1 ° gennaio 1839. Ma non e da dimenticare the
egli aveva dovuto chinarsi davanti at fatto compiuto. Per questo
motivo forse, la missions di Abissinia, fondata dal Sapeto in modo
tanto imprudente e disordinato, nei primi anni non In ben vista dai
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Superiori rnaggiori di Parigi, e it De Jacobis ne soffri le conseguenze
(cfr. Betta Luigi, Fonda.ione della Missione..., pp. 38-53).
Ricevuta cornunicazione delta sua scelta nella seconda meta
di gennaio 1839, it De Jacobis sistemava qualche affare di famiglia
e it 4 febbraio lasciava Napoli. Arrivato a Roma si ferrne per pren-
dere gli opportuni accordi con Propaganda e per aspettare it con-
fr-atello, P. Luigi Montuori (1798-1857), anche lui destinato alla mis-
sione d'Abissinia. A Roma trove anche Antonio d'Abbadie, appena
arrivato dall'Abissinia con alcuni abissini, it quate tra 1'altro por-
tava buone notizie del Sapeto, the risalivano alla fine di luglio del-
I'anno prima.
It De Jacobis , toccato dalle lettere ricevute da Parigi e intima-
mente tormentato , nella sua destinazione alla missione d'Abissi-
nia vedeva tutto tenebre . Egli obbediva certarnente a Propaganda,
ma voleva dipendere in tutto e lealmente dai suoi Superiori mag-
giori di Parigi . Consigliatosi opportunamente , alla fine di febbraio
parti per Parigi, assieme at d'Abbadie c a due abissini . Vi arrive
prima delta meta di marzo, dopo essere passato per Lione, dove
rese visita at Consiglio dell ' Opera delta Propagazione delta Fede.
Si trattenne a Parigi una venting di giorni, facendo ottirna im-
pressions, chiarendo tutti i malintesi e ricevendonc Ic istruzioni
nccessrrie. 114 aprile lasciava Parigi passando per Torino, dove pots
vedere it P. Marcantonio Durando, Visitatore del Piemonte. Passe
poi per Genova e, via mare, it 26 aprile rientrava a Roma. Qui tro-
ve it P. Montuori intento alto studio delta lingua araba e abissina.
Propaganda intanto era impegnata a preparare la spedizione dei
nuovi missionari, dopo the to aveva nominato Prefetto Apostolico
"Aethiopiae et finitirnarum regionum".
Con la benedizione del Papa, e non senza un eerto rarnmarico
di non poter assistere ally canonizzazione di Sant'Alfonso Maria
dc' Liguori (domenica 26 maggio 1839), partirono da Civitavecchia
it De Jacobis, it Montuori c tre confratelli francesi destinati allc
missioni di Siria. 11 viaggio ands per le lunghe perche it battello
francese Sesostri, secondo l'itinerario prestabilito, dopo Malta tocco
Ic isole greche del mar Egeo, Sira e Nasso dove i due italiani si fcr-
marono circa on mess a causa delta notizia del pericolo delta po-
ste scoppiata in Alessandria d'Egitto. Comunque, dopo una striglia-
tina da parte dei confratelli francesi the avevano proseguito it viag-
gio e avevano loro scritto, arrivarono ad Alessandria it 4 luglio. Qui
fecero le visite usuali ai consoli europci, at retigiosi e altre pcrso-
nalita.
II console francese, motto gentile c premuroso, Ii aiute in tut-
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to consegnando le casse venute da Parigi, piene di ogni ben di Dio
e di un bel quadro dell'Immacolata, e inoltre procure loro un fir-
mano del vicere Mehemet All per it governatore di Massaua e per
it viaggio. Imbarcatisi sul Nilo arrivarono al Cairo verso la meta
di luglio o poco dopo. Non trovarono i due confratelli, the erano
stati promessi come missionari dell'Etiopia, ne it signor Antonio
d'Abbadie, di ritorno dall'Europa, ma aspettarono dalla Siria it me-
dico francese sig. Derodes, aggregato fino allora alla missione di
Antura nel Libano. Durante l'attesa i due missionari predicarono
con frutto, presso la chiesa dei francescani, nel quartiere al Mu-
ski, una breve missione in preparazione alla festa dell'Assunta.
1123 agosto, scnza aspettare piu oltre, i due missionari parti-
rono dal Cairo, in compagnia del sig. Derodes e di un certo Giusep-
pe Musa, persona molto abile e domestico dei francescani, the fa-
ceva loro da guida. Navigarono sul Nilo fino a Kena, poi attraver-
sarono it deserto fino al porto di Cosseir sul mar Rosso, sempre
bene accolti dagli agenti consolari francesi di queue localita. Par-
tirono da Cosseir it 16 settembre e sbarcarono a Massaua it 13 ot-
tobre 1839, dopo una traversata disastrosa per it De Jacobis. Ap-
pena messo piede a terra it prefetto apostolico si preoccupe subi-
to di tre core: sapere notizie del Sapeto, sistemare i bagagli e le
carovane per l'ulteriore tratto di strada fino a Adua e assicurarsi
qualche appoggio per l'inoltro della corrispondenza per l'Europa.
Dopo aver scritto alcune lettere e salutato la guida Giuseppe Mu-
sa the tornava indietro, it 15 ottobre tutta la carovana si mise in
viaggio per Adua a brevi tappe e con non poca fatica.
11 De Jacobis, dopo la tappa di Diksa, voile precedere tutti al
fine di incontrare al piu presto it Sapeto, the ancora non si era fat-
to vivo nonostante fosse stato prevenuto dell'arrivo dei compagni,
e per provvedere all'entrata della carovana a Adua. Incontrato it
Sapeto per strada to abbraccie tenerarnente e nel pomeriggio del
29 ottobre 1839 arrivarono a Adua. Due giorni dopo, primp novem-
bre, arrivarono anche i compagni con it bagaglio. Cosi dopo piu di
cinque mesi si concludeva felicemente it viaggio dei nuovi missio-
nari (cfr. Betta Luigi, 11 B. Giustino De Jacobis Prefetto Apostolico
dell'Etiopia. Viaggio dall'ltalia all'Etiopia (1839), in Annali Bella Mis-
sione, 1960, pp. 288-313).
'Presenza Vincenziana"
N° 1, Gen. 1989, pp. 5-6;
N° 2, Feb. 1989, pp. 9-10
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ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY YEARS OF PRIESTLY




Dr. G.A.Ch. van WINSEN C.M.
"Vincentiaanse Reeks", nr. 11.
Panningen, 1988
PREFACE
It will be exactly 150 years in 1988, since the first Lazarist G. Sapeto
set foot in Ethiopia. Some time back Father Leo Dobbelaar, Vice-Provincial
of the Lazarists in Ethiopia asked me to write a Volume to commemorate
that great event.
It was not needed to write the whole history, because Father Kevin
O'Mahonev, a White Father, has published two books namely:
- "The Ebullient Phoenix", A History of the Vicariate of Abyssinia,
1839-1860, Book I, Asmara, Ethiopian Studies Centre, 1982, and
- "77:e Ebullient Phoenix", A flistorv of the Vicariate of Abyssinia,
1860-1881, Book Il, Asmara, Ethiopian Studies Centre 1987.
The history of the Vicariate of Abyssinia coincides in many respects
with the history of the Lazarists in Ethiopia.
As a theme for the memorial volume therefore, I chose the Apostolate
of the Lazarists at the service of the Ethiopian clergy. In this way the size
of this volume could be limited, yet a very important aspect of the Vincen-
tian apostolate be illustrated.
We were able to consult the first volume of Father Kevin O'Mahonev's
work. The second one appeared only when the text of this work was about
to be finished.
Other sources which were at our disposal, are: -
- Annales de la Congregation de la Mission, Paris, 1834-1961,
- G. Gimalac cm: Le Vicarial Apostolique d'Abvssinie, 1839-1931. Off-
print from Revue d'Flistoire des Missions, 1932.
- Unpublished letters and diaries of our missionaries.
I would like to thank my confreres, who with their diaries, interviews
and talks, have helped me to write this work.
What I reproduce here, is in essence the tradition as it lives in the Con-
gregation of the Mission and as it was recorded by the confreres in their
letters and memoirs.
As this preface is being written, once again there are campaigns to come
to the aid of the famine stricken people of Ethiopia.
Even though in the present volume our attention focuses on priestly
formation, one should not forget that in the past 150 years our mission-
aries have done a lot to alleviate the needs of the Ethiopian people.
May the following pages contribute to keep our attention on this ap-
pealing but unfortunately often suffering, people of Ethiopia.
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THE APPROACH OF ST . JUSTIN DE JACOBIS ( 1838-1860)
For the history of the formation of Ethiopian priests by the Lazarists,
the letter of St. Justin De Jacobis of December 10, 1844 is very important.
He wrote this letter to Father J.-B. Etienne, the Superior General of the
Congregation of the Mission (C.M.):
Gual'a, in the province of Agame,
December 10, 1844
"Front the moment that the Divine ,Mercy through our unworthy ser-
vice had worked rather numerous and very important conversions,
and in that nay had given us good hope for the future of catholicism
in Ethiopia, we were of the opinion that our most urgent duct, was
to build a college.
There we could educate the new catholic generation and form edu-
cated priests. Also we could examine with great attention which would
be the most efficient method of instructing our disciples and to cateche-
tize the people.
Of all the regions the province of it game seems to me to offer the most
advantages through its geographical situation, as well as for the wellbe-
ing of the whole mission as for the safety of the college. Therefore
I have chosen that province to make it our most important residence
in Ethiopia.
Only today I bought a piece of land in order to build there our resi-
dence and our college. The place is close to a church, which has been
put at our disposal.
You understand of course, that we do not have in mind to build here
a big college according to the model of the magni ficant institutes of
Europe. We are too poor to do such a thing. But even if the had the
necessary funds, we would be on our guard against doing so, because
that would have very bad consequences.
We will be very modest and satisfy ourselves by having a house on
this beautiful spot, which can accomodate our twenty students. Per-
mit tile, Monsieur and most honored Father, to present to your rvi.se
judgement the formation programme that we have drawn up for our
envisaged college.
Firstly, as far as the spiritual formation is concerned, we intend to
follow no other method than the one of St. Vincent himself. Our pupils
therefore will be formed step by step in all the pious exercises which
are custornarv in our Congregation. Namely: the meditation of the
truths and maxims of the Gospel, tle spiritual reading, the confer-
ences, the repetition of the meditation, the particular and general
examination of conscience. All these holy practices, accompanied by
a frequent use of the sacraments, seem very fit to nourish the simple
and zealous faith of our neo-converts.
As to the academic part of the formation, it is generally recognized
that the mind of the Ethiopians is able to study all branches of the
sciences. We will try to give our pupils the rudiments of the most inm-
portaun subject matters which tare taught in Europe: geography, church
and profane history, mathenmatics, physics, and some notions of ge-
ology, anatomy and botany, logic and metaphysics. Finally for those
who have a vocation to the priesthood, theology.
Because gee,. is the sacred language and at the same time that of the
scholars in Ethiopia, it will be the language in which ever.vtlting will
he taught. We will also teach our students some of the languages which
are most spread in Europe.
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"Our most urgent duty:
the formation of educated priests."
( St. Just in De lacobis C.M)
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Da y by day before each lesson the subject matter will be written out
in ge'ez and afterwards corrected by a teacher of that language. In
this way we will have within a few years' time, a complete elemen-
tary course of the most important European subjects in the Ethiopi-
an language."
St. Justin De Jacobis is not only the founder of the Ethiopian Catholic
Community, he is also - as the quoted letter bears witness - the one who
established the spirit and the way in which the formation of the Ethiopian
priests had to be done. He had a programme to refer to. That which Mgr.
De Jacobis wanted to execute, was nothing else than the formation scheme
that was customary in the seminaries entrusted to the Lazarists, and which
already had a history of development of two centuries.
The letter of December 10, 1844 is therefore important, because the
directives formulated therein, were followed until recently. A Dutch Vin-
centian who paid a visit to the seminary of Addigrat in 1963 immediately
recognized there the atmosphere and the spirit of his own formation time.
Mgr. De Jacobis dedicated the college of Gual'a to The Immaculate Con-
ception. He and his fellow missionary Luigi Bianchieri would take care of
the formation. (See Letter of September 11, 1845). For the teaching of Dog-
matics Bianchicri wrote an elementary handbook.
At the same time when the college of Gual'a was founded, Mgr. De Jaco-
bis came into contact with the tribe of lrob-Bocnaita in Alitiena. Because
also this place would play an important role in the history of the forma-
tion of Ethiopian priests, it is good to mention how Mgr. Dc Jacobis in a
letter of October 20, 1845 describes the conversion of this people to cath-
olicism:
"It was for me a consoling moment, when the chief of the tribe of
the lrob-Bocnaito, the nomadic people of the Soho, who until then
had lived for war, but now was blind, seated in the midst of the elders
of the tribe, was the first to swear, and after him all the elders of the
tribe, to accept the Roman Catholic Faith as theirs.
At the same time they put us in possession of an old ruin, which they
called their old church. They will build it up again. Near to it they
will erect a small house for the priest.
How good and generous is God in his gifts! How He rewards in abun-
dance the scanty work one does out of love for Hint!"
It is good to notice here how St. Justin De Jacobis from the very be-
ginning laid the foundations upon which the Lazarists have based their ser-
vice to the Ethiopian clergy for the past 150 years.
It all had started in a somewhat strange way. On November 8, 1838
the Prefect of the Congregation of the Evangelisation of Peoples, proposed
to the Curia Gencr'alizia of the Lazarists in Paris, to appoint the Italian
Lazarist Giustino De Jacobis as Prefect of Ethiopia and the surrounding
territories.
On November 30, 1838 the Superior General and his Council accepted
this new work for the Congregation of the Mission. But their heart was not
in the work; this would trouble for many years the good relations between
the general administration in Paris and Mgr. Justin De Jacobis. The mis-
sion of Ethiopia had started without the knowledge of the general adminis-
tration of the Congregation.
On September 7, 1837 the Italian Lazarist Giuseppe Sapeto - with the
approval of the Congregation of the Evangelisation of Peoples - had left
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Egypt for Ethiopia together with the brothers Antoine and Arnauld d'Ab-
badie. They arrived at Adowa on March 3, 1838. Sapeto immediately made
good contacts with the Ethiopian clergy and wrote about it to Rome. That
was the reason why the Congregation for the Evangelisation of Peoples con-
tacted the Lazarists to accept the work in Ethiopia. On March 10, 1839 G.
De Jacohis was appointed Prefect. He left for Ethiopia, where he arrived
in Adowa on October 29, 1839.
Mgr. De Jacobis and his fellow missionaries wanted to work in the spirit
of Father Paez SJ, who in the 17th century in his contacts with the Ethiopi-
an Christians had followed a method of great adaptation.
In the entire history of the catholic missions, it is a striking thing that
for Mgr. De Jacobis the formation of Ethiopian priests was self-evident. The
same is true for Mgr. G. Massaia ofm.cap. who was appointed in 1846 Vi-
car Apostolic of the Galla. In his writings the future cardinal has explained
in detail the reasons for the formation of an indigenous clergy in Ethiopia,
and where necessary, illustrated his point of view.
In a letter addressed to the General Administration of the Lazarists
in Paris, Mgr. De Jacobis explains clearly how he also sees the matter.
You must know that the rnonnent has arrived that the harvest has
become abundant. Time has conic therefore to increase the Workers.
Where we experience the need for new personnel, 1 see it as rnuv duty
to present my humble proposals. I ant of the opinion that an Ethiopi-
an priest, who is a convinced catholic and sufficiently educated, with
his perfect knowledge of the language, of the customs and finally of
the superstitions of his Coll ntrv num - a know ledge a European ob-
tains only with great difficult y - because of all this , will score great-
er success than a European.
And as titer follow already from of old the oriental liturgy and rules,
so titev may promote quickly the catholic cause among a people such
as this who can he won over only when it is completely sure of its
ground.
In fact the three Ethiopian priests we have, do much more than we
Europeans all together."
(Quoted in: Annali della Missione . 1979, pp. 12-13).
Especially in the regions where Mgr. De Jacobis worked, circumstances
gave rise to that opinion. Groups of Ethiopian clergy who served orthodox
parishes, wanted to change over to Catholicism. It was also a self-evident
matter for Mgr. De Jacobis that in the regions where Ethiopian Christiani-
ty had developed its own character, the priests would follow their own rite.
In the Decree of June 19, 1847, by which Mgr. De Jacobis w as appoint-
ed Vicar Apostolic, he was given explicitly full powers to perform the serv-
ices in the Ethiopi an rite. (Annales de la C.M., 1936, p. 1017).
However, we would do wrong if we ascribe our present ecumenical
thinking to Mgr. De Jacobis. Not only he, but also the orthodox of Ethio-
pia, stressed on the separation between the Ethiopian Church and the Ro-
man Catholic Church. The attitude of the orthodox towards the Catholics
was hostile; this found expression in the anathemas which were launched
against Bishop De Jacobis and his catholics and in the sometimes harsh
persecutions against the catholic faithful.
For Bishop De Jacohis the Ethiopian Church was a real Church, but
separated from the Pope of Rome: a Church which followed an erroneous
teaching about the link between the divine and human nature in Christ and
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therefore was heretical. This harsh expression for which we now shrink
hack, is found in his writings. Emphatically we have to read those with a
19th century mentality. For him only one way was possible: the way of the
re-union of the Orthodox Church with the Roman Catholic Church.
However Mgr. Dc Jacobis remains it pioneer. His trust in the Ethiopi-
an priests and his respect for their rite, will not be shared either in his time
or by all the later European missionaries. This will show up in the course
of this history.
The frame of mind of Bishop Dc Jacobis we find repeated in his prac-
tical way of acting. Because of the practices which he came across in his
time among the orthodox priests, he wanted the catholic religion to be made
acceptable to the orthodox Christians in this that no fee would be asked
for the administration of the sacraments. This had the consequence that
Mgr. De Jacobis made himself responsible for the maintenance of the priests
who became catholics.
Since in the Ethiopian rite a priest never celebrated Holy Mass on his
own, but always with it group celebrating, it was not sufficient for Mgr.
De Jacobis to appoint only one priest per parish, but he always had to ap-
point more priests. It is clear that all this had great financial consequences
for the mission, and would be a heavy burden.
Though the scholar Assemani had once clearly defended the validity
of the ordinations in the Ethiopian Church; Bishop De Jacobis experienced
serious doubts in this matter on the basis of the news which reached him
about the actual administration of the priestly ordination in the orthodox
church of that time. He would even start doubting about the validity of the
baptism of the orthodox on account of the facts he heard.
All this we find in a letter of Mgr. De Jacobis to a con) rere in Alexan-
dria, dated September 11, 1845:
"Without doubt you will hear from me that we succeeded in convert-
ing some heretical (sic!) priests, who will be of great help to tts later.
Unfortunately their ordirta!ion is not valid. (Elsewhere he writes: 'at
least doubtful). It is impossible for us here to have a catholic bishop
!o administer to them the holy ordinations, as well as to several others,
laymen, who are already sufficiently instructed and have the right
disposition. That is a real drawback for our mission. Ill that way rye
are deprived of so many good priests, who could be strong collabor-
ators with us in the conversion of their countrymen . I trust that Div-
ine Providence it-ill give us sooner or later the means to overcome
this great drawback."
From a letter of October 5, 1846 we Iind that there were three cath-
olic Ethiopian priests, as well as 15 Ethiopian priests who had changed over
to the Catholic Church. 't'here were 6 also young men, who were preparing
themselves for the sacred orders.
These converted priests came to the College of Gual 'a to attend class-
es there. But in case circumstances did not permit , then Mgr. De Jacobis
himself went to the places where they lived to instruct them.
A group of candidates were already preparing to leave for Cairo in order
to receive Ordination there, when Mgr. Massaia arrived in Ethiopia. Mgr.
De Jacobis met him for the first time at Massawa on November 26. 1846.
Together they continued the journey towards Gual' a where Mgr . Massaia
administered the priestly ordination to 21 ethiopians . ( Elsewhere one finds
.1 dillrreni number!).
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Mgr. De Jacobis expressed his joy in a letter of July 10. 1847 in the
following way:
"Great was our jaw as well as our gratitude towards the admirable
goodness of our Divine .Savior. who gave us on one single day, whal
we had been requesting for a rather long time."
The coming of Mgr . Massaia meant the beginning of the persecution
of the catholics . A letter of his had been intercepted , f runt which it became
clear that a catholic bishop had entered the country . According to an old
custom of the Ethiopian Church only one Abune could he in the country:
according to tradition he must he an Egyptian , who had to he requested
each time by the Ethiopians from the coptic patriarch of Egypt. The cus-
tom remained until about 1950.
The Seminary had to take refuge in Alitiena , and later again in fialai
and Esnu•ullu. But evert when Mgr. De Jacobis and his disciples went around,
the daily programme of the College was followed strictly.
At a tints of all kinds of political troubles, Mgr. Massaia , having in mind
no other motive than the well- being of the mission , consecrated De Jacobis
bishop at Massawa , on 7th January 1849. The ceremonies took place dur-
ing the night . (A copy of the ordination document is to be found : Annales
de la C.M., 1912, p. 526).
Because of the circumstances Bishop Dc Jacobis had to hide his con-
secration from the outside world. He however informed his dearest disciple,
who at the same time was his glory in the formation of the Ethiopian cler-
gy: the monk Ghcbre Michael.
About him he wrote in July. 1854:
"Abba Ghehre Michael. 66 years old, is the first Ethiopian on whom
/ have conferred the priesthood (January 1, 1851). He formed part of
the indigenous delegation that in 1842 was sent to His Holiness Pope
Gregory XVI. In 1849 he courageously endured three tnotttlis of im-
prisonment for the catholic faith in the town of Adowa: which was
subject to Salama (the orthodox abutiel. Now lie is again put into pris-
on. He had been beaten with so much cruelty for two long weeks, that
he was believed to have (lied already in Gondar,
Besides that lie was pert tit the block for a month. Now he is tied up
by his feet."
St. Justin De Jacobis himself also went to Gondar: nobody could stop
him. He had also another reason to go, as he wrote in July 1854:
'I/tad gone to Gondar to revalidate the ordination o f one o f our priests
(=Ghebre Michael)"
About his last farewell to Ahha Ghebre Michael Bishop De Jacobis wrote
on November 30, 1856 from Massawa:
"(Ghehre Michael and mysel f) were both imprisoned on July 15, 1854
in Gondar in two separate prisons : that day we have seen each other
for the last time."
Abba Ghebre Michael was forced to follow Theodoros on his military
expeditions and finally died from exhaustion on August 28 , 1855. His Holi
Hess Pups Pius XI beatified him on October 31, 1926.
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Bishop De Jacobis sent a picture of the martyr, drawn by Abba Joseph,
to the Superior General of the Lazarists in Paris, and wrote to him:
'7 have added to this picture of the martyr an epitaph in Latin, in
which I call him: novice of the Congregation of the Mission. In re-
ality he only was a postulant, because the time of his membership
could have only started from the moment lie would have entered the
noviciate. But at that time he was already in prison. Nevertheless in
his heart he already belonged to the Congregation."
Finally Bishop De Jacobis could return from Gondar to coast land. The
last years of his life he spent mostly in the province of Akele Guzay. To his
sorrow several priests returned again to the orthodox church. Mgr. De Jaco-
his died amidst his disciples in the valley of Aligade, on July 31, 1960 at
3 o'clock in the afternoon. He was canonized on October 21, 197-5 by Pope
Paul VI.
His Ethiopian biographer recorded his last words to his priests as
follows:
''Our early fathers, the patriarchs , loved to say farewell to their chil-
dren in the hour of their death , I would like to imitate them: first call
the priests together and then the students.
He spoke to his priests as follows: Following the example of Our Lord,
who said farewell to Our Lady Mary and to his apostles , so I say fare-
well ... Keep slander and backbiting far from our house . Love each
other! Become strong in the faith and put love above everything else.
Be the light of Lthiopia! Do not follow the had examples which Ilia ve
given von."
According to recent research of Father Kevin O ' Mahoney White Father
in the archives of Addigrat ( 1982), Mgr . Massaia ordained 2 5 priests for the
Vicariate and Mgr. De Jacobis 10.
The picture of this period would not be complete, if we did not pro-
vide the following information. Until the death of Mgr. De Jacobis (1860)
a total of 9 Lazarists worked in Ethiopia according to the personnel list
of Ethiopia (Anrrales de la C.M., 1938, p. 624). It is important to mention
that all of them were Italians. Not all of them came up to expectations as
missionaries. Three of them left the Community. Also these experiences have
contributed to the fact that relations with the Central Administration of
the Lazarists in Paris were stiff. This Central Administration also reproached
Mgr. De Jacobis that he did not kno,.y how to handle mmoney. The bishop
therefore turned the administration over to Father Bianchieri. Even later
historians have expressed their opinion that Mgr. De Jacobis was not an
organizer, but just travelled around with his priests. One encounters some-
thing of these feelings also in the letters from Ethiopia, especially when
it is mentioned that the missionaries were known as 'distributors of money'.
We have the impression that all these factors have contributed to the peo-
ples opinion about the method followed by Mgr. De Jacobis.
During the time of Bishop De Jacobis the missionaries applied them-
selves to the study of the amharic and ge'ez languages. For the benefit of
the indigenous priests they developed a great literary activity. Their library
was furnished with hooks in the French, Italian, Ge'ez, Amharic and Arab-
ic languages.
When a new printing press was installed in Rome, which could print
arnharic characters, Mgr. De Jacobis sent several writings to be printed.
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In a letter of June 29. 1858 he wrote about his plans to send the following
texts to Rome:
"1) The Ethiopian Ritual, with a translation in Latin, and with notes.
2) A complete course of Moral 17reology,
3) A Treatise about the truth of Christianity,
4) A History of the heresies (sic) existing in Ethiopia ;
5) A Grammar and a Dictionary of ge'ez language. written by Abba
(lrebre M ichael, in collaboration with the missionaries;
6) A Book of spiritual exercises."
In addition, work was going ahead - in line with the tradition of the
popular missions as they were preached by the lazarists in Europe - to
compose a book containing 10 homilies, 10 catechetical instructions and
10 sermons, in order to do something of the same kind for the christians
of Ethiopia.
Furthermore Father Bianchieri had written a short handbook of Dog-
matics and another one about the Sacraments, while Father Stella had com-
posed a handbook for confessors. It is clear that the Lazarists wrote these
%%orks with a view to the formation of the indigenous clergy.
Taking all this together one can say together with the visitator Father
Poussou cm. (who visited the mission of Ethiopia at the end of 1851) that
Mgr. Dc Jacohis was of the opinion that the Ethiopian priests would suc-
ceed in changing the face of their country. But this opinion was not shared
with the above mentioned %nitator and other coolie es.
Il tnessaggio di San Giustino:
santitd ed ecumenisino
Miguel PER/:% FLORES, C.M.
Confesso the Sono piu dcvoto the studioso della vita di S. Giu-
stino. I miei incontri con S. Giustino rivelano la devozione e non
la curiosity storica.
11 rnio primo incontro risale agli anni 1945-46 quando frequen-
tavo it Seminario interno conic aspirants missionario di S. Vincenzo
de' Paoli. II libro the nil facilito quell'incontro era intitolato "L'A-
BUNA JACOB", scritto dal P. Jose Herrera. Ricordo I'ammirazio-
ne the suscito nella mia psicologia di novizio delta Congregazione
delta Missione quel missionario dalla lunga harha, I'Abuna Jacob.
iI secondo incontro to ebbi a Rona, quando venni per comple-
tarvi i miei studi ecclesiastici. Fu la vita scritta dal P. Salvatore
Pane the desto in me un vivo desiderio di conoscere piu profonda-
mente la vita del Beato Giustino De Jacobis. Esaltava la fedelta del
I)e Jacobis alla sua missione, nonostante le ditficolta delle incom-
prcnsioni umanc. Quella lettura mi ricordava un altro grande mis-
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sionario , it P. Bonaventura Codina, the nella stessa epoca lavora-
va at lato opposto dell'Africa, nelle Isole Canarie . Li fu nominato
Vescovo, It soffri incomprensioni sirnili a queue the soffri S.
Giustino.
Il terzo incontro avvenne ally vigilia delta sua canonizzazione.
II P. Lapalorcia , postulators della causa per la canonizzazione
di S. Giustino, mi comunico it suo entusiasmo . Tornai in Spagna
deciso a far tradurre in spagnolo la vita di S. Giustino , scritta da
Lucatello e Betta . La traduzione fu fatta.
Ora mi si chiede di parlare del messaggio di S. Giustino, oggi.
Che posso dire io piu devoto che storiografo di S. Giustino?
Esprimero , tunilrnente e semplicemente , le mic riflessioni. Non
saranno it frutto di un erudito , ma soltanto un omaggio al Santo
Confratello.
Mi sono domandato perche mai vogliamo vedere nei Sand Lin
messaggio speciale the non sia quello della santita. Forse non e suf-
ficiente it messaggio della santita? Nei processo di canonizzazione
si cerca una cola cosa, anche se con essa se ne rivelino mope altre.
Si cerca se it candidato agli onori degli altari ha vissuto, in grado
eroico, to santita. Provata la pratica croica delle virtu, si rivela it
messaggio al mondo d'oggi. E certo qucsto? A mio pat-ere, si. La
santita riconosciuta in un uomo concreto, non e una santita astratta,
e una santita vissuta net gaudio della grazia, nella stanchezza del-
la fatica quotidiana, net dolore dells incomprensioni e della perse-
cuzione, nella fedelta agli ideali della propria vocazione e della pro-
pria rnissione.
Sono convinto the ogni Santo dove avere un buon biografo e
un buono storiografo per mettere in luce la sua rnissione di Santo.
Ma anche not abbiamo bisogno di tutti quei dati the ci permettono
di constatare l'eroicita della santita nella realty quotidiana. Dob-
biamo studiare gli scritti: lettere, diari, ascoltare le testimonianze
di coloro coi quali sono vissuti.
Paolo VI ci dice the la canonizzazione di S. Giustino e causa
di gioia per la nazione di Etiopia, perche si e fatto etiope; per la
Congregazione della Missione, perche fu uno dei suoi rnemhri; per
la Regione Lucana perche ivi egli nacque e per tutta la Chiesa, per-
che e un nuovo modello di santita the ella offre at mondo.
II Papa ineoraggio noi, suoi confratelli e tutti i Missionari ad
invocarlo per essere illuminati dalla sua luce, mossi dal suo esem-
pio e arricchiti dalla sua eredita spirituale. Ma soprattutto chiese
di pregarlo per tutta la nazione di Etiopia the esperimentb I'effct-
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to della sua carita e per tutti i popoli dell'Africa perche possano
raggiungere la prosperity materiale insieme alla conquista delta
fedc.
La ricerca di altri messaggi nella vita di Giustino non deve farci
dirnenticare ne minimizzare cio the Paolo VI ha considerato nota
fondarnentale delta vitae delta missione del Santo su questa terra:
la sua santita.
L'ECUMENISMO DI S. GIUSTINO
II Padre Gerard W. Marv Clarke C.M. ha scritto un trattato in
cui incite in evidenza lability di S. Giustino net progranunare i suoi
piani apostolici. II trattato ha come titolo: Coinvolgitnento ecume-
nico del clean, e di S. Giustino in Etiopia. "The ecumenical implica-
tions of ntinistrv of St. Justin De Jacohis in Ethiopia, 1839-1860".
11 lavoro ha la data del maggio 1984.
E intcressantc conk S. Giustino e la sua opera attirino l'atten-
zione dcgli studiosi.
II Padre Clarke parte da un'altra affermazione motto impor-
tance di Paolo VI: la seconda linea del suo apostolato missionario
"fu I'azione ecumenica : operando in amhiente di antica tradizione
religiosa, egli voile avvicinare i Fratelli separati, i Copti Etiopici,
ed anche i fedeli Musulrnani e, pur tra gravi ostilitd e incotnpren-
sioni, voile dare incremento ai valori cristiani, mirando all'unitd e
irrtegritic delta fede".
Ma come S. Giustino ha realizzato it suo lavoro ecumcnico? Pur
chiarnando ecumenico it suo apostolato, non diciarno abbastanza




La Congregazione delta Missione ha due figure di rilievo net
campo dcll'Ecumenismo: S. Giustino De Jacohis e it P. Fernando
Portal. 11 P. Portal fu un antico pioniere del movimento ecumeni-
co, riconosciuto come tale dal Vaticano II.
Lontani net tempo, si uniscono in un aspetto motto interessante
sia dal panto di vista umano the evangelico. 11 Padre Portal scopri
e inizio la sua attivity ecumenica dalla sua amicizia con Lord Hali-
fax, I'illustre inglese the dedico gran parte delta vita alla nobile
missione dell'ecumenismo. G. Giustino la mise in pratica nelle sue
rclazioni con it popolo copto.
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Mi sono interrogato sull'origine di questo atteggiamento in en-
trambi. Non sara la formazione c to spirito vincenziano da essi as-
similati? S. Vincenzo non solo raccornandava ai Missionari di vi-
vere come buoni amid, ma di darne l'esempio a coloro the dissen-
tivano nella fede.
Parroco a Chatillon, soggiorno nella casa di un calvinista, it
signor Giovanni Beynier. 1 biografi ci dicono the tuna la famiglia
Beynier si converti it cattolicesimo. S. Vincenzo non esito a pre-
sentarsi anche at Tribunate Misto, creato dall'editto di Nantes, per
discutere questioni tra litiganti di diverse confessioni.
Nonostante tutte Ic difficolta, S. Vincenzo mantenne l'amici-
zia con Saint Cvran, it piu noto dei giansenisti. Quando la sua dot-
trina fu condannata con la Bolla Pontificia "Cum occasione", del
31 maggio 1653, stimo16 alla carita, at rispetto, all'amicizia verso
tutti i giansenisti.
Molta ripercussione ebbe nella vita di S. Vincenzo la conver-
sione dell'ugonotto di Montimirail it quale accusava la Chiesa di
non curarsi del popolo, pur avendo in Parigi tanti Sacerdoti ozio-
si. Egli non poteva credere the la Chiesa fosse guidata dallo Spiri-
to Santo e permettesse I'abbandono delta povera gente dci campi.
Questa esperienza, secondo alcuni biografi, traccio it futuro di S.
Vincenzo.
San Vincenzo addito alcuni principi per le relazioni con gli ere-
tici: tutti hanno un fondo comune: it rispetto, l'amicizia, 1'esposi-
zione simile delle proprie idec, poi, I'abbandono fiducioso alto Spi-
rito Santo perche completi la sua opera.
S. Giustino fu un fedele seguace di S. Vincenzo, quasi fino al-
I'esagerazione. Mi ha sernpre impressionato it valore assoluto the
Egli dava alle Regole Comuni, at punto di supplicare di non per-
mcttcrc it piu piccolo cambiamento.
Riguardo all'amicizia, Ic parole the rivolse agli abitanti di Adua,
it 26 gennaio 1840, quattro mesi dopo esserc giunto in Etiopia, So-
no l'espressione piu eloquente del suo atteggiamento ecumenico:
"La porta del cuore e la bocca e la chiave del cuore e. la parola. Ap-
pena ho aperto la bocca e ho parlato, ho aperto la porta del mio cuo-
re. E quando vi parlo vi do la chiave del mio cuore. Venice e vedete:
nel mio cuore to Spirito Santo ha poste an grande amore per i cri-
stiani di Etiopia".
S. Giustino ha espresso, in qucsto intcressante discorso, i prin-
cipi dell'arnicizia vincenziana: Ia Iealta c it rispetto. Si confessa cat-
tolico romano e ama i cristiani di Etiopia.
DALL' AMICIZIA ALLA "COMUNIONE"
S. Giustino intui it vincolo teologale the unisce tutte le Chiese
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Cristiane, come dira it Vaticano 11: "Quelli cite credono in Cristo,
cite hanno ricevuto debiiantente it Battesimo, sotto in tnta certa co-
inunione, sebbene non perfetta, con la Chiesa Cattolica".
S. Giustino non formula una teologia delta comunione come
oggi a in atto, ma agi e parlo secondo questa concezione. E sinto-
matico come it Santo non chiami gli Etiopi cretici o scismatici, cal-
cedonici o dissidenti e neppure col nome piu moderno e un po' con-
traddittorio di fratelli separati; Ii chiama semplicemente fratelli,
a indicare la loro fondamentale unione.
La base della comunione a it Battesimo; per esso I'uomo a giu-
stificato e incorporato a Cristo. iI Battesimo a un punto chiave:
quanta alle diversita, it Sinodo dci Vescovi del 1985. seguendo la
dottrina gia espressa net Decreto " Unitatis Redintegratio" ha det-
to: "Dal punto di vista delta cunntnione, la Chiesa cattolica da oggi
ntolta intportanza alle istituzioni, ai riti liturgici, alle tradizioni ec-
clesiastiche e alla disciplina delle Chiese Orientali, illustri per la To-
ro venerahile antichita e per la tradizione degli Apostoli e dei Pa-
dri. In esse, gid da tempi anticltissimi, vige l'istituzione patriarcale,
riconosciuta dai prim! Cone iii Ecutnenici, inoltre, le Chiese orien-
tali hanno testimoniato Cristo e la sua Chiesa can la ntorte e it san-
gue dei Martin" (n. 3).
Come si comporto S. Giustino di fronte alla ricca tradizione
"ecclesiale storica" della Chiesa Copta?
Non esito a vestire l'abito del monaco copto e andare scalzo
come it popolo. Abbiamo in proposito una nota tutta vincenziana:
In una lettera at Superiore Generale delal C.M. it Padre Etienne,
descrive it vestito (lei monaci d'Etiopia e aggiunge: "Credo cite it
criteria della Congregazione al riguardo debba essere quello del Fun-
datore it quale ordino cite i Missionari portassero it vestito degli ec-
clesiastici piic esemplari del paese in cui vivevano... Se lala, onora-
tissimo Padre, non ha nulla in contrariu, La prego di permetterlo
anche a mite, gli altri vedendomi faranno lo stesso"(AI - 1975 - 2930).
Ritenne indispensabile per I'evangelizzazione conoscere la lin-
gua del paese . II Vaticano 11 raccomanda, net Decreto "Ad Gentes",
di apprendere la lingua del paese the si va ad evangclizzare c la
stessa raccomandazione vien fatta net Decreto " Preshvterorum Or-
dinis", ai Sacerdoti destinati alle Missioni.
Sappiamo the Giustino De Jacobis imparo l'amharico, la lin-
gua ufficiale delta nazione e la piu usata. lmparo anche Ia lingua
liturgica "Gi'iz", perchc si rese conto the it rito latino, delta Chic-
sa romana, usato da lui e dagli altri missionari. costituiva una har-
riera tra i Sacerdoti cattolici e it popolo etiope.
Arno oltremodo ll rito etiope . li P. Clarke riassume it pensiero
di Cruntmev: "senza alcuna a f fermazione seorica in proposito, egli,
S. Giustino, miro sempre alla piena identi ficazione con i suoi neofi-
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ti..." it giudizio di Massaia a chiaro: "Arm oltremodo 1Abissiuia e
it rito abissino". (Clarke, 14). Questa affermazione ha piu valore in
quarto it Massaia non la pensava come S. Giustino. Egli giunse it
dire the "i riti orientali erano no monurnento alla ostinazione di
grrei popoli the mai sarebbero cattolici di cuore firrche non fossero
latini, figli di latini e educati net rito latino". (cf. Crummev, p. 80).
Certamente, la Chiesa Cattolica non pensava cosi. La Congregazio-
ne di Propaganda Fide ha insistito sull'autonomia degti usi locali
e sul rispetto delle pratiche dci cattolici etiopi.
fi noto l'impegno di S. Giustino per perfezionare i libri liturgi-
ci etiopi. Due anni prima di morire invio a Roma it manoscritto
del Alessale etiope, it Rituale e on manuale di Teologia morale in
lingua "Gi'iz".
Da cib the si e detto e lecito dedurre the S. Giustino si adope-
ro per presentare la Chiesa Cattolica Romana non come conqui-
statrice, ma come una Chiesa sorella the accetta Ic differenze di
lingua a di rito, delle altre Chiese. 11 Clero c it popolo to comprese-
ro e to dimostrarono quando, gia net primo anno delta sua perma-
nenza tra di loro, tutti uniti, accompagnati dalla panda musicale,
si recarono a presentargli gli auguri la Domenica di Risurrezione.
11. VIAGGIO A RO\1 A: UN SAGGIO
DI DIALOGO ECU\II \ICO
Se qualcuno vuole raggiungere una meta, dove caper anche af-
frontare i rischi. S. Giustino rischib niolto nell'accettare it viaggio
a Roma passando per it Cairo. Accompagnare I'ambasciata incari-
cata di chiedere at Patriarca Copto un Vescovo non cattolico, avreb-
be potuto dar luogo a rcazioni negative e compromettere la sua mis-
sione. Non era, infatti, tnolto rischioso presentarsi at Patriarca Cop-
to e pregarlo di volcr entrare in comunione con Roma, di autoriz-
zare la costruzionc di Chiese Cattoliche in Etiopia e, infinc, the tutta
la delegazione si recasse a Roma per presentare i suoi ornaggi at
Papa c chiedere la sua atnicizia
Gli avvenimenti del Cairo resero chiaro it rischio. L'importan-
te, per S. Giustino, fu giungere a Roma anche con solo la meta del-
la delegazione. 11 gruppo si assottigli0 per quanta era accaduto al
Cairo, ma non fu ostacolato I'ineontro romano.
A Roma Ic cose non potcvano andar meglio: gli incontri con
it Papa, Gregorio XVI. con i Cardinali, con altre petsonalita delta
ita ccclesiale, furonu cordiali. Si pcnsu persino di riunirsi per di-
' cutere alcune questioni dottrinali. 11 Papa non to permise: non era
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quello un incontro per discutere di cristologia o di ecclesiologia,
ma per vivcre I'unita, in Cristo e nella Chiesa.
L'assistcnza at Pontificale, celebrato in Santa Maria Maggio-
re, it 15 agosto, festa dell'Assunzione, offri ai Copti un'occasionc
stupenda per gustare la liturgia r-omana. Ebbero un posto privile-
giato, in una trihuna speciale, nella Chiesa, come si tara piu tardi
durante it Vaticano 11, per gli "osservatori delle Chiese separate".
Il risultato di tutto questo non r facile esprimerlo in tutta I'ampiez-
z.a. Sappiarno cio the disse it dirigenic del gruppo: "Se non fossi
it resportsahile dell'ambasceria , non lascer-ei Roma". Altri, in ma-
niera ancora piir profonda: "Sono stato rrella Chiesa di Roma, 1'ho
vista, l'Ito conosciuta e amata come una sorella, l'ho contemplata
rrella sua bellezza; sono tomato a vederla dopo rnolti anni e !'ho iro-
rata piir ltmtinosa delle acque del Tevere ". Non senza arguzia it Pa-
dre Clarke, ricordando questo tratto, aggiunse con umorisnw ir-
landese: "Non sono esperto per dire the grado di lttnrinosita potes-
sero avere in quel giorno le acque del Tevere !" In ogni caso, e un
bel modo di esprirnere l'esperienza degli Etiopi nell'incontro con
la Chiesa di Roma.
ALTRI ATTEGGIAMENTI ECUMENICI
A quanto gia detto, possiarno aggiungere lc rclazioni col Clero
indigeno. Giustino De Jacobis era convinto the l'unione verrebbe
dal lavoro col Clero etiope. Bisognava dunque lavorare in favore
di questo Cler-o rispecchiando la -sus liturgia c i sum usi. Tre buoni
sacerdoti del paese valgono piir di tutti quclli venuti dall'Europa.
Fedele alla sua convinzione, creo a Guala un Centro di forma-
zione per it Clero indigeno. Sperava di non aver bisogno di Sacer-
doti europei e scrisse the non gliene inviassero. Questa idea non
fu conclivisa da molti missionari, anti fu impugnata dal Padre P.
Poussou, incaricato dal Supcriorc Generale di visitare tutte le Mis-
sioni Bella Congregazione in Cina c in Africa.
Altro atteggiamento ecumenico, di nota, fu la relazionc con i
Protestanti: contatto personalc di rispetto, di amicizia, di aiuto, ri-
cordando it principio vincenziano: "con gli eretici non si deve di-
scutere, si delve mostrare affabilitit, arnahilitd, e insegnare la verith
Bella rostra fede per quel chc ha di hene, senza imporsi con la forza
del ragionamento''.
Non voglio piu cfilungarrni . Quanto gia detto c sut ficiente a pro-
vare quel the affermo Paolo VI nella sua omclia: ''L'ecumenismo
ie la seconda linea dell'apostolato di S. Giustino De Jacobis: la pri-
ma a la santitd".
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Data la nostra formazione ecumenica e la sensibility attuale
per l'ecumenismo, forse non apprezziamo abbastanza iI valore ecu-
menico di S. Giustino. Non dimentichiamo la sua origine meridio-
nale. Egli visse in un ambiente in cui non esistevano relazioni fra
Chiesa Cattolica e altre Chiese e fu formato a una teologia spiri-
tuale the metteva in risalto i mali del protestantesimo e della Ri-
forma e I'azione benefica delta Controriforma. La sensibilita ecu-
menica di questo missionario acquista valore se guardata nell'am-
biente in cui Egli visse come cristiano e come Sacerdote.
Egli ha una visione della Chiesa piu intuitiva the riflessa, piu
sentita the espressa.
(Al lotuzione . Inconirc.
"Stud, Dr Jacobi," . San F, lc. 4 1019R7
ETIOPIA VINCENZ IANA OGGI
Pellegrino ad Hebo col Padre Generale
Salendo sull'aereo dell'Alita-
lia in volo per Addis Abeba, non
pensavo che questo mio 5° viag-
gio verso Hebo potcsse essere
un pellegrinaggio sulle orme di
S. Giustino De Jacobis, in coin-
cidenza con it 150° anniversario
della Missione Vincenziana in
Etiopia.
La "scoperta" I'ho fatta ad Ad-
dis Abeba.
La nostra Congregazione ac-
cetto quella missions it 30 no-
vembre 1838; it 10 marzo 1839
Giustino Dc Jacobis vennc no-
minato Prefetto Apostolico e
nell'ottobre successivo lascio
Napoli per iniziare la sua espe-
rienza rissionaria in terra d'A-
frica.
11 motivo principals del rnio
viaggio era di accompagnare it
Superiore Generale P. Richard
McCullen the per la prima vol-
ta, durante il suo mandato, visi-
tava l'Etiopia.
Questa terra, ricca di storica
c di spirituality vncenziana, e
cara soprattutto alla Provincia
di Napoli the la considera it se-
gno piu evidcntc della propria
vocazione missionaria.
Giustino De Jacobis e uno dei
suoi figli, certarnente it miglio-
re, fra i tanti the Sono partiti per
Ic terre lontane.
Net metter piede su quel suo-
lo sentivo di essere la presenza
e it segno della Provincia di Na-
poli. Con me erano anche it P.
Jean-Francois Gazicllo, Assisten-
te Generale, c it P. Giuseppe
Rampino, Economo Provincials.
Molti Confratelli vorrebbero
recarsi in pellegrinaggio alla
tomba di Giustino De Jacobis,
ma ne sono impediti dalla situa-
zione politica motto precaria.
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IL NOSTRO VIAGGIO
E sempre difficile riferire I'e-
sperienza di tin viaggio missio-
nario. Molte cose si intuiscono
c si vivono soprattutto nel pro-
prio cuore. Per i numerosi Bene-
fattori e per i Lettori di "Presen-
za Vincenziana" tentero di rifc-
rirc cio the pub rnaggiormentc
interessare, evitando di ripetere
quanto gia detto altre volte.
• La guerra e ancora - e Ju-
ra da quasi 30 anni - I'esperien-
za di tutti i giorni. II popolo si
e adattato alla situazione; i gio-
vani cercano di distrarsi dedi-
candosi agli studi in attesa di
tempi migliori o sognando l'eso-
do dally patria verso it mondo
occidentale, the a molti appare
come it paradiso terrestre, per
sfuggire alla poverty del proprio
villaggio resa piu impressionan-
te dai problerni econornici del-
l'intera nazione. I piu sensibili,
i Vescovi ed una parte delta
Chiesa, invocando la pace e per
questa chiedono I'intervento di
chi puo agire presso le grandi
potenzc.
• La siccita degli anni passa-
ti, the aveva causato fame e ca-
restia, e stata superata con le
grandi pioggc. Ma it gravissimo
problema recta. Non ci si puo il-
ludere di averlo risolto una vol-
ta per sempre. Occorre risolver-
lo in radice c per fare cio occor-
rono strutture adeguate di irri-
gazione, occorre creare dighe,
canali, pozzi, occorrono mezzi
economici notevoli.
• Un altro flagello e apparso
negli ultimi mesi e le sue vitti-
me non si contano: la malaria,
the ha colpito soprattutto i vil-
laggi distanti dai grossi centri
perche non attrezzati per gli in-
tcrventi piu urgenti.
In questo contesto operano 20
Missionari Vincenziani e una
quarantina di Figlie della Cari-
ta. Tutti i centri sono stati visi-
tati dal Superiore Generate.
LE TAPPE DELLA VISITA
ASMARA , capitale dell'Eri-
trea, un tempo citta the poteva
competere con le nostre, ora
porta evidenti i segni delta po-
verty di tutta la nazione.
I Vincenziani , in cinque, lavo-
rano ally formazione dei nostri
studenti, 6 di filosofia e 39 di
Scuola superiore, e all'insegna-
mento di filosofia e teologia net
Serninario Diocesano; hanno la
cura pastorale di una parroc-
chia di poveri, situata alla peri-
feria della citta. La lord chiesa,
una cappella usata dagli italia-
ni net periodo dell'occupazione,
e assolutamente insufficicnte
per accogliere la popolazionc
cattolica attualc.
Qui Ic Figlie della Carita sono
presenti con due Case: la "Casa
dell'Lnmacolata" con 5 suore e
quella di Formazione intitolata
a S. Caterina Labour&. Le prime
si dedicano al scrvizio dei pove-
ri a domicilio, ally cura degli
handicappati, alla Gioventu Ma-
riana, alla catechesi parrocchia-
le, alle aspirantinc e gestiscono
un Centro di artigianato per
ragazze-madri. Le altre, oltrc al
noviziato, curano it servizio do-
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miciliarc ad anziani ahhandona-
ti, un Centro giovanile per la for-
mazione umana e professionals,
it catechismo parrocchiale e si
occupano (lei prolu ;hi.
HEBO . II Padre Generale vi e
giunto da Saganciti. ultimo cen-
tro ove si pub giungere in auto,
percorrendo a durso di un mu-
lo e in parte a piedi i 13 km di
strada assolutamente impratica-
hile. E stata, come egli stesso ha
detto, la realizzazione di un de-
siderio coltivato da lontano.
Tutta la popolazione in attesa
gli ha fatto gran testa; gli ha rac-
contata la storia del villaggio c
presentate le propric esigcnzc
piii impcllenti: l'acqua, I'amhu-
latorio, la scuola.
A Ileho Bono presenti Bette
Missionari ed un Fratcllo Coa-
diutorc, ImpegnatI nella for-ma-
zione di 7 Novizi c 35 Aspiranti
missionari , ncl sen-izio pastora-
le di Heho e di tutte le parroc-
chic limit role, nella scuola par-
rocchiale per quasi .00 ragazzi
provenicnti dai vari villaggi.
I.c Figlfe Bella Carila, in otto,
curano it piccolo internato, it
hrelotrofin con circa 40 hanthi-
ni,', i.it:uio i poveri a domicilio,
,%- , '*- -
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si dedicano alla scuola elemen-
tare, al catechismo parrocchia-
le, ai corsi di taglio e cucito, al-
la Gioventit Mariana.
DECAMERE . E un grosso
centro situato a meta strada fra
Asmara e Hebo. L sosta obbliga-
toria di riposo per i Confratelli
c per IC Suore.
Vi lavorano 6 Figlie della Ca-
rita the curano una scuola ma-
terna, una scuola elementare, it
catechismo in parrocchia e nei
villaggi, la Gioventit Mariana, i
corsi di taglio e cucito, la visita
ai poveri a domicilio. La Casa e
intitolata a S. Vincenzo.
ENDAGHIORGHIS . Qui vi e
la "Casa dell'Alleanza", un'espe-
rienza tutta nuova. 11 Superiore
Generale ha Benedetto i locali
appena terminati.
Le Figlie Bella Carita , in 4, la-
vorano in un territorio ove non
c'e alcuna presenza cattolica. Si
dedicano al servizio sociale, al-
I'ambulatorio, alla visita dei po-
veri a domicilio, al catechismo,
ad attivita di pronutzione uma-
na. Anch'essc sperimentano la
poverty spirituals derivante dal-
la rnancanza di un saccrdotc. La
celebrazione eucaristica c un av-
venimento possibile solo quan-
do riesce a recarvisi qualchc
Confratello.
ficile per la presenza dei milita-
ri e dei guerriglieri. Nella Casa
"S. Luisa" vi Iavorano 4 Figlic
della Carita chc prestano it taro
servizio ncll'ambulatorio, Hells
visits dei poveri a domicilio, nel-
la scuola materna, nei corsi di
taglio e cucito, curano la prepa-
razione alla Prima Comunione c
Cresima, collahorano con i Con-
fratelli nelle missioni al popolo
nei villaggi vicini.
AWHUNE -AWHAZU . Quasi di
passaggio it Superiore Genera-
IC ha fatto visita a un'opera an-
cora in via di sperimentazione:
iI centro di Awhune-Awhazi.
Qualche ora appena, sufficientc
perche it Padre potessc avere
un'idea dell 'attivita dclle Figlie
della Carita . Queste sono in 3 c
si dedicano all'ambulatorio, al
scrvizio dci poveri a doricilio,
at catechismo a bambini, giova-
ni e adutti.
BONGA . E un ccntro pasta a
400 km a sud di Addis Abeba.
Vi lavorano tre Confratelli the
curano una decina di villaggi.
11 pity lontano e. a 70 km. Loro
impegno e di formare i catechi-
sti c costruire in ogni villag-
gio tin ccntro di contunita. An-
che a Bonga non mancano gli
appelli per i tanti problerni cli
poverta.
KEREN . E la terra dove cnun-
scro lc prime Figlie della Cari-
ta, ove e ancora presents I'im-
rnagine della Vergine delta Me-
claglia Miracolosa lasciata dalle
prime Sorelle.
Attualrnente e Ia zona piu dif-
ADDIS ABEBA . Da alcuni me-
si vi lavorano due Confratelli ri-
chiesti dall'Arcivescovo Card.
Paulus Tzadua per la direzione
del Seminario Maggiore Dioce-
sano dc1la capitals c di altre
quattro Diocesi del sud, the at-
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tualmente ospita 40 setninaristi
di filosofia e teologia.
la Missione condividessero una
preoccupazione e una decisions
da not presa.
LA NOSTRA GRATITUDINE
Ora rni si consenta di ripete-
rc ai Benefattori ed agli Amici
tutti delta Missione in piu viva
gratitudine per quanto e stato
compiuto. Con i rnici occhi ho vi-
sto it Irutto di tanta generosita:
case costruite, pozzi scavati, asi-
ni e buoi donati per assicurarc
it lavoro, primi intcrventi di
ogni genere in casi di urgcntc
necessita.
Attraverso la mia voce e la no-
stra stampa provinciale i Con-
fratelli, Ic Figlic delta Carita e In
popolazione dell'Etiopia at gra-
z.ie piir sentito, avvalorato dalla
prcghicra, aggiungono la fiducia
di non essere abbandonati.
Non potrebbe ] a Famiglia Vin-
cenziana del Sud Italia creare,
net segno di Giustino De Jaco-
bis, un gemellaggio di amore
condiviso con qucsta porzione
del Regno di Dio affidataci dal-
la Provvidenza?
A tutti i Benefattori, piccoli c
gr andi, I'invito a continuare net-
le microrealizzazioni suggerite
da PRESENZA VINCENZIANA
negli ultimi anni e purtroppo
sempre piir urgenti ed attuali.
UN PRESSANTE APPELL(l
Vorrei the tutti gli Amid del-
Nei 1982 iI governo rivoluzio-
nario etiopico requisi la nostra
Casa di Formazionc di Asmara
e da allora Confratelli , studenti
c giovani Aspiranti Missionari,
complessivamente 50 persons,
vivono quasi accampati in una
Casa dclle Suore Orsoline, asso-
lutamente inadeguata sotto ogni
rispetto.
11 Comune di Asmara ci ha re-
centemente assegnata una su-
perficie di 4500 mq di terreno
per la costruzione , entro sei me-
si, di on alloggio per i giovani.
E gia pronto un progetto di mas-
sima motto semplice . Questa
nuova Casa di Formazione, the
sorgera net 150° anniversario
delta Missione vincenziana in
Etiopia , vorremmo intitolarla at
Beato Ghebre Michael a ricordo
del bicentenario delta sua na-
scita.
Per questa opera chiedo la col-
laborazione di tutta la Famiglia
Vincenziana dell'Italia Meridio-
nate e di quanti amano la nostra
Missions,
II Signore sia per tutti i Bene-
fattori la giusta ricompensa!
Beuianrino DE PALAIA, C.M.
"Presen a Vincen , iana"
N° I, Gen. 1989, pp. 13-14, 16-20
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OMELiA DEL Slil'1•:RIORE GI ?NERALE
PRISSO L. TU\tli:1, DI SAN Glt'ST1NO
Mici cars C'oufratelli, Suore e toi fedeli. .
Sento veramente the e tines grartde grazia di Diu else mi pernette
quest'oggi di celebrare it Sacri ficio Gucaristico in questo posto do-
ve i resti mortali di S. Giustino stamso in attesa delta risurrezione
finale.
Ilebo e lontana du Roma, rnolto lontana dalle grandi metropo-
li del mondo. Non ci .sono voli aerei else raggitunono Ilebo, n! treni
1'liumur mai raggimita. Ala Hebo ha an tesoro the nesstus'altra cil-
ta del mondo possiedc. Possiede i resti morali di S. Giustino De Ja-
cobis, vescovo, missicntario e membro delta Congregazione di S. Vin-
cenzo. I resti mortals di S. Giustino possono ripusare motto lontano
dai grandi centri popolati, nsa il.1n) none 1' .sulle labbra di rnigliaia
di Lazzaristi, di Figlie Bella Carita, dull'Africa all Asia, doll 'Europa
all'America, find all 'Australia.
E veranene una gioia per nsc .%alutare S. Giustino questa m ► tat-
tint, essere in mezzo al/a popolaziorse clue egli amcr tanto ed essere
vicino a quel corpo dote per 60 ainii dimoro /o Spirito di Dio else
fit la louse del stio zelo apostolico.
S. Giustino e, come gia detto, conosciuto da ►nigliaia di perso-
tie. Tuttatia egli e ancora sconosciulo.
Quando Paolo VI to canoiiizzis, it 26 ottobre 1975, dopo la ceri-
rnonia parlo brei•ern'rite, dulla fincstra del suo appartamento, di S.
Giustino prima di recitare l'Angelu.s. 11 Papa disse else Giustinr be
Jacobis oggi ha soltanto art torto. a precisamerne quello di "non es-
sere meglio conoscittio". Forse la ragione per cui S. Giustino non
e meg/iu conosciuto a la sua ur ►tilti . Fit l'umilta di S. Giustino clue
inspressiono soprattntto it Vescovo Cappuccino (pill tardi Cardina-
le) clue to ordino Vescovo rte! 1849. I'iti Nolte nei snoi rapporti a Ro-
ma i/ Vescovo Cappuccino parla dcll'urrsilta di Giustinr be Jacobis.
A fatica Giustino fu persuaso ad essere ordinato Vescovo e quando
cib atvenne. fn rsell 'oscuro della notte (a motito Bella persecuzio-
rte) a con un mini no di certmonia in una piccola capanna rurale.
Fit con la sua pro forida ed autetitica torsi /ta clic S. Giustino si pars
tote sirada rtei cuori dcgli Ortodossi, clero c laici.
La sua umilta gli permise di essere paziente col clero ortodosso
the inizialmente , per pr -egiudizio , gli era contrario . Fit i'urniltit c-Iie
feet' di S. Giustino Dc Jacobis tin genuino ecnrnersis ta cento aimi
prima del Vatican , 11. "Dio innalzo questa grartde figura di itutaisa
perfezione, scrisse Mons. Ma.ssaia, it Vescovo Cappuccino , sal jots-
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datnento c/ell'ur„ilta, a ffi,tclte fo.,se iota lezione all'Etiopia e agli apo-
stuli the cortti,uu'ranrto „el lcn'oro c/a lui ini;.iato".
Ricordo the till sacerdote inglese delta Congregazione delta Mis-
sione alcuni anni fa visitu I'Etiopia e le regioni dove S. Giustino ave-
va lavorato.
Questo sacerdote, al suo rilorno venne a farnti visita a Roma.
('io the irnpres.siono di pits quel sacerdote to the Ia genre di Alitie-
tia parla di S. Giustitto come se fosse motto soltantt ieri. Ques/o
sacerdote co,ninto a dire chc, .sebbene altri ►nissio,tari avesero la-
vorato con dedizione per quelle popolazioni, e it ricordo di A/nina
lacob cite e ntaggiornente vivo. Era cltiaro cite Ia sanlitd di S. Giu-
slino aveva lasciato an profiuno di santird attcora fragrance.
S. Giustino, come trail sappianto, a stato an grande evangeliz-
zatore. Egli aveva Lena profonda co, tvirt zio,te the Ia persona cite, pri-
ma di ntiti, doveva essere evangelizzala era !iii stesso e assutt.se quel
compito come .stio inpegno di ogm giorno!
Predicare it Vangelo a se stesso. Tale convinzione di S. Giusti-
no trova coo ferma, con quasi identiche espressioni, tie! doc. oilento
magistrate emanato da Paolo VI net 1975 dal litolo "Evangelii Nun-
tiandi ". In verita in gtie.sto doctenteruo di Paolo VI ono pub trot-are
espresse mope itituizioni cite S. Giustino aveva gia fatte proprie e
rnesse in pratica in questa terra piic di cerno anti prima.
It, veritd, se S. Giu .stino fosse stato presertte al tempo del Vati-
cano I/, e vi avesse preso parle , credo the egli avr -ebhe parlato con
tanta esperien zz a personale ste argontertti come i rapporti ecuneni-
ci tra cristiani e non credenti , dell'obhligo delta Chiesa di presenla-
re se smessa al none/o come povera.
Egli avrehhe contribuit o coil ecce llenti idee al lavoro dei stioi
fratelli Vescovi gteando questi stesero it docttntento "Ad Genres",
.utlla rrtissione de lla C 'hiesa net mondo . I,toltre S. Giustino Si sareb-
be compiaciuto per it contenuto the it Vaticano 11 diede al silo fott-
damerttale doctmtetuo .calla ('ltiesa, cioe la "Lumen Gemitoll".
In una parola . S. Gitcstino to l'ttomo chc , cote siamo soliti di-
re, ha anticipato i tenpi .' Egli fu , nel niglior signi ficato della paro-
Ia: cattolico , tiomo attiversale!
F se ,tot avessimo bisogno di testintoniartza di qucsto, basterebbe
il fatto storico c/re alcutii nrusulmani , per rispetto at steoi ultinti de-
sideri , aiutarono a 1rasportare le sue spoglie mortali al po.sto clove
io, con voi, Ito la gioia di esscre oggi . Raggiungendo oggi Heho, sett-
to di aver adcmpiuto t'ohiettivo di tot pellegrinaggio , di on deside-
rio cltr ho coltil'ato da multi anti.
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Permettetenii, a questo punto, di offrire it into grazie e it grazie
del P. Gaziello a tutu quelli the hanno contribuito a questo ratio viag-
gio tiny al posto dove riposano i resti mortali di S. Giustino.
Tutti e due, P. Gaziello ed io, siamo consapevoli cite ci a voluto
sforzo a motto tempo. energia e pazienza per ottenere quello the nelle
circostanze presenti e quasi un ntiracolo: it nostro buon viaggio in
aereo ed in macchina e con i mini fino a questo piacevole villaggio
the e attorniato da montagne ntaestose di Dio.
All'ituercessione di questo simile Vincenziano, vescovo e mis-
sionario, raccontando la Fantiglia Vincenziana del ntondo itttero.
Probabilntente 1'aspetto untano e la grandezza spirituale di que-
sto uonto, italiano di nascita ma etiope per adozione, non sara mai
abbastanza c•onosciuto fino a quando not lo incontreremo in cielo.
E pub essere . Per it ntonuntento delta sua vita e delle site attivitd
rinta ne conucnque. Phi importance ancora, egli stesso, godendo di
facto la fulgente visione di Dio, Testa interessato di Heho e Bella sua
popnlazione, di Alitiena e della sua popolaziotte, e di tutu) it paese
da lui evangelizzato, Bella Congregazione delta Missione e delle Fi-
glie delta Caritd, di tutu quelli che, come lui, oggi si ispirano a quel-
l'uonto ntedesinto c•he gli ispiro l'ideale di evangelizzare i poveri:
S. Vincenzo de' Paoli.
Possa S. Giustino ottenere a tutu noi , con la sua intercessione,
la benedizione e la pace di Dio Padre, Figlio e Spirito Santo. Amen.
Richard McCULLEN, C.M.
llr1,,,, 17.11.1988
3rd December 1988, Lazarist House, Addis Ababa.
150th Anniversary of entrusting the Vicariate of Abyssinia
to the Community by the Holy See
Reading: liplreda,t. 1:348
Gospel: Jolm 3:1618, 20-21
Your Eminence, Your Excellency, the Pro-Nuncio, and my dear
Brothers and Sisters in Christ,
When on the 30th November 1838 the Holy See entrusted Ethio-
pia to the Lazarist Congregation as a vast territory of apostolic
work, the season of Advent had probably begun for the Latin Church
and was about to begin for the Church in the East. That fact in it-
self is significant, for it is during the season of Advent that the
universal Church tries to deepen its appreciation of the fact record-
ed by Saint John in his Gospel, that "God so loved the world that
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He gave his only Son so that whoever believes in Him should not
perish but should have eternal life."(Jn 3:16).
That statement of Saint John could be said to he the central
declaration of the Christian faith, to be the very heart of the Gospel.
For the heart of the good news which we Christians hold and be-
lieve, is not that "God is Love ". That indeed is a precious truth, but
it does not imply any act for our saving. But the words, "God so
loved the world that He gave....., indicate the cost to the Father's
heart. "He gave". It was not just a continuing mood of generosity.
It was an act at a particular time and place: Nazareth, Bethlehem,
Golgotha.
And God's giving continued on Pentecost Day, - and no day
has dawned since then when God has not given His Son to the world
through the Church.
Our vision of God's continued giving to the world has all the
limitations of created and finite minds. "We see now in a dark man-
ner" (I Cor 13:12). One of the purposes of jubilee and centenary
celebrations is to enlarge out, vision of God's giving, of God's
generosity. '
This evening we are reflecting on God ' s giving to Ethiopia
through the Congregation of priests and brothers of Saint Vincent
de Paul- We are not only reflecting on God's giving, but we are react-
ing to it through our personal and community thanksgiving.
There is always, however, a deep gorge between God's giving
and our thanksgiving. Our thanksgiving is feeble because we are
creatures marked by the consequences of original and personal sin.
So, besides giving and thanksgiving there is a place also for for-
giving.
But first - of God's giving to Ethiopia. It certainly did not be-
gin in the year 1838. Is there anyone among us who is unaware of
the rich heritage which the Ethiopian Church already possessed,
- and that from the earliest centuries of Christianity? There was,
however, a new giving on God's part when some months after Ad-
vent 1838 the Italian Lazarist , Justin de Jacobis , left his country
for Ethiopia.
His pastoral plan was simple. He would give himself fully to
the Ethiopian people. He would do so with his mind, but especial-
lv with his heart. He would, so to speak, incarnate himself among
them. In one word , he would reflect in his words, in his actions,
in his style of life, the understanding of a compassionate God, "Who
so loved the world as to give His only Son... so that those who would
believe in Him would have ete rnal life. " (Jn 3:6).
The love of God, when it breaks strongly through the weakness
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of the human personality, acts as a magnet. And so it was that
blessed Ghehre Michael was drawn into the new outpouring of love
that was radiating from Abuna Yakob.
There is not time this evening to recall the successive waves
of Lazarists troth different countries and Provinces who gave them-
selves with - to quote Saint Vincent - "the strength of their arms
and the seat of their brows" to the task of building up the body of
Christ which is the Church. Of the hundreds of Lazarist priests,
brothers and seminarians , who have worked under the strong sun
of Ethiopia. each man gave - to quote Saint Paul - "according
to the measure of the giving of Christ."(Eph 4:7).
Let the Chronicles of the Community since 1839 speak of its
successes and failures, of its strengths and weaknesses, of good de-
cisions and of faulty ones. Only let me say this: that when the author
of the letter to the Hebrews remarked that the heroes of his time
"conquered Kingdoms through faith...escaped the edge of the sword,
won strength out of weakness... some were tortured... others suffered
mocking and.wourging, arrd even chains and imprisonment", (Heb
11:33, 34,36) there is more than an echo of that description to he
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found in the history of the Catholic Church in Ethiopia during the
past 150 years.
Giving and forgiving. Abuna Yakob and Ghebrc Michael had
in their time much to forgive, as indeed have those who in more
recent times have dedicated themselves to the same apostolates.
Besides offering forgiveness we have need of asking forgiveness.
Communities of men and women have need of asking forgiveness,
for they, like all of us individuals, fall short of the vocation to which
we have been called. Communities can sin by thought, word, deed
and omission. There is place in a celebration, such as today's, for
asking the grace of forgiveness for what we have failed to do. There
is a place also for reminding ourselves of Saint Vincent's practice
of asking God two or three times every day to annihilate his Com-
munity, if it did not serve God's purpose and that of His Church.
We can, of' course, draw comfort and strength from the fact that
the presence of the Lazarists here in Ethiopia for 150 years can be
read as a sign of God's contentment with the Community, even if
we must, as Saint Vincent reminds us in our Rule, regard ourselves
as unprofitable servants.
Giving, forgiving and thanksgiving. Perhaps it is the sentiment
of thanksgiving that is uppermost in all our minds this evening.
There are no seasons for God' s grace. Every day brings down both
the rain and the sunshine of God's grace. From the beginning we
have been blessed by "the Father of Our Lord Jesus Christ with all
the spiritual blessings of heaven in Christ." (Eph 1:3).
Many modern computer discs would be needed to catalogue
the outstanding visible graces which the Lazarists here in Ethio-
pia have received since Saint Justin de Jacobis first set foot on its
soil in 1839, and only a recording angel could list the invisible
graces. Let us, then, do what we do at every Eucharistic sacrifice,
unite our voices with the angels and saints in heaven as they
proclaim, "Holy, Holy, Holy Lord, God of Sabaoth, Heaven and earth
are full of Your glory. Hosannah in the highest."
The Advent of 1838 in the Church's Calendar opened a new
chapter in the history of the Lazarist Missions in the Church. May
the Advent of 1988 broaden and strengthen those foundations upon
which this Ethiopian Mission was built. May there not be a stone
in it which God's hand has not placed there. May God's grace con-
tinue to sanctify those whom He has called.
With Saint Vincent - who exclaimed in a letter to one of his
Confreres, - I pray:
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"O Divine Goodness,
unite all the hearts of the Little Company of the Mission and
then command what you wish.
Pain will be light to them, and every task easy.
The strong will console the tweak: the weak will cherish the
strong, and obtain for them from God an increase in strength.
And so, Lord, your work will be done according to your lik-
ing and for the building up of your Church.
Your workers will be multiplied, drawn by the perfume of such
charity." (Coste III, p. 257).
We ask this through Christ, Our Lord. Amen.
Richard McCUI .LEV, C.M.
The Congregation of the Mission completes
150 years in Ethiopia
This year the Congregation of the Mission completed its 150 years of
service to the people of Ethiopia a nation situated in north-cast Africa, in
the field of evangelisation, formation of the clergy, education and develop-
mental works. Very Rev. Fr. Richard Mc Cullen Superior General and Fr.
Gaziello the Assistant for the missions reached Ethiopia to solemnize the
occasion.
On 3rd Dec. '88 in the premises of the Provincial house of the C.M. in
Addis Ababa capital of Ethiopia the General joined by 25 priests offered
the Eucharistic sacrifice. His Eminence Cardinal Paulos Tzadua of Addis
Ababa and His Grace Archbishop Thomas White papal Nuncio to Ethiopia
graced the occasion with their esteemed presence. In his sermon the main
celebrant invited all to thank the Lord for the graces showered on the church
in Ethiopia which grew up and spread in spite of Dungeon fire and sword.
St. Justine Dc Jacobis, C.M. the first Vincentian Bishop in Ethiopia and
Blessed Gebre Michael an Ethiopian Vincentian martyr were affectionate-
ly remembered and fervently invoked during the celebrations.
In the meeting that was held after the Eucharistic Celebration, the
Cardinal, the bishops and other eminent guests paid glowing tributes to
the past and present members of the C.M. for their valuable and enduring
contribution in establishing and building up the Catholic Church in Ethio-
pia a predominantly orthodox christian country.
In connection with the celebrations two Ethiopian major seminarians
of the C.M. were ordained deacons by Msgr. Fikre Mariam Gemechu C.M.
Bishop of Nekemte, Ethiopia.
('News Bunein ", C.tt tndia , Jan-Feb , 1989, pp 14.1 51
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VITA CONGREGA TIONIS
UN "MERCI " AU P. GAZIELLO
Done (1), le P. Jean-Francois Gaziello, vu son etat de sante et
les axis des medecins, a demande d'ctre dechargc de son office
d'Assistant General, et Ic Superieur General, avec le consentement
dc son Conseil, a accepte sa demission. Le P. Gaziello a quittc la
Curie Generale le 6 fcvrier. Depuis lors, it se trouve a notre mai-
son de Montpellier.
"La Congregation doit de la reconnaissance au P. Gaziello pour
son excellent travail durant huit ans et demi", a ecrit Ic 1'. Gene-
ral. VINCEN'I'IANA a, aussi, tin "merci" a dire. Maintes fois elk
a henclicie tie la collaboration du P. Gaziello. 11 "approvisionnait"
constamment son Directeur ties nouveautcs litteraires (Iivres,
revues, articles, etc.) susceptibles d'elargir Ies horizons de la C.M.
dans ses insertions d'Eglise de par le monde. II etait toujours Peet
et disponible pour Ic depanner, menu quand it s'agissait Jailer au
plus vite chez l'imprinreur. On comprendra, done, aisement, que
V1NCENTIANA ressente particulierement le depart du P. Gaziello.
Car, et hien plus, Ic P. Gaziello "vcillait", je veux dire qu'il ctait
a 1'ccoute de tout cc qui "bouge" Bans la C.M., Bans I'Eglise et dins
le monde (attitude normale, semblerait-il, si Ion est tin tart soil
peu "guillcret d'esprit", en regardant plus loin que Ic bout de son
nez). Mais, surtout, he P. Gaziello "eveillait" des apcr4us et des pers-
pectives qui echappent habitucllement a ceux qui s'enlisent clans
les ornieres (et cette clairvoyance nest pas forcement devolue a
quiconque). A la fine Pointe, Ie P. Gaziello "rcvcillait" les somno-
lences en rernuant les pesanteurs des accoutumances: pour cela it
abordait, avcc tine audace tranquille, Ies questions qui "posaient
des questions". A cc propos on petit evoquer les six derniers points
de son rapport sur Ies missions "ad Genres" it I'AG-86 (2). "Veiller,
eveiller, reveiller", tine trilogie qui pourrait "decoder" le P. Gaziello
en ces annecs vecues ensemble a Rome.
Pour moi, tout en restant sur la touche de la discretion, je ne
puis m'empecher de dire tin "merci" biers fraternel au P. Gaziello.
Je Iui dis cc "merci", comme Directcur de noire revue ct, aussi,
( 1) Cf. page 3 de cc numeru de VIN( N\TIAN.A.
(2) Cf. "VINCENTIANA", 5-& ' 1986 , pp. 484-486.
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comme confrere dune communaute internationale, Ia Curie Gene-
rate, au service dune conununautc, la C.M., hies plus internatio-
nale encore. En effet, it "veillait", it "cveillait" et it "reveillait sur
les sujets qui lut tenaient plus a ccrur, soit cunune vincentien, soil
cornme Assistant General: la vie communautaire, les nouveaux delis
des missions "ad Genres" et du service des pauvres en quelque
cndroit du globe que cc soil.
Du point de vue physique, cel elan a ere stoppe par la maladie.
De fait, c'est au cours dune visite a une de nos missions "ad Gen-
res" que la malaria cerebrate s'est dcclenchee. Du point de vue spi-
rituel, I'CIan poursuit sur un auur registre; celui que souligne St.
Vincent: "noun co,tstuner... nous exposer volo,ttiers pour le service
du prochain, pour amplifier l'empire de Jesus-Christ dons les dates"
(XI, 402), et encore: "il faut dontner lieu a la ,ttaladie co ►mne d an
etat lout divin" (1, 144). Un "grand mcrci", P. Gaziello!
Jose-Oriol BA YL;1('ll, C. M.
PORTUGAL - Funchal : Rcpc,rtc,Lenl ar, Pc. McCollc,,
"Sacerdotes Terao que ser coda vez mail homens de Ora4ao"
- Saliettta o Pe. Richard M c('ullen
A C'ongregacao dos Padres Vicentinos esta espalhada por tudo
o mundo c integra trinta c una mil Irmas e qual ro mil saccrdotes.
F a major Comunidade Consagrada Fcntinina da Igreja Cato-
lica.
Na Diocese do Funchal o trabalho dos Vicentino e conhecido,
nao so atraves da obra quc orientam, no Hospicio Dona Amelia,
cones no apoio que ester padres dzo as conn,nidades locais.
0 Superior Geral dos Padres Vicentinos, e irlandes e ocupa este
importante cargo ha oito anos. Visitou ja cerca de setenta e quatro
paises, nude se encontram comunidades Vicentinas e e an ntesmo
Icmpo Superior das Irmas da Caridade. Este e urn Caro intico na
Igreja, e dove-se ao facto de desejo expresso pclos dois Fundado-
res deltas Congrega4ues, Sao Vicente de Paulo e Santa Luisa de
Marilac.
O Padre Richard McCullen esta de visita a Portugal c falounos
do modo Como foi recehido:
- Bstuu tnuito it„prrssiouado Cott, o calor do acolhit„et,to que
me foi prestado ta„tu no Co,ttinc'„te Como na Madeira.
- Quanto aos locais visitcrdus:
- Iistive eat I.:shua na ('a'a 1',n, ozcial dc,., Padres e „a Casa
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Provincial das Irmds, bent como, visitei o Externato Sao Vicente de
Paulo.
Desloquei - me depois a Almodovar , que e a regido mais pobre
que nos apoiarnos em Portugal . Em Santiago do Cacent visitei nao
sco a conumidade local coma toda a zona rural que e muito extensa,
ahandonada e onde as Vicentinos ten efectuado importance trabalho
de assistencia.
Na cidade do Porto visitei o nosso Seminario Maior e ern Fel-
gueiras comae tei com a realidade do Seninirio Menor onde five
ion Encontro con, a.c Irnras do Caridade do Norte de Portugal.
Saliento ainda a visita a Fatima e a Visen.
"ECUMI. XISMO NASCEU NA MADEIRA"
- No que se relaciona corn a presen4a Vicentina no nosso pals:
- Os Vicentinos em Portugal tent uma beta historia. Cito coma
exemplo o encontro que se registou no Madeira enure Lorde Ilalli-
far e o Padre Portal que aqui iniciararn o gr-ande Movimento de F_cu-
tnenisno mode rno na Igreja.
E urn aspecto importante que marca a nossa Congrega4do.
Err: conversa mantida com o Senhor Bispo do Funchal loi-me
dito do set interesse ern que existisse nas suns vizinl,as do Hospicio
uma hornenagem a estes dois Homens dando-a essas Was a
denoninaGao de ruas Porial/I-falli fax, porque foi ncs.ce local que
ambos conversaran: e de rant iru"cio a este Movirnento de Unidade
enure todos os cristdos.
- Os Vicentinos no Mundo. Que realidade?
- Nos esjorFamo-nos por jazer aquilo que Sao Vicente de Paulo
realizava no set tempo: levar a Boa Nova de Cristo, sohretudo, aos
pobres de urn modo concreto. Trahalhamos tambem na formacdo
dos padres para que eles possarn continuar a ser exemplo de
dedicaccao a esta tao nohre causa.
Os Vicentinos estao Hutto interessados em apoiar os Movimen-
tos cia Juventude Mariana Vicentina, been como as obras, vivendo
e espirito Vicentino.
Sornos muitos, dispersos pelo Mundo, levando aos ►nais caren-
ciados a nossa Palavra de conjorto, o nosso apoio, a nossa ajuda.
- 0 Pc. McCullcn refere ainda:
- Estanos tam hem esforCando-nos para fazer nais alguma
coisa pelos jovens e eu, coma SuperiorGeral, interessone vivamente
por esse sector vital de Igreja.
VOCAc OES VICENTINAS A DIMINUIR
- As Vocacocs Viccntiuas, nestes ultimos anus tcm lido as
dcscjadas?
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- No Terceiro Mundo ha urn certo crescirtento, rnas na Europa,
infelizrtente, as voca4Zes tendern a baixar.
A Europa esta a sotrer irnenso nos dias actuais, e dui que o Papa
Jodo Paulo II insiste irnenso na reevang
_ eli acao do Continents
Europcu.
Hci razoes para esta diminuicdo de vocacbes sacerdotais e reli-
giosas Vicentinas na Europa ern contraponto coat urn relativo
auntento na America Latina e Africa. Aqui encontramos urea Igreja
jovern, com muito dinarnismo, plena de for-ca. Todos nos tetnos cons-
ciertcia de que apds o ano Bois mil, mais de metade da cristandade
estard nos paises de America Latina c de Africa.
- No quc se refere as Irmas Vicentinas, elas constituem a
maior Congrega45o do nn.rndo. A que se deve este facto?
- 0 rrtotivo principal e a Fe m uito forte, que as Irmds tent na
figura e na mensagent de Sao Vicente de Paulo. Vivem, de facto a
parabola do Born Samutritano, fazendo o Bent a todos os seus Irrndos
em Cristo.
U-NIA 'VIENSAGEM
- A finalizar uma palavra especial a todos os madeirenses, do
Superior Geral dos Padres Vicentinos:
- Ha via muitas c:oisas que cu gostava de diner, was you escol-
her apenas ion pegueno pensamento.
Como 21' Sucessor do pr6prio Selo Vicente de Paulo queria a fir-
mar a todos sera excePcdo: Vivam a mail bela hist6ria que o Sen-
hor nos contort; vivam corn intensidade a Parabola do Born Sarna-
ritano e, coot certeza, que a Paz estarci nos vossos coracoes, porque
fizestes algo de sublime, que urn diet ser-vos-a recompensado.
- 0 Padre Richard McCullen salicntou ainda a sua esperan4a
dc que. "os Sacerdotes Vicentinos deverito sercada vez. mais Homers
de ora5-do, porque depois tudo o mail sur-gira, se cadet ton pudcr apro-
fundar a qualidade c/a vida do ora<-do''.
- E salienta ainda
- Uma das miltas preocupacoes e o facto dos padres se interes-
sarem rnais polo activismo , deixando de parse o tempo de ora4do.
Todavia confio que a obra Vicentina jamais deixard de entusiasnnnr
todos quantos a conhecern.
- 0 Superior Gera] dos Padres Vicentinos tern quatro assis-
tentes, entre tiles o Padre Lauro , que e de nacionalidade brasileira
sendo o Assistente Geral da Congregagdo deshe ha cerca de Bois
anon.
"0 Jorrtal c/a Madeira
22.1.1989
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NEVV ORLEANS - Damascus House
VINCENTIAN BROTHERS - RENEWAL PRO( ,RN.N1
At the end of August 1, 1988, Damascus House, New Orleans,
LA., the location of the interprovincial Internal Seminary of the
three provinces of the Western Region, USA, began a program of
continuing formation for Vincentian Broilers in conjunction with
the initial formation of a young American Brother. Novice Brother
Richard Malewicki was joined by six others: Bro. Mark Argus, Pro-
vince of China; Bro. Paul Joseph, Mid-West Province, USA; Bro.
Henry Escurel, Province of the Philippines; Bro. Susanto Digal, Pro-
vince of India; Bro. Paul Odjugo, Nigerian Region, Province of Ire-
land; Bro. Richard La Plume, Mid-West Province, USA. In effect,
this program has involved the formation of Brothers at three levels:
internal seminary, preparation for incorporation, renewal. Also, for
three weeks in JanuarviFebruarv six other Brothers from various
North American Provinces Joined the Damascus Community for spe-
cial workshops dealing with the Vincentian charism and continuing
formation in the Christian and apostolic life.
The stated objective of the Brothers Program was:
''To aid an admitted or incorporated Brother of the Congregation of
the Mission to deepen his Vincerrtian vocation through an integrat-
ive process which centers on an intense experience in community,
living in proximity to the poor , and directly serving them while being
animated by the five Vincentian virtues."
To this purpose, the program has served well the varying needs
of the Brothers and has provided them the opportunity to share
the Vincentian life and spirit with Brothers I rorn around the world.
One the one hand, this has involved the challenge to adjust to con-
freres of different cultures; on the other hand, for this very reason
they have been enriched. For all their differences, they have dis-
covered h()\% much thc\ tit) htne in CUmULorll %%ith other to nlrere.
because of their common ^ocatlon.
The group comprises many years of Vincentian life and ser-
vice: from forty years of vocation to recent admission into the Con-
gregation. And one of the Brothers, Paul Odjugo of Nigeria, had
never before met another Brother of the Congregation since he is
the first lay member in his region.
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to Rtglu: Bi. Mark Argos, Br. Richard Malewicki, Br. Richard La Plume, Br. IIenry Escurel.
Paul Od ugo, Fr. Richard McCullen, Br. Paul Joseph, Br. Sctsanto Digal.
The whole thrust of the program has been the integration of
the Vincentian vocation which comprises five basic components:
1) apostolic service; 2) prayer; 3) community life: 4) on-going study;
and 5) continuing discernment of vocation. The Brothers Program
has sought to integrate these components in light of the renewal
of religious life called for by Vatican Council 11 and the new Con-
stitutions and Lines of Action of the Congregation.
In the course of the year the Brothers have had the opportunity
to work at this integration while living in the midst of predominant-
ly poor people of the inner-city of New Orleans. As a result they
have not only spent two full days a week in experiencing the situ-
ation and needs of the poor while serving them in some capacity,
but they also have returned home to live among them.
Daily prayer has been an important activity during the year
and the daily celebration of the Eucharist has been enriched
through the regular participation with them of other religious men
and women who also serve the poor and live among them in this
area of the city. Furthermore, the Brothers have received into
Damascus (louse the poor themselves for a hi-weekly celebration
of the Sunday Eucharist and the\ ha\e participated in the religious
instruction of both children and adults.
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Left to Right: Br. Richard La Plume, Br. Richard iMalewicki , Fr. Bernard Quinn , Fr. Richard McCulle
Left to Right: Br. Henry Escurel, Br. Paul Odjugo, Bi. Susanto Digal, Br. Mark Argus, Br. Paul Joseph
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Along with on-going theological reflection on their apostolic
experience and study of the Vincentian charism and tradition, the
Brothers have had the opportunity to profit Irom workshops con-
ducted both by members of the Vincentian family and others, reli-
gious and lay. It has been very important to have had Brothers of
religious communities serving as instructors and facilitators. Sev-
eral of these Brothers are nationally prominent in the field of con-
tinuing spiritual formation. Moreover, each of the Brothers in the
program has been receiving regular spiritual direction from
Brothers who have received training and have had experience in
this important work.
A high-light of the year was the visit in October of the Superior
General, Fr. Richard McCullcn, who spent it full day with the
Brothers. Fr. McCullen presented to them an important address
which not only touched on the history of the early Brothers in the
Congregation, but also offered insights into the meaning of their
vocation as it was established at the time of St. Vincent and as it
is developing in our own times. The Superior General also en-
couraged them to reflect on the nature of their vocation during this
time of renewal as the General Curia prepares a flan of Forma-
tion for Vincentian Brothers.
It is to he hoped that by the end of the nine-month program
that the Brothers who have participated in it will have developed
a deeper appreciation of their lay vocation in the Congregation and
the important contributions that they make in carrying out its
purpose.
Bernard J . QUTA V, C.M.
MADAGASCAR: Lit Herman( ntisione ro t' constructor
l:l lino. Jose Rita, misionero en
Androv (Madagascar), vuelve it
Espana despues de cuatru anus
intensos tie trabajo y Iuchats paora
yue estos malgaches del dislrito del
Sur, o Androv, tie Ia "Isla Roja"
vavan aprendiendo un poco etas v
asi cn Cl luturo puedan realizar ellos
solos los trahajos necesarios de la
n1 ision.
"Estos cuatro anos de trabajo
misionero \ oust rumor los pace
enure Bekils N Anihou,ncbe.
%li testimonio principal es ser tin
intimo colaborador con todos los
misioneros y misioneras (lei Androy,
siempre dispuesto a ayudar alla
donde los responsables de Ia mision
to vicsen convvnicnte.
Desde el 15 tie enero de 1985 hasta
cl 15 de abril tie 1987 estuve en
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Bekily con los PP. Garrido y Coello
reformando completamente la resi-
dencia de los misioneros: scis habi-
taciones, refectorio, dos cuartos de
Kano, tres clases de l0 x 8 m., on
salon para el internado de las Her-
manas, comedor, cocina v sala de
ascu de las internal v un salon-
almaccn para colocar la rnaquina de
descascarillar arroz.
El 1-5 de abril del 1987 volvi a
Amhovombe Para construir una resi-
dencia con los PP. Calvo v Cueto
Para las Ilesmanas del Sagrado
Corazon. Esta casa es del senor
obispo. El la mand6 construir. Tienc
seis habitaciones, una capilla, refec-
torio, biblioteca, comedor, tres cuar-
tos de bano v recibidor. Esta comu-
nidad se cncarga de regir v-enscnar
en el colegio de la parroquia a 1.080
alumnos, desde 1.° de EGB hasta
entrar en la Universidad.
vornbe. La antigua nos yenta va
pequena, pucs cuando nos reunia-
mos los misioneros teniamos que
dormir en las officinal de la parro-
quia e incluso poner dos camas en
algunas habitaciones. Con ]as diez
habitaciones anteriores v las nueve
de la relorma va podemos dejar
alguna de ellas a los scminaristas
que nos suelen visitar junto con sus
familiares. Son cinco o seis los semi-
naristas que dentin de tres o cuatro
arias scran sacerdotes.
Para primeros de mayo volvere
a la mision a construir la iglesia de
Beloha. La actual es pequeria v se
esta cavcndo. Sera del rnismo estilo
que la de Ambovombe.
Os pido a todos vucstra colabo-
racion v vuestras oraciones al Senor
para que nos avude en lo economico
v nos de salud v fuerza para poder
Ilevar esta obra a burn tin".
Los seis ultirnos meses estuve
agrandando la residencia de los
misioneros del distrito de Ambo-
Hno. Jose Rua, C.M.
("Canna- de %ft,iar 'lath iJ, n ;s p Si
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